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^bminisitration anb Jfatultj>
John Diell Blanton, L.L.D.,
President
W. V. Flowers
Bursar
Mrs. J. D. Blanton
Principal Home Department
Frances Buchanan . Assistant Principal Home Department
Mrs. Solon E. Rose . Assistant Principal Home Department
EsTELLA Gardner Hefley Presiding Teacher
A.B. Randolph-Macon Woman's College; Graduate work at Oxford Uni-
versity, Eng., Columbia University, N. V., Vanderbilt University.
Lelia D. Mills . . . , History, English, Current Events
Graduate South Kentucky College; Graduate Student Radcliffe College;
Student of History and Literature for twenty months in Europ6.
Effie Freeman Thompson Bible^ Psychology
Ph.B. Boston University; Graduate Student of Bryn Mawr. Vassar and
Wellesley Colleges; Student Newton Theological School and Boston
University Theological School; Ph.D. University of Chicago.
Olive Carter Ross English, Art History
A.B. University of Nashville; Special Student Vanderbilt University;
A.M. Columbia University.
Bertha Cornelia Norris English, Latin, Greek
A.B. and A.M. Bryn Mawr College; Special Student Yale University.
Theodora Cooley Scruggs English, History
.A.B, Wellesley College; Special Student Chicago University; Student of
Literature and History in Europe.
Sarah Clarke Turner English
Graduate Webb School; A.B. Gaucher College; Post-graduate Student
Columbia University.
Rebecca Baxter Gilkerson . History, Economics, Sociology
Ph.B. and A.M. University of Chicago; Graduate Student Chicago Uni-
versity and Harvard University.
Martha Annette Cason Latin
A.B. University of Chicago; Graduate Student Columbia University.
Richard Garfield Cox . Mathematics
A.B. Hiram College; Graduate Student Chicago University; A.M. Co-
lumbia University.
Mary Laura Sheppe Mathematics
Graduate Peabody College; Special Student University of Chicago and
Harvard University.
Gladys Earle Science
A.B. and A.M. Wellesley College; Special Student in Chemistry and
Graduate Student in Botany at University of Chicago; Special Stu-
dent in Household Chemistry at University of Wisconsin.
Nannie W. Lewis Science
B.S. Vanderbilt University; Special Student University of Chicago.
^bminisitration anb Jfatultp
Elisa Cuendet French
Diploma from College Vinet, Lausanne.
Germaine Frederikka Sansot French
College de Bagnarea de Bigorre, Universite de Lille, Universite de la
Sorbonne.
Laura Marie Schoeni German, French
Ecole Secondaire, St. Imier, Switzerland; Special Student University of
Missouri and University of Chicago.
Rebecca T. de Osuna Spanish
Graduate Methodist Normal School. Saltillo. Mexico; Diploma State
Normal College, CoahuUa, Mexico.
Lillian Watkins Intermediate School
Graduate Peabody College; A.B. University of Nashville; Graduate
Student Columbia University.
Anne Cavert Primary Department
Peabody College; University of Colorado.
Pauline Sherwood Townsend . Director School of Expression
Graduate New England Conservatory and Post-graduate Boston School
of Expression; Special Courses in New York, Chicago and Boston.
Mary Fletcher Cox Expression
Graduate Boston School of Expression, Teacher's Diploma; Graduate
Student Boston School of Expression.
M. Miriam Applebee Expression
Graduate Belmont College School of Expression and Boston School of
Expression.
Emma L SissON Director School of Physical Training
Sargent School of Physical Education; Graduate Gilbert School for
Dancing; Student Harvard Summer School and Bryn Mawr College;
Student of Dancing. Italy; Course in Orthopedic Work, Children's
Hospital, Boston.
Catherine E. Morrison
. .
Physical Trainings Athletics^ Swimming
Diploma from Posse Gymnasium, Boston; Special Student Chaliff School,
New York.
Mary H. Herbrick .
. . Director School of Domestic Science
and Home Economy
Certificate Pupil Columbia University; Special Pupil New York, Phila-
delphia and Boston Schools of Cookenr
Bernice Corinne Reany Domestic Science
Graduate Illinois Wesleyan University; Special Student Illinois State
University; Special Student University of Chicago.
Sara Theresa Eraser Domestic Art
Graduate Household Economics. Carnegie Institute; Diploma in Latin
and Greek. Cornell University; Special University of Pittsburgh.
Lamira Goodwin Director School of Art
New York Art School and Columbia University; pupil of Morriset, Paul
Bartlett and Richard Miller at Colorossi; of Lucien Simon and
Casteluchio at the Grande Chaumiere. and of Madame LaForge.
Paris.
Jibminisitration anb Jfatultp
Louise Gordon Art
Graduate Fogg High School; Peabody College; pupil of Edith Flisher.
Sarah McReynolds Gaut Arts and Crafts
Certificate in Industrial Arts Department Columbia University; Special
Work in Jewelry under the Director of the Bo3ton Museum of Fine
Arts.
Emil Winkler . Director School of Music; Piano, Harmony
Graduate Royal Conservatory of Leipzig; pupil of Zwintzcher, Reinecke»
Schreck, Jadassohn,
BerUn. 1907-09.
Hoffman and Papperitz; Graduate Student
Ida Stark Koelker Piano
One year in Leipzig Conservatory; two years under Leopold Godowsky
in Berlin; two years under Theodore Leschetizky in Vienna.
Alice Kavanaugh Leftwich Piano
Graduate Beethoven Conservatory, St. Louis; pupil of Arthur Foote,
B. J. Lang, M. Mosikowski and Wager Swayne.
Eva Massey Piano
Graduate and Post-graduate Student. New England Conservatory; two
years in Berlin with Raif and Earth; three years in Paris under
Isadore Phillip.
Buda Love Maxwell Piano
Graduate New England Conservatory of Music under Madame Hopekirk
and George Proctor; pupil of Harold Bauer and Wager Swayne, Parlfi.
Estelle Roy Schmitz Piano
Pupils. B. Mills and Joseffy, New York; Von Mickwitz, Chicago; Otto
Nietzel and Steinhauer. Germany.
Amelie Throne Piano
Pupil of Mary Weber Farrar. Nuhville; Maurice Aronson, Vienna;
Josef Lhevinne, Berlin.
Mary Falconer Winkler Piano
Graduate and Post-graduate under Emil Winkler; pupil of Aronson and
Godowsky, Berlin.
Frederick Arthur Henkel .... Pipe Organ and Piano
Graduate Metropolitan College of Music; Student Cincinnati College of
Music; pupil of Steinbrecher, Andre and Sterling,
Charles Campbell Washburn. Z)eaM of the Voice Department
Graduate and Teacher, Cincinnati College of Music; Graduate Vander-
bilt University; Special Student of Voice in Chicago.
Florence N. Boyer Voice
Student of Music in Oberlin College; pupil of Signor Vananni, Italy;
Mesdame deSales and Bossetti, Munich; Oscar Seagle and deReszke,
Paris.
Marguerite Palmiter Forrest Voice
Pupil of Francis Fisher Powers, New York; William Heinrich, Boston and
Dresden, Germany; Maestro Giorgio SuUi, Florence.
^bminisitration anti Jfacultp
Fritz Schmitz Violin
Graduate Cologne Royal Conservatory; pupil of Robert Zerbe, Emile
Sauret, Gustave Hollander, Jensen, and Arnold Mendelssohn.
James Browne Martin Musical Sciences
Graduate of Bucknell University School of Music; Student under Edwin
Brill and Henry Lang, Philadelphia; Royal Conservatory, Leipzig;
pupil of Judasaohn, Schreck, Raillard, Hill, Jackisch, Sitt and Kretz-
schmar.
Mary Venable Blythe Practice Superintendent
Diploma Montgomery Institute, now St. Mar>-'s Hall, San Antonio; Har-
mony Lessons with Harry Redman, New England Conservatorj'.
Jean Ramage Librarian
Jennie Taylor Masson . Director School of Secretarial Work
M. Olga Williams .... Typewriting and Office Methods
. .
Assistants in Registrar's Office
Lucie Williamson
Mrs. J. A. Kimbro
K
Alma Paine
. . Student Banker and Manager Book Room
Gypsy Sullivan Postmistress
Della Clayton Assistant Postmistress
Mrs. Virginia Fite Adams
Mrs. Anna S. Brown
Allie V. Campbell
Mrs. Charlie D. McComb
Mrs. Solon E. Rose
Mrs. Tennie B. Sharp
Annie Litton
Berthe Perkins
Shoppers and Chaperons
Mrs. Van Dawson Lester Trained Nurse
Mrs. Virginia Carmichael Housekeeper
Calentrar
Old Girls Entertain New Girls.
Tennessee Garden Party.
Invalid's Party.
Baby Party.
Picnic to Craggie Hope.
Panthers vs. Regulars, Basketball G
giving.
Senior Reception.
Dramatic Club Dinner.
Panthers vs. Regulars.
Cotillion.
Regular Valentine Party.
Athenian Circus.
Reception for Misses Hood and Heron.
Senior's Geo. Washington Tea to Special Diploma
Class.
College Special's Dinner.
Special Diploma Class' St. Patrick's Tea to the
Seniors.
Senior Middle Reception to Sponsors and Facult\'.
Panthers vs. Regulars.
Cotillion.
Commercial Club.
Castle Heights Minstrel.
Y. W. C. A. Plays in Honor of the Legislature.
Choral Society's Presentation of the Opera
"Martha."
c/^il^siones m a girls lile^
c^ilcsiones ma^irls H+e

ilatriculateg, 1914=1915
Adams, Florence M Tennessee
Adickes, Audrey, Y. W. C. A Texas
AlKiNS, Madeline Missouri
Alexander, Georgia, GKA Kentucky
Alexander, Lizzie D Kentucky
Alford, Sara, S*K Tennessee
Allen, Aylmer, Y. W. C. A., 2 I X Texas
Allen, Bessie, 2IX Mississippi
Allen, Mary D., S * K Tennessee
Allensworth, Minnie G Tennessee
Amick, Frances M., BSO Missouri
Ambrose, Ellen Tennessee
Ammann, Angeline, Y. W. C. a Illinois
Anderson, Hazelle F., Y. W. C. A Virginia
Anderson, Margaret, B 2 0, S * G Tennessee
Andrews, Mildred Tennessee
Armistead, Virginia, AT2 Tennessee
Armstrong, Priscilla K Arkansas
Arnold, Helen, B20 Wisconsin
AsHBY, Martha Tennessee
ASHER, Margaret, AK*.... Kentucky
Atchison, Emma Morrow, Argonaut Tennessee
Atkinson, Margaret R., G K A Kentucky
Baker, Dorothy, *Mr Colorado
Baker, Oneita Missouri
Ballentine, Louise K Tennessee
Barker, Margaret Tennessee
Barnett, Katherine, Y. W. C. a., * M r . . . Kentucky
Barnette, Marianne Tennessee
Bear, Bess, Y. W. C. A Illinois
Beasley, Annie Hobson, H T r Tennessee
Beasley, Chita, Y. W. C. A., S I X Tennessee
Beasley, Susie Mae, HTr Tennessee
Becker, Florence E Colorado
Becker, Mildred Ohio
Bell, Galdys Florida
Benedict, Sara Louise, H T r, A r 2 Tennessee
BiERCE, Helen Elizabeth Illinois
Biggers, Elizabeth Mississippi
Biggs, Aileen Indiana
Blackburn, Pearl Illinois
Blackwood, Josephine, Y. W. C. A., G K A . . Michigan
Blair, Ione Tennessee
Blake, Auban, Y. W. C. A., A K * Texas
Blake, Bessie E Tennessee
Blake, Mary Leah Tennessee
Blanton, Ida I Alabama
Block, Eugenia Arkansas
Blythe, Katherine Texas
Bond, Frances Tennessee
Bond, Mildred Tennessee
Born, Chiltipin Texas
Bourgeois, Lorena Tennessee
Bowers, Grace Tennessee
Bowman, Dora Texas
Brackin, Ellene Tennessee
Beady, Ruth Tate, Y. W. C. A Oklahoma
Brandon, Dorothy, HTr Tennessee
Bransford, Ann Tennessee
Brewster, Plurie, Y. W. C. A Texas
Brisben, Edith Missouri
Britt, Loraine Tennessee
Brobst, Dorothy Illinois
Brooks, Frances Kentucky
Brower, Eva Lee Tennessee
Bbower, Lillian Tennessee
Brown, Agatha Tennessee
Brown, Annie Glenn, SIX Tennessee
Brown, Hermosa Rose Missouri
Brown, Mrs. W. C Tennessee
Brown Winnifred Wisconsin
Bruce, Helen, Y. W. C. A Indiana
Buchanan, Martha Lynne Tennessee
Buckner, Elizabeth Tennessee
Bunch, Mabel, Y. W. C. A Texas
Burnham, Alice Missouri
Burroughs, Mildred - Tennessee
Burton, Mrs. James K Tennessee
Burts, Bessie Texas
Bush, Evelyn Kentucky
Bush, Mackiewill Tennessee
Bush, Mary Elizabeth Tennessee
BuzBEE, Martha Arkansas
Byrne, Barbara, Y. W. C. A., S I X . . . West Virginia
Caldwell, Elizabeth, Y. W. C. A Tennessee
Campbell, Allye Berry Tennessee
Campbell, Marjorie, Y. W. C. A Kansas
Cahmichael, Virginia, Y. W. C. ."V Tennessee
Carneal, Gertie, Y. W. C. A Kentucky
Carpenter, Rachel Tennessee
Carran, Jay L Ohio
Carrigan, Mary Kim, Y. W. C. A Arkansas
Carter, Mrs. J. A Tennessee
Carter, Letitia V., Y. W. C. A Oklahoma
Cardthers, Frances Tennessee
Cassity, Elizabeth Mississippi
Chambers, Margaret Texas
Chattin, Ora E., a K * Tennessee
Chiferfield, Margaret, $ M r Illinois
Clark, Andrew Price Tennessee
Clark, Gladys E., * M r Illinois
Clayton, Della Tennessee
Clement, Elizabeth Tennessee
Clement, Rachel Tennessee
Cloud, Lucy Haden Tennessee
Clover, Mary, Y. W. C. A., a K * Ohio
Coate, Mildred S Tennessee
CocHRiLL, Mary Harris, S * K Tennessee
Coggins, Elizabeth Tennessee
COHN, Irma Tennessee
CoHN, Mabel Carolyn Tennessee
Cole, Irene Tennessee
Cole, Josephine Tennessee
Cole, Mary Virginia, Y. W. C. A Mississippi
CoMPTON, Glennie, Y. W. C. A Kentucky
CoMPTON, Nell Tennessee
Conger, Laura G Tennessee
CoNLEY, Marion Louise Texas
CoNYERS, Myrtle Tennessee
Cook, Bessie Mississippi
Cook, Mabel Tennessee
CoOLiDGE, Elizabeth, SKA Arkansas
Coons, Lucile Alabama
Cooper, Alberta P Tennessee
Cooper, Juanita Tennessee
Cooper, Margaret, HTr Tennessee
Cope, Elizabeth Illinois
CORBITT, Alberta Tennessee
Corley, Helen Texas
CORLEY, Ruth Texas
Cotton, Mary Y Tennessee
CowDEN, Eleanora W Tennessee
CowDEN, Ruth Tennessee
Craig, Kathryn Tennessee
Craig, Louise, Y. W. C. A., S I X Texas
Craven, Frances H., Y. W. C. A., B S O . . . Missouri
Crawford, Jane Douglas, Argonaut Tennessee
Crawford, Mary Louise, Argonaut Tennessee
Cseede, Esther, Y. W. C. A., B S . . . . New Jersey
Creighton, Margaret Tennessee
Crockett, Elizabeth Colorado
Crowley, Archie, Y. W. C. A Texas
Crutchfield, Rachel Tennessee
Currey, Elizabeth, Y. W. C. A Tennessee
Curry, Margaret, AK* Alabama
Curtis, Mrs. G. H Tennessee
Darnall, Helen Frances Tennessee
Davenport, Lilla, Y. W. C. A., B S O .... Tennessee
Davies, Frances, HTT Tennessee
Davis, Alex Tennessee
Davis, Pauline Texas
Davis, Sarah Cornelia Tennessee
Denison, Mrs. A. I Tennessee
Denmark, Mary E., Y. W. C. A., S I X, 2 * e . . Georgia
Derryberry, Mildred Claire Tennessee
Dickerson, Mary, Y. W. C. A Tennessee
DoBSON, Mary Lynn Tennessee
DoDSON, Mary Ruth Tennessee
Doering, Lucile Ohio
Donegan, Mary C Tennessee
Douglas, Alberta Tennessee
Dowell, Marie Antoinette Texas
Drake, Elizabeth, S*K, Ars Tennessee
Dressler, Otis W Tennessee
Driver, Virginia Arkansas
Dudley, Trevanne Dallas Tennessee
Duncan, Mamie F Tennessee
Dunlap, Dorothy Michigan
Duval, Margaret Dunn Tennessee
Early, Azora Ohio
Early, Evelyn Tennessee
EcKHARDT, Elsa, Y. W. C. A Ohio
Eckles, Ruth, eKA Tennessee
Emison, Martha Hanna Indiana
Eskind, Margueretta Tennessee
Evans, Frances Tennessee
Ewell, Pauline Tennessee
EwiNG, Llewellyn Tennessee
Fain, Dorothy 2*K Tennessee
Farrar, Sarah Agnes Georgia
Farrow, Mattilee Alabama
Feild, Alexandra Penelope, Y. W. C. A., 2 I X. Tennessee
Ferrell, Marguerite Tennessee
Fischer, Hazel, Y. W. C. A Kansas
Fisher, Helen Tennessee
Flemin, Sadie Tennessee
FiTE, Lena Tennessee
Fite, Nelle Walta Tennessee
Flanery, Dawn Kentucky
Flippen, Theresa, Y. W. C. A Oklahoma
Forrest, Marguerite Rhode Island
Foster, Ruth Tennessee
Frank, Leon Tennessee
Franklin, Martha, HTr Tennessee
Fry, Josephine Tennessee
Frazier, Irwin Tennessee
Fulkerson, Lucile Missouri
Furbee, Margaret West Virginia
Galbraith, Margaret, Y. W. C. A Nebraska
Gannaway, Julia Tennessee
Gardner, Mrs. Thos. W Tennessee
Gary, Addie Bell Kentucky
Gee, Nellie L.
. .
' Tennessee
Gerber, Estelle M., Y. W. C. A., B 2 . . . . Indiana
Getzendaner, Bernice, Y. W. C. a Texas
Gilbert, Florence H Tennessee
Gillespie, Mamie Louise Tennessee
Glass, Fannie Tennessee
Glenn, Susie Ewing, eKA Tennessee
Glover, Gladys, GKA Texas
Gold, Eliza John Tennessee
Goldner, Celia Tennessee
Goldner, Irene Tennessee
Goodpasture, Mildred Tennessee
GowER, LiLLA Webb Tennessee
Graham, Clara, AK* Ohio
Graham, Elizabeth, GKA Mississippi
Graham, Mabel Tennessee
Graham, Ruth, OKA Mississippi
Grainger, Kate Tennessee
Grannis, Lucy Tennessee
Greene, Emaline, HTT, Ar2 Tennessee
Gregory, Joyce Tennessee
Griffin, Verda, Y. W. C. A Illinois
Grisham, Annawray Alabama
Groves, Florence Elizabeth Indiana
Guthridge, Gurneth Illinois
Gwathmey, Mary Tayloe, Argonaut Tennessee
Hageman, Evelyn, Y. W. C. A., *M r, S *e . . Indiana
Hager, Sara Tennessee
Hail, Avon, Argonaut Tennessee
Hail, Virginia, Y. W. C. A Kentucky
Hailey, Lucile Tennessee
Hall, Hazel Cole, 2IX Illinois
Harbeson, Bessie Mississippi
Hardeman, Netha Tennessee
Hardesty, Valera, Y. W. C. A., * M r Kentucky
Hardin, Mary Louise, Y. W. C. A Texas
Harrington, Mildred Tennessee
Harris, Dorothy Tennessee
Harris, Elizabeth Tennessee
Harris, Emma, Y. W. C. A Oklahoma
Harrison, Charlotte, Y. W. C. A Wisconsin
Harrison, Isabel Wisconsin
Hart, Elizabeth, HTr Tennessee
Hart, Martha Tennessee
Harvey, Clara Tennessee
Harvey, Sylla Jo Tennessee
Haston, Evelyn Tennessee
Hawkins, Lenora Tennessee
Hayes, Annie Lee Tennessee
Hayes, Frances Ewin, e K A, 2 * e Tennessee
Hays, Martha Houston, SIX Tennessee
Head, Brenda Tennessee
Headley, Esther Florence, Y. W. C. A., A K * . Illinois
Heath, Lucile, Y. W. C. A., B 2 0, S * 6 . . Mississippi
Heinl, Murie, Y. W. C. A Indiana
Henderson, Frances, B20 Tennessee
Herndon, Lucy, *Mr Alabama
Hetherington, Sarah Tennessee
Hickman, May Spencer Tennessee
Higgins, Mary Bell, SKA Arkansas
Hill, Mary, B20 Missouri
Hill, Mildred, Y. W. C. A., * M r Indiana
Hitchcock, Sara Tennessee
Hobbs, Virginia, Y. W. C. A., a K * Kentucky
Hoffman, Bertha Colorado
Hoffman, Myrtle Colorado
Hoffman, Phyllis Arkansas
HoLBERT, Maude, *Mr Louisiana
Holland, Rhea Owen, Y. W. C. A Oklahoma
Hollinshead, Dorinda Tennessee
Hollinshead, William Henry Tennessee
Holman, Lucile, H T r Tennessee
Holmes, Sue, HTF Tennessee
Holmes, Vivian, Y. \V. C. A., A K * Georgia
Hood, Elmo C Tennessee
Horn, Leah, Y. W. C. A Mississippi
Hoover, Fletcher Tennessee
Hoover, Ida Tennessee
Hopkins, Mary Kate, S * K Tennessee
Hopkins, Sarah Tennessee
House, Annie James Tennessee
House, Elizabeth Tennessee
House, Helen Tennessee
Howell, Mrs. J. T Tennessee
Hudson, Katherine Tennessee
Hudson, Myra Tennessee
Hull, Elizabeth, Y. W. C. A., * M r Illinois
Hull, Florence, Y. W. C. A., * M T Illinois
Irving, Virginia Arkansas
Jaenke, Bernice Louisiana
Jaenke, Erma Louisiana
James, Ruby Tennessee
Jenkins, Lillian Maurice Illinois
Jennings, Gladys E Tennessee
Jennings, Pauline Tennessee
Johnson, Elizabeth Tennessee
Johnson, Robert B Tennessee
Johnson, Ruth Ohio
Johnston, Ruth Tennessee
Jones, Carolyn . Tennessee
Jordan, Jessica, *Mr Texas
JUDE, Margaret Tennessee
Kadel, Ruby Tennessee
Kahn, Hilda, 2<t>K Louisiana
Kahn, Josye, 2<I>K Louisiana
Keeble, Cornelia, Argonaut Tennessee
Keithley, Hortense, Y. W. C. A Missouri
Kelley, Helen, AT2 Tennessee
KiGER, L. Vernon Tennessee
KiLLBBREW, Helen, Argonaut Tennessee
KiLLEBREW, Katherine Tennessee
KiLLEBREW, Martha, Argonaut Tennessee
Kimball, Edness M., Y. W. C. A Wyoming
King, Mary Ethel Tennessee
KiRBY, Josephine, Y. W. C. A Mississippi
KiRKLAND, K.\THERiNE Shelton Tennessee
Klein, Morris Tennessee
Knight, Ruth Florida
Knox, Irene, Y. W. C. A., B S Tennessee
Kopp, Norma M Kentucky
Kuykendall, Gussie Tennessee
Landers, Berenice, Y. W. C. A Missouri
Landis, Linda Tennessee
Landis, Lucile Tennessee
Landrith, Grace Tennessee
Langworthy, Florence, Y. W. C. A. . .
. Pennsylvania
LaTeer, Angie, Y. W. C. A Illinois
Lawnin, Charlotte, Y. W. C. A., B 2 ... Illinois
Lazarus, Frances, Y. W. C. A Kentucky
Leach, Sarah, AT2 Tennessee
Leftwich, Marion Emily, a T S, A r 2 . . . . Tennessee
Leitzbach, Elizabeth, Y. W. C. A Illinois
Leonard, Jean Young Tennessee
Levy, Leah Bell Tennessee
Lewis, Cecil W., Y. W. C. A., $ M r Colorado
Lewis, Marion, Y. W. C. A., a K * Alabama
Lewis, Mary Dance Tennessee
Lilly, Grace Tennessee
LiNDSEY, Martha, Argonaut Tennessee
LiNDSLEY, Henrietta Ridley, a T 2 Tennessee
Lipscomb, Willie Mississippi
Little, Louise, Y. W. C. A Missouri
LocKHEAD, Helen, Y. W. C. A Texas
Lowenstein, Elsie Tennessee
Love, Myrtle, Y. W. C. A., 2 I X, 2 * 6 . Mississippi
LovENTHAL, Dorothy Rose Tennessee
LusK, Mrs. Robert Tennessee
Magill, Sarah Tennessee
Mahoney, Mary Tennessee
Mallory, Louise Arkansas
Malone, Marian Tennessee
Martin, Della C, H T r Tennessee
Martin, Helen Josephine Illinois
Maxwell, Nina Georgia
Mayo, Dorothy Rutledge Tennessee
McBride, Mr. Euclid Tennessee
McBride, Frances, Y. W. C. A Texas
McClain, Bernice, Y. W. C. A., A K * . . . Missouri
McClelland, Sibyl, Y. W. C. A Texas
McCoNNico, Agnes Tennessee
McCoy, Sessums, Y. W. C. A Tennessee
McCrary, Bertine Michigan
McDonald, Octa Tennessee
McGiLL, Annie Kendrick Tennessee
McGill, Stephenson Waters Tennessee
McInnis, Ruth Amelia Mississippi
McKenney, Ella Kentucky
McKibbon, Maude, Y. W. C. A Tennessee
McLean, Mazie Tennessee
McLean, Virginia, Y. W. C. A Tennessee
McLellan, Mignonne, Y. W. C. A Mississippi
McLemore, Susie v., eK A, S*e Mississippi
McManus, Lois Marie Tennessee
Meadows, Ruth Tennessee
Meiers, Marguerite Tennessee
Meints, Helen, Y. W. C. A Illinois
Mendelshon, Louise Tennessee
Mertz, Makie New York
MiLLENDER, Mary, K A North Carolina
Miller, Charlie Tennessee
Miller, Charlotte Pennsylvania
Miller, Edith, Y. W. C. A Texas
Miller, Jane, * M r Texas
MiLLHOusE, Alice Indiana
Mills, Emily, SiK Tennessee
Ming, Martha, Y. W. C. A., B S Missouri
MiNTON, Carolyn Mae Tennessee
MiZELL, Georgia, SKA Tennessee
Mohler, Mae Mexico
MoHLER, Marion Thelma Mexico
Montgomery, Frank, SKA Mississippi
Montgomery, Ruth Alabama
Moody, Fanny Tennessee
Moore, Annette, Y. W. C. A Texas
Moore, Helen, BSO Missouri
Moore, Mrs. John Trotwood Tennessee
Moore, Mabelle Alabama
Moorman, Sarah Dean Kentucky
Morawitz, Alma, Y. W. C. A Missouri
MoRELLi, Whitfield Tennessee
Morris, Anne, Y. W. C. A Texas
Morris, Edna, ATS Tennessee
Morrow, Dorothy Oklahoma
Morrow, Margaret Tennessee
Morse, Corinne Tennessee
Moss, Ruth, aT2 Tennessee
Moxley, Dorothy Tennessee
Mulliken, Frances, Y. W. C. A Indiana
Murphy, Elizabeth, Ak* Kansas
Murphy, Henrietta, AK* Kansas
Murphey, Margaret Mississippi
Naive, Beulah Tennessee
Nathan, Pauline, AT2 Tennessee
Neal, Marian Georgia
Neil, Elizabeth, Argonaut, ATS Tennessee
Nelson, Mary Tennessee
Newell, Arline Tennessee
Newman, Willie, Y. W. C. A., B S O Alabama
Nichols, Hattie Tennessee
Nicholson. Alice Mae, Y. W. C. A Texas
NiLES, Sara Mather Ohio
NoojiN, Marguerite Alabama
O'Bryan, Mary Tennessee
O'Connor, Margaret Tennessee
O' Daniel, Dorothy, Y. W. C. A Missouri
Officer, Gertrude Tennessee
Onstott, Mary B Tennessee
Orchard, Beverly Tennessee
O'SuNA, Mrs. Andres Tennessee
Overall, Katrina, ATZ, ATZ Tennessee
Overstreet, Ethel Florida
OvERSTREET, Lois, Y. W. C. A Florida
Overton, Harriet, Y. W. C. A., B S . . . . Tennessee
Owens, Louise Mississippi
Palmer, Cora Tennessee
Panagiotopulas, Vasso Tennessee
Parker, Fitzgerald S Tennessee
Parker, Margaret : . . Tennessee
Parker, Ruth E., 2 * K Tennessee
Parkes, Bertie, SIX Tennessee
Parman, Martha Tennessee
Patrick, ROBILEE, Y. W. C. A., * M r Illinois
Patterson, Florence California
Patterson, Hazel Tennessee
Patton, Jeanette, Y. W. C. a Illinois
Payne, Mary Agnes Tennessee
Payne, Ethel, Y. W. C. A Mississippi
Pearson, Marion Tennessee
Peebles, Corinne Sterling Tennessee
Pegues, Annie Belle Tennessee
Peers, Marjorie K., Y. W. C. A Texas
Pepper, Olive Walton, Y. W. C. A Kentucky
Perkins, Elizabeth, Y. W. C. A., * M r, 2 * e. . . Ohio
Perry, Jean Indiana
Pettus, Elizabeth Tennessee
Petty, Theo, AK*, 2$e Texas
Phillips, Mrs. J. H Tennessee
Phillips, Myrtle C Tennessee
Pierce, Mary, Y. W. C. A Texas
Pipkin, Margaret Missouri
Pitts, Ruth, Y. W. C. A., * M r Tennessee
Pitt, VViletta Tennessee
Porter, Irene, *Mr Illinois
Post, Dolly, SIX Texas
PosTMA, Aafke Hyltje Tennessee
Pound, Maude A., S * K Tennessee
Price, Margaret Tennessee
Price, Mildred Velma Illinois
Price, Virginia Tennessee
Priddy, Lucile Ruth Indiana
Prince, Elizabeth, e K a, 2 *e Alabama
Prince, Jordan, eKA Alabama
Proctor, Jennelle Tennessee
Pruett, Mary Elizabeth Tennessee
Pryor, Emmet C, Jr. . . : Tennessee
Pryor, Sarah Elizabeth Tennessee
Puckett, Magness Tennessee
Putnam, Annie Louisiana
Raabe, Louise Florida
Ratcliffe, Mattie, Y. W. C. a . Texas
Ray, Amelia Tennessee
Ray, Lucy, Y. W. C. A California
Ray, Sallie Maude, Y. W. C. A Tennessee
Rebman, Mamie, Y. W. C. A Alabama
Reck, Wilma Missouri
Reddy, Katherine Kansas
Reeves, Alberta Tennessee
Reib, Mattie Lee, Y. W. C. A., A K * Texas
Regen, Louise Tennessee
Regen, Martha Tennessee
Reichert, Helen, Y. W. C. A Illinois
Reid, Mildred, Y. W. C. A., A K * Indiana
RicHOLT, Pauline, Y. W. C. A Texas
Riddle, Virginia Tennessee
Ridley, Frances Tennessee
Riedel, Velma, Y. W. C. A Missouri
RiMMER, Clara Tennessee
RiMMER, Fay Tennessee
Ritchie, Helen, Y. \V. C. A Indiana
Ritchie, Marian, Y. W. C. A Indiana
RoBARDS, Ida B Tennessee
Roberts, Leona, Y. W. C. A., 2 I X Georgia
Robertson, Kathleen Tennessee
Robinson, Lucile, eKA Mississippi
Roddy, Ellen D Tennessee
Rogers, Virginia Tennessee
Romingeh, Hallie Texas
ROMINGER, Leona Texas
RoosE, Gertrude, Y. W. C. A Ohio
Rosenberg, Bernice, Y. W. C. A Georgia
RosENDALE, Sadie, Y. W. C. A., S I X Ohio
RowELL, Grace Texas
RoYER, Laureame, Y. W. C. A Minnesota
Russell, Margaret Texas
Rutherford, Effie, BSO Kentucky
Rutledge, Katherine Tennessee
Sager, Esther, Y. W. C. A New Mexico
Sapp, Gladys, Y. W. C. A Illinois
Satterfield, Vera, AT2 Tennessee
Sattley, Irene, Y. W. C. A., S I X Texas
Saunders, Louise, Y. W. C. A Mississippi
Sawyer, Beulah Tennessee
Scales, Mrs. E. P Tennessee
ScHENK, Virginia, Y. W. C. A West Virginia
Schlanger, Ethel Janet, Y. W. C. A Kansas
ScHNABAUM, Zelda, Y. W. C. A Arkansas
Seibert, Annie Louise Tennessee
Sexton, D. P Tennessee
Sharber, Trimble Tennessee
Sheib, Mrs. S. H Tennessee
Shirley, Lena Tennessee
Shropshire, Margaret, Y. W. C. A Kentucky
Simmerman, Winnie Davis Kentucky
Simmons, Adda Kansas
Simmons, Julia Tennessee
Simmons, Theola Arkansas
Skelton, Elizabeth Tennessee
SkiAner, Eula M Tennessee
Slade, Gladys Texas
Sledge, Margaret, B20 Texas
Sloan, Elizabeth Tennessee
Sloan, Jeannette Tennessee
Sloan, Katherine Tennessee
Smead, Anna Arkansas
Smith, Corinne, S I X, 2 * e Mississippi
Smith, Damaris, Y. W. C. A Alabama
Smith, Dorothea, Y. W. C. A Indiana
Smith, Elizabeth, Y. W. C. A., * M r, 2 * e . Kentucky
Smith, Esther Lee, Y. W. C. A Texas
Smith, Evelyn, Y. W. C. A Kentucky
Smith, Leda Tennessee
Smith, Luruth, Y. W. C. A Texas
Smith, Mary Ohio
Smith, Mary Riter Tennessee
Smith, Roberta Tennessee
Snider, Rose, Y. W. C. A Ohio
Smith, Sybil E., Y. W. C. A Illinois
Spann, Catherine Elizabeth Tennessee
Spence, Effie Corinne Tennessee
Spence, Lucile Tennessee
Spickard, Lillian Tennessee
Staples, Jean, Y. W. C. A Indiana
Steele, Len.\ Tennessee
Steenburg, Eleanor, Y. W. C. A Illinois
Steenburg, Pauline Budd, Y. W. C. A Illinois
Stevens, Reba Tennessee
Stewart, Aileen, OKA Texas
Stewart, Marjorie G Tennessee
Stockell, Alice E., Argonaut Tennessee
Stokes, Adrienne Tennessee
Straus, Miriam Illinois
Street, Frances G., Y. W. C. A Kentucky
Street, Katherine D Tennessee
Strong, Henrietta Tennessee
Stubblefield, Mary Kent Mississippi
SuDEKUM, Sara, Y. W. C. A Tennessee
Sullivan, Gypsy Texas
Sumpter, Clara Wrenne Tennessee
Surface, Bessie Virginia
Sutton, Maud, Y. W. C. A Missouri
SWARTZBAUGH, MiLDRED, SIX Ohio
Sykes, Frances Louise, Y. W. C. A Indiana
Sype, Eileen, Y. W. C. A Arkansas
Talbot, Gene Vance, six Tennessee
Talbott, Ada Virginia, B S O Tennessee
Talbott, Margaret Liston, Y. W. C. A. . . . Kentucky
Talley, Minnie Tennessee
Tanksley, Gladys Tennessee
Taylor, Fannie Tennessee
Taylor, Jane Tennessee
Taylor, Lillian Texas
Thomas, Cornelia, Y. W. C. A Tennessee
Thomas, Ruth Mississippi
Thompson, Nelle E., Y. W. C. A Indiana
Thompson, Elizabeth Tennessee
Thornton, Christine, Y. W. C. A Mississippi
Timberlake, Katheryn, B S O, S * e Tennessee
TiPPENS, Sallie Amanda Tennessee
Toothacre, Delta California
Torrey, Mrs. Anita O Tennessee
Trabue, Olivia Tennessee
Tuck, Lelda Texas
TwYMAN, Grace Texas
Twyman, Martha Texas
Tysor, Mary Dahl Ohio
Underwood, Annie Mai, a T S Tennessee
Vaughn, Martha Tennessee
Waldenberger, Katherine Arkansas
Walker, Bobbie Inez Tennessee
Walker, Mary E Missouri
Wall, Fay S Texas
Wallace, Helen, Y. W. C. A Missouri
Waller, Irma Tennessee
Waller, Martha Nelson Tennessee
Ward, Anna, Y. W. C. A California
Ward, Eulalia Illinois
Ward, Madeline, Y. W. C. A., A K * .... Alabama
Warden, Margaret Tennessee
Ware, Gladys Tennessee
Warner, Lillian Black Tennessee
Warner, Margaret Kemper. Missouri
Warren, Edith, Y. W. C. A Tennessee
Warren, Margaret Tennessee
Warten, Louise, # M r Alabama
Warten, Matsie, * M r Alabama
Washburn, Elizabeth Tennessee
Watkins, Mrs. F. G. Tennessee
Watts, Minerva Texas
Weakley, Susie Tennessee
Wear, Grace D Texas
Webb, Pearle, Y. W. C. A Tennessee
Weber, Annie May, Y. W. C. A Tennessee
Webster, Mary North Carolina
Webster, Sarah Tennessee
Weil, Marie Caroline Tennessee
Welch, Mildred Kentucky
Welburn, Martha Orlean Tennessee
Wells, Louise, Y. W. C. A Missouri
VVhaples, Marjorie, Y. W. C. A., B S ... Missouri
Wheeler, Elizabeth ? Tennessee
Wheeler, Mary, Argonaut, ATS Tennessee
Wheeler, Nina Loyd, Y. W. C. A Tennessee
White, Jennie, Y. W. C. A Texas
Whitesell, Jessie, Y. W. C. A Tennessee
Whitesell, Lillian B Tennessee
VVhorley, Louella, ATS Tennessee
Wiggins, Gertrude, BKA Texas
Wiggins, Gladys, *Mr Illinois
Williams, Anita, ATS Tennessee
Williams, Bessie Tennessee
Williams, Gertrude Tennessee
Williams, Martha Louise Tennessee
Williamson, Edith Georgia
Williamson, Frances, ATS Tennessee
Wilson, Ema Elizabeth Texas
Wilson, Florine Tennessee
Wilson, Jessie E Tennessee
Wilson, Mary Elizabeth Tennessee
Winham, Hortense E Arkansas
Winn, Martha G., H T r Tennessee
WiNSTEAD, Catherine Tennessee
WiNTON, Dorothy, S^K Tennessee
WiTHERiNGTON, Agnes, Y. W. C. A Tennessee
Wolfe, Elizabeth Texas
Wolfe, Gladys, Y. W. C. A., A K *, S * 9 Texas
Wood, Adne Arkansas
WooDLEY, Opal, AK*, S*e Texas
Woods, Sallie May Tennessee
Wootten, Corinne, AK* Oklahoma
Wright, Esther Iowa
Yeatman, Reba Lee Tennessee
York, Ethel Tennessee
Young, Addie Foreman, Y. W. C. A., A K * Kentucky
Young, Kathleen, S*K, ATS Tennessee
Young, Lenore Texas
Young, Mabel, Y. W. C. A Mississippi
Young, Mai Tennessee
Zander, Beatrice Tennessee
ZiCKLER, Edna Tennessee
Zigler, Ione, six Louisiana
Bebtcateb
iWigsf Cjitella Partner ^dltv
tutjo fjas tljeerfullp giben fjer bcrp befit in Ijelping
us mafec our KtJjool an aima iWater
to be ptoub of

^arb=?ielmont 0tit
Dedicated to Dr. Blanton.
H H H
Ward-Belmont, Ward-Belmont,
The bright skies above you
Are rellecting thy colors so true
—
(lold from the rays, the rays of the sunbeams
The arches of Heaven, of Heaven the blue.
Chorus.-
Nine rahs for the gold and the blue.
Nine rahs for the gold and the blue
—
Rah, rah, rah.
Rah, rah, rah.
Rah, rah, rah,
For the gold and the blue.
Thy praises, thy praises.
Be sung from the hilltops
And echo from shore unto shore.
Oh, Ward-Belmont our dear Alma Mater,
The gold and the blue evermore, evermore.
Cbitortal
LOYALTY AND SCHOOL SPIRIT
JT is sometimes hard to realize that school days are the
best days of our lives, yet 'how often do we all look back
and wish for those old days. Yet how much pleasanter
are those memories if we can feel that we did our share.
Ward-Belmont doesn't lack school spirit, but those
"spirits" are few and far between. Girls, wake up! Don't let every-
body else supply the enthusiasm, while you sit by and watch. Don't
be a drone in the hive. Be loyal to your Alma Mater! It is yours to
mould. So do your share!
Answer: Student Government.
"iWtlcstoncsi" ^taff
K H K
Kateina Overall Editor-in-Chief
Mary Dance Lewis Associate Editor
Ruth Pitts Business Manager
LuciLE Spence Assistant Business Manager
Martha Lindsey and Lena Fite Literary Editors
Annie Glenn Brown Athletic Editor
Evelyn Hageman Expression Editor
Mackiewill Bush ^''' Editor
Frances Craven 'l^«"'c Editor
Helen Bruce Home Economics Editor
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Senior Clasis;
H K K
Colors—Gold and White. Flower—White Rose.
Motto—Only those live who do good.
OFFICERS
Mary Pierce President
Katrina Overall Vice-President
Mary Tysor Secretary
Pauline Ewell Treasurer
LuciLE Spence Sergeanl-al-Arms
Miss Hefley Sponsor
CLASS ROLL
Hazelle Anderson Bristol, Va. Virginia Cole Ripley, Miss.
Self Government Association, '13-'14; Y. W. C A., '13'-'14, '14-'1S; Y. W. C. A., •14-'15; Mississippi Club. '14-'15; Secretary and Treasurer
Regular; French Club, '13-14; United States Club, '14-'15; Dixie of Panthers; Panther Tennis Club; Panther Basketball Team;
Club, '13-'14; Choral Class. •13-'14, '14-'15. "Sub." on Varsity.
H H H H H H
Marjorie Campbell Harper, Kansas Marion Conley Bridgeport, Texas
Y. W. C. a., '14-'15; Kansas Club, •14-'15; Regular. '14-'15; Assistant Panther, 14-'lo; French Club, '13-14; Texas Club, '13-'14, •14-'1.5;
Business Manager of Hyphen (Second Semester), of '14-'15. Tennis Club, '13-'14.
Clasig EoU
Mary Estelle Denmark, Z I X, 2 * e . . Valdosta, Ga.
French Club, 'IS-'ll; Y. W. C. A., '13-'14-'I5; President of Georgia
Club, '14-'13; Treasurer of Georgia Club. '13-'14; Athletic Associa-
tion, Tennis Club, '13-'14; Swimming Club, '13-'14; Choral Class,
'13-'14.'14'-15.
Grace Landrith Nashville, Tenn.
Nashville Club, '13-*14, '14-'1.t; Athenian; Reporter on "Hyphen,"
'13-'14; French Club, 13-'H.
Mary Ellen Dickerson Wartrace, Tenn.
Panther, '14^'15; Y. W. C. A., 'H-'lo; Tennessee Club, '14-'15.
Grace Lilly Nashville, Tenn.
Nashville Club, '13-'14, '14-'15; Athenian; Art Editor of "Hyphen,"
(Second Semester), of '14-'15; Swimming Club, '13-'14.
Elizabeth Drake, S * K, A r S . . . . Nashville, Tenn.
Secretary of Nashville Club, '14^'15; Secretary and Treasurer of Atheni-
ans; College Preparatory Club, '13-14; Nashville Club, '13-'14.
Berenice McClain, A K * Lancaster, Mo.
French Club, '13-'14; Missouri Club, 13-'14, 14-'15; Certificate in
Expression; Regular Athletic Club.
Ella McKenny Beaver Dam, Ky.
French Club, '13-'14; Kentucky Club, '13-'14, 14-'15; Secretary Aca-
demic Class, 'IS-'U; Riding Club, '13-'14; Y. W. C. A., '13-14,
'14r-'15; Self Government Association, '13-'14.
Pauline L. Ewell Manchester, Tenn.
Tangier's Club. '1.3-'14; Vice-President of Y. W. C. A. (First Semester)
,
•13-'14; Tennessee Club, '13-'14, '14-'15; Dixie Club, '13-'14;
Treasurer of Senior Class; Panther: French Club, '13-'14; Riding
Club, '13-'14.
Clara Harvey Nashville, Tenn.
Nashville Club, '13-'14, '14-'15; Athenian; French Club, '13-'14.
H H H
Katrina Overall, A T S, A r 2 .... Nashville, Tenn.
Editor-in-Chief "Milestones"; Chairman Day-Students Pan-Hellenic;
\'ice-President Senior Class; Recording Secretary Athletic Associ-
ation (First Semester); Athenian Athletic Club; Assistant Cheer
Leader; President Nashville Club, '13-'14, '14-'15; Literary Editor
"Milestones." '13-'14; Vice-President Tennis Club. 13-'14; Vice-
President College Preparatory Class, 13-'14; Swimming Club, '13-'14;
French Club, 'IS-'U.
Clasisi EoU
Ethel Payne Greenville, Miss.
Y. W. C. A.; Regular Athletic Club; Cotillion Club; Mississippi Club;
Exchange Editor "Hyphen" (First Semester); Indoor Gym Mana-
ger; Dixie Club, '13-'14; Self Government Association, '13-'14.
Leona Roberts, 2IX Valdosta, Ga.
Y. W. C. A., '13-'14, 14^'15; Secretary-Treasurer Georgia Club; Panther
Athletic; French Club, '13-'14; Self Government Association
13-'14; Dixie Club, 'IS-'l*.
Mary Pierce Dallas, Texas
Y. W. C. A.; President Senior Class. Self Government Association 'i3-'i4;
Secretary Y. VV. C. A, 'i3-'i4. President Texas Club; President Ath-
letic Association (First Semester); Editor-in-chief "Hyphen" (Firs^
Semester); Regular Athletic Club; French Club 'i3-'i4; Dixie Club
Laureame Marguerite Royer .... St. Paul, Minn.
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, '14-'15; President United States Club. '14-'15;
Secretary S. S. Self Government Association; Panther Athletic Club;
Chairman Trophy Committee Athletic Association; Associate
Editor "Hyphen" (Second Semester); Art Editor "Hyphen" (First
Semester); Choral Society.
Ruth Pitts * M r Fayetteville, Tenn.
Business Manager "Milestones," '14—'15; Tennessee Club; Y. W. C. A.;
Panther Athletic Club.
S.\LLIE Maude Ray Monterey, Tenn.
Y. W. C. A., '13-'14, '14-'15; Vice-President Tennessee Club, '14-'15;
Tennessee Club, '13-'14; Panther Athletic Club; Swimming Club,
'13-'14; Tennessee Club, '13-'14; French Club, '13-'14; Dixie
Club, '13-'14.
CoRiNNE Smith, 2 I X, S * Cleveland, Miss.
V. W. C. A., '13-'14; President Senior Middle Class, '13-'14; CotilUon
Club, '13-'14; President Athletic Association (Second Semester);
Cheer Leader Regular Athletic Club; Vice-President Athletic Asso-
ciation (First Semester); President of Pan-Hellenic, '14-'15; Treas-
urer of Cotillion Club, '14-'15; Dixie Club, '13-'14; Vice-President
of Mississippi Club, '13-'14; President of Mississippi Club, '14^'15;
French Club, '13-'14.
Clasiss Eoll
LuciLE Spence Chattanooga, Tenn.
Y. W. C. A., '13-'14, '14^'15; French Club. '13-14; Tennis Club, '13-'14;
Swimming Club, '13-'14; Treasurer Tennessee Club; Self Govern-
ment Association, '13-'14; Sergeant-at-Arms of Senior Class; Special
Diploma in Expression; Assistant Business Manager, "Milestones,"
'14^'lo; Corresponding Secretary of Athletic Association, '14-'I5;
Recording Secretary (Second Semester)
.
Mary Agnes Witherington Munford, Tenn.
Y. W. C. A., '13-'14, 14-'1S; Panther Athletic Club; Tennessee Club;
Certificate of Expression.
Eleanor Steenburg Farmington, III.
Y. W. C. A., '14^'15; Secretary and Treasurer of Illinois Club; Choral
Gladys Wolfe, AK*, 2*e Dallas, Texas
Y. W. C. A.. '13-'14. 14-'16; Panther Athletic Club; Secretary-Treasurer
Special Diploma Senior Class; Secretary Pan-Hellenic; Texas Club,
'13-'14; Secretary-Treasurer of Texas Club, '14-'lo; Self Govern-
ment Association, '13-'14; French Club, '13-'14.
Mary Dahl Tysor .... Washington Court House, Ohio
Secretary of Senior Class, '14-'15; President of Ohio Club, '14-'lo; Sec-
retary and Treasurer of Ohio Club, 'IS-'W; French Club, 'IS-'H;
Tennis Club, '13-'14; Regular Athletic Club.
Opal Woodley, A K *, 2 * e Shamrock, Texas
Te.xas Club, '13-'14, '14-'16; Dbde Club, •13-'14; Treasurer of Athletic
Association, '14-'15.
Anita Williams, ATS Nashville, Tenn.
Cheer Leader of Athenian Athletic Club; Business Manager of "Hyphen"
(First Semester); NashviDe Club, '13-'14, 14-'15; Alpha Gamma
Sigma, '13-'14, Horseback Manager.
Ione Marie Zigler, SIX Jennings, La.
United States Club. '14^'15; Music Editor "Hyphen" (Second Semester);
Regular Athletic Club; Louisiana Club, '13-'14; Self (Government
Association, '13-'14; "Deutchse Verein," 13-'14.
Mary Pierce
Have you ever heard of Texas and the name of Mary Pierce?
Well she's full of Texas spirit and scliool spirit something fierce;
She's the pride of dear Ward-Belmont and a leader in the school.
She's beloved by all the students and she never breaks a rule.
Katrina Overall
n a quandary, I've too much to say,
) tell Katrina's good points this way
fe for a time, if I do sort of slight,
ress she's too busy to fight.
Mary Tvsor
Tysor is her family name, Mary Dahl the rest,
We hope that if she changes these, he will not
be a pest;
A Latin student sure is she and when she's
gotten that
For Gallatin she packs her bag and dons her
coat and hat.
Pauline Ewell
With a voice that takes sunshine wherever
she sings.
A kind disposition that happiness brings.
And a cheerful intention to do with her might
Every sm^ll deed which makes for tlie right.
LuciLE Spence
And now for Lucile— I'll soon stop in despair
—
It's time to be writing a book, I declare;
But I'll sum it up this way
—
you'll have to agree
She's clever and witty, just as dear as can be.
Hazelle Anderson
Hazel's a Senior who has very few flaws,
As will agree the men who make the State laws
With manners that are never in the least alarm
ine,
bright, and altogethe
Marjorie Campbell
Chemistry, did I hear you say?
Marjorie doesn't think it's play.
We've often heard of a crush or tv
On faculty members, too. Have '
ViRGiNLV Cole
Virginia, the girl with black hair
Who is both charming and most
"Precious" she is known by all.
Has many friends since last fall.
Marion Conley
Marion Conley comes here from Texas,
She beUeves in the rule "Let nothing vex us."
She does her best, and if that isn't right,
She tries to do better: "Don't give up the
fight."
Mary Denmark
Of all the nice girls, all the sweetest and best,
You'd not have them all 'til Mary you'd guessed
Chuck full of nonsense—brim full of fun
—
If you want a good time, Mary Denmark's the
Mary Ellen Dickerson
In English D she doth <
In student life she's not perverse;
Marv's quiet and very sn'all.
But I can tell you. that's not alll
Ei.iZARETH Drake
Elizabeth Drake, with her almond shaped e>'es,
As a tight-rope walker someone describes;
She's clever, of course, for all Seniors are that.
And whenever you see them you take off your
Clara Harvev
A truer friend than Clara Harvey here
Is hard to find at any time, my dear.
And when it con:es to classes she's not dun
But rather makes the other students glun
Grace Landrith
Grace, Grace, the name that charms t
And must dispel all human fears;
Grace Landrith, loving and sincere.
By every Senior lieart held dear.
Grace Lilly
A farmer's life for you, my dear,
The country's the place for Grace. I fear;
She's happy and gay whatever you say.
In class she's a great and shining ray.
Bernice McClain
Attractive in form and i
A friend ever faithful, ever true;
A brilliant student in every class,
A really, truly "Expression" lass.
Ella McKenney
But there's nothing wrong with a girl who does
that.
For when with Dr. T. you must have things
down pat.
Ethel Payne
Ethel Payne there's nothing to say,
Of one who is loved as is she;
She's Just sweet Ethel day by day,
And all that a Senior should be.
Ruth Pitts
This prominent girl in the Senior Class,
This dear old girl we never could pass;
With a business head and a capable mind,
She's a rare combination I'm sure you will
find.
Sallie Maude Ray
Sallie Maude Ray is pretty and bright
In all her classes a star;
But "Bible" is her special delight
—
She's really far above par.
Leona Roberts
Have you heard of that girl in the Senior Class,
Leona, a demure and loveable lass?
Who strictly maintains all the good Senior
traits
And silently waits for the voice of the Fates.
Laureame Royer
Here's a girl who has talent—she v
well—
I'd like to have time on her genius t
She's surely good-natured, that we a
Always a grin, never thinking of woi
Corinne Smith
She with man
She makes a
i
When "Crinl
; have in our number;
lur minds doth encumber.
;
—she's entertaining, you
Eleanor Steenburg Anita Williams
Anita Williams is faithful and true.
She's an all around girl as ever you knew;
When there is a task some Senior should do
Anita is called on and carries it through.
Agnes Witherington
Agnes, the girl with the voice so fine.
And with it all she has a great mind;
To be famous is her great ambition.
And some day she'll go down in tradition.
Gladys Wolfe
With two dips she is not spoiled.
And says "For them I have toiled;'
In Expression she's bright,
So we confess she is all right.
Opal Woodley
With the name of Opal Woodley sound tl
nan e of Castle heights.
And tliey say tliat when she's sleeping—we
she drcan s of it at nights;
But there's nothing wrong with Opal and
fact slie suits us fine,
For whenever things are doing. Opal's alwa;
lone Zigler s
But tliat is 1
She's pretty
And wondroi
lONE Zigler
urely can sing,
ot all to this little dame;
in fall, in winter, and spring,
s is the knowledge hid in her brain.
5PEC1A
DIPLOMA
M;«tlcClMr.,?>i.\U^
Special ©iploma Senior Classsi
Colors—Maroon and white.
K H »
Motto—United we stand.
Flower—American Beauty Rose.
OFFICERS
Evelyn Hageman President
Gypsy Sullivan Vice-President
Gladys Wolfe Secretary-Treasurer
Jeanette Sloan Sergeant-at-Arms
Miss Hefley Sponsor
MEMBERS
Expression
Jane Douglas Crawford
Evelyn Hageman
Marian Leftwich
LuciLE Spence
Jeanette Sloan
Eileen Sype
Gladys Wolfe
Voice
Gypsy Sullivan
Home Economics
Ellen Ambrose
Alberta Cooper
Jessica Jordan
Piano
Elsa Eckhardt
Josephine Frye
Joyce Gregory
May Hickman
Susie Mae Beasley
Organ
Florence Patterson
Mary Smith
Evelyn Hageman, * II r, 3 * e
Muncie, Indiana
Diploma in Expression
President Special Diploma Senior Class.
'15; Self Government Association, '13-"14;
President Indiana Club, '13; Regular Club,
'1.5; Senior Expression, '1,5; Y. W. C. A,,
'13, '1-1-'15; Secretary Indiana Club, '1.5;
Expression Editor "Milestones," '1.5; Ex-
pression Editor. "Hyphen" (2d Semester),
'IS; Choral Class. '15.
Hair, eyes and skin perfect, Eve-
lyn is a type all lier own. With an
air of poise and stateliness and a
proud toss to her regal head (she
won't let me say she's a snob). She
has done wonders with Expression
and Miss Townsend (in more ways
than one) and we fully expect to see
her a future tragedy (?) queen.
Gypsy Sullivan
Clarendon, Texas
Diploma in Voice
Vice-President Special Diploma Senior
Class, '15; Vice-President Texas Club,
•13-'14; Texas Club, '1.5; Choral Class,
'13, '14-'15; Self Government Association,
'13, '14.
Gypsy is another one of those girls
whom the "Lone Star" State so
proudly claims. If you will look back
on the last commencement program
or two you will see that even before
she took her diploma, the other Senior
Classes thought Gypsy's wonderful
voice necessary to their graduation
exercises. For the past year she has
filled the place of "Post Mistress,"
and, considering her capability, com-
bined with her voice, we have no fears
but what she will make her mark in
the world.
Gladys Wolfe, A K -f, S <I>
Dallas, Te.xas
Diploma in Expression
Y. W. C. A.. 'la-'U, '14-'lo; Panther
Athletic Club; Secretary-Treasurer Special
Diploma Senior Class; Secretary Pan-Hel-
lenic; Texas Club, '13-'14; Secretary-
Treasurer Texas Club, '14-'15; Self Gov-
ernment Association, '13-'14; French Club,
'13-'14.
A quiet little Texas blonde. To
know her is to like her; she is bright,
loving and witty. Of diplomas she
is getting her share. We regret very
much that we will not have her with
us next year to help cheer us along,
but we suppose that Texas will claim
her.
Jeanette Sloan
Nashville, Tennessee
Diploma in Expression!
Sergeant-at-Arms Special Diploma Sen-
ior Class. '15; Nashville Club, 'IS. '14-'15;
Business Manager "Milestones," '14; Sec-
retary Senior Middle Class, '14,
School wouldn't seem natural with-
out Jeanette's cheerful grin and still
more cheerful "top o' the morning."
For long years now she has suc-
cessfully evaded the clutches of the
hall-teacher—whoever and wherever
the lady may have been. Yes, this
is o>ie of Jeanette's vaulting ambi-
tions. We think, in fact we are al-
most sure, that another one of her
ambitions is to be a second Sarah
Bernhart, or perhaps a Billie Burke,
she hasn't decided which yet. At
any rate, we hope our old classmate
will think to send us box seats, or at
least, tickets to the "Peanut Roost"
when she makes her Iriuiiiphal ap-
Jane Douglas Crawford, A
Nashville, Tennessee
Diploma in Expression
Expression Editor "Hyphen" (1st Semes-
ter).
Jane came to us as a heritage from
Belmont, and now she leaves us a
Ward-Belmont girl. When one thinks
of her, the thought somehow connects
itself with that of the Expression
Studio, for that is Jane's second
home. No one will even be surprised
to hear some day that she has risen
to heights of fame. Indeed, we all
expect it of her, and of course we
won't be disappointed, for Jane
Douglas has never failed in anything
Marion Leftwich, A T ::. A r 2
Nash^ille, Tennessee
Diploma in Expression
Marion's hair is not the only thing
which makes her a "shining light,"
for she is one of the chief constella-
tions in the Expression Class. Wher-
ever we have the excitement of a
play, we always look for our golden-
haired Marion as leading lady. But
what are we going to do when she
does leave us? At any rate, here's
hoping she'll stay with us until she
finds her leading man.
LuciLE Spence
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Diploma in Expression
Y. W. C. A., 'IS-'U, '14-'15; French
Club, '13-'14; Tennis Club, '13-'14;
Swimming Club, 1.3-'I4; President Ten-
nessee Club, •14-'15; Self Government
Association, "IS-'H; Sergeant-at-Arms of
Senior Class; Special Diploma in Expres-
sion; Assistant Business Manager "iVIile-
stones." '14-'15; Corresponding Secretary
of Athletic Association: Recording Secre-
tary of Athletic Association (Second
Semester).
And Lucile, whom Sir Alfred im-
mortalized—or did she immortalize
Sir Alfred? With her dusk-dark hair
and vivacious black eyes, she helps
keep up old Tennessee's reputation for
beautiful women.
Eileen Sype
Rawls, Arkansas
Diploma in Expression
Tennis Club; Illinois Club.
Here is one of that ever-surprising
group of Expression graduates, who
will never be forgotten. Eileen her-
self will never be forgotten by those
who know her, because of her sweet-
ness and grace of character. She is
a hard worker, and is a Senior worthy
of the name, for she has been a leading
spirit in all of her class activities
with her loyal enthusiasm.
Florence Patterson
Riverside, California
Diploma in Pipe Organ
Our California girl! Her dispo-
sition is like that climate—calm and
sweet and sunny. But her music
has the temperament of the old Span-
ish traditions, and the coloring of
the rose and purple sunsets. Flor-
ence is just a girl—true and sweet
and lovable.
Makv Smith
Nashville, Tenn.
Diploma in Pipe Organ
We do not get to see very much of
Mary, but we love her sweetness and
her slim gracefulness. Her music is
the kind that "hath the charm to
soothe the savage breast" and even
we Ward-Belmont girls will stop our
ragtime to listen to her.
Elsa Eckhardt
Hamilton, Ohio
Diploma in Music
IVIusic! It is a charming sound,
and Elsa's specialty. Both night
and day she practices diligently, and
in her spare time she studies psy-
chology. When called upon in the
last mentioned class she recites vigo-
rously until either from lack of
breath or from the fact that Mr.
Angell himself said nothing more on
the subject, she is forced to desist.
Bright? Why, of course! Any one
has to be bright to keep up with
Greig, Brack, and those other musi-
cal lights.
Josephine Fry
Nashville, Tenn.
Diploma in Music
Josephine is an enthusiastic mem-
ber of the Senior Class, and her pres-
ence and support may always be
counted on whenever there is need.
She is loyal in every sense of the word.
Josephine is a very gifted young
lady in the musical line, and an op-
portunity should never be neglected
to listen to her exquisite pla\'ing.
Alberta Cooper
Nashville, Tenn.
Diploma in Home Economics
A cook in our midst did we sa\'?
Yes indeed, Alberta will certainly
qualify for that title. And not only
is she so skilled in culinary lines, but
she doesn't forget that she's a true
Ward- Belmont girl, and also a Bel-
mont girl, for she clings to that
Alumnae. She's loyal to all she
loves.
May Hickman
Hartsville, Tenn.
Diplon iyi Music
Hark! Mary is playing! The
listener stands aghast at the melo-
dious strains which pour forth from
her practice room. It has been said
that real music can onh' be produced
by one who has felt real love. May
this one be so in this case? We
wonder, you wonder and perhaps
some place one other person is won-
dering.
Jessica Jordan
Hillsboro, Te.\as
Diploma in Home Eco7iomics
Our "Jap," with her black hair and
e>'es, her jolly disposition, and her
many athletic accomplishments, is a
general favorite. Jessica wins bas-
ketball games for the Regulars,
breaks our swimming records and
makes everybody love her. And
cook! My, the lucky man who wins
fair Jessica's fickle heart will never
want for a well-laden table.
Susie Mae Beasley
Nashville, Tenn.
Diploma in Music
Susie Mae is almost an unknown
quantity to her classmates, for, being
a Nashville girl, she seldom appears
at Ward-Belmont except for her
work. But that work is enough to
admit her any place. Susie Mae is
indeed fortunate to have been
blessed with such talent, and Ward-
Belmont is fortunate to receive even
a small portion of this young lad>''s
valuable time.
Joyce Gregory
Nashville, Tenn.
Diploma in Music
Jo>xe is another of our Senior
Class who claims Nashville as her
native heath. We seldom see her,
for she is always a very busy young
lady, with her roll of music. But
tho' we've seen so little of her, we
are proud to have had her name on
our class list, and when that "some
day" of the future comes, we will all
be prouder still.
Ellen Ambrose
Nashville, Tenn.
Diploma in Home Economics
Shy and quiet, but with the bright-
est of smiles is Ellen. We don't see
her very often for she has a most ex-
traordinary and unusual fondness (?)
for the library. Whoever he is, his
pantry will be well-stocked, or rather
his life will be as happy as good
things to eat and the gentlest of
companions can make it.
jfirsit §ear College Certifieate Ctosi
K M K
Motto— Being, not seeming.
Colors— Pink and lavender. Flower—Sweet peas.
OFFICERS
Eileen Sype President
Martha Lindsev Secretary and Treasurer
Miss Goodwin Sponsor
.,,,
- 'If
MEMBERS
Cornelia Keeble
^,
Martha Lindsev
Martha Killebrew y' Mattie Lee Reib
Elizabeth Leitzbach "' Eileen Sype
Eileen Sype
Eileen Sype, the President of the
class, was chosen by lot and the fates
seemed to be smiling when they de-
creed such a talented girl for the
office. She is proud to have formerly
lived in Chicago and her heart is still
in "U. High." Eileen is not content
with one diploma, but is also receiv-
ing another in Expression. Like
Judy, the heroine of "Daddy Long
Legs," which she dramatized, Eileen
intends to keep all her books after
she graduates so that she may have
her knowledge stored on one shelf,
w^hich will be much easier than
trying to keep it all in her head.
M.\RTHA LiNDSEY
President of College Preparatory Club.
•1.3-'U ; Treasurer of Nashville Club.
T.WJi. Assistant Business Manager of
.'\nnual, 'i:3-'14; Vice-President of Nasli-
ville Club, 'W-'lo; Literary Editor of
"Milestones," '14-'lo; Secretary and
Treasurer of First Year College Certificate
Class.
This quiet little Literary Editor of
the Annual has a lot more to her than
you might imagine upon first sight.
But it doesn't take you very long to
find out about her for she simply
overflows with capability. We won't
tell you she's "proper," for she would
never forgive us and then, too, she
sometimes loses her air of serenity
when she's trying to finish a History
of Art or "Math." notebook.
Cornelia Keeble
Cornelia is the busiest person in
Ward-Belmont, at least she thinks she
is, although all the rest of us think
the same thing of ourselves. It
must be confessed that she enters the
race of class competition with deter-
mination, and always comes out a
brilliant winner in the end. In
fact, she belongs in the "A" class.
Her fondness for "Hamlet" is some-
times wondered at, but we think that
inclination is accounted for since she
spends a great deal of time writing
letters to the heroine. We will all
miss our talkative friend when she
goes away next year, but we can con-
fidently count on her as our star rep-
resentative at Wellesley.
Elizabeth Leitzbach
Editor-in-Chief of Hyphen, etc.
Ah! who have we here? The
Editor-in-Chief of the Hyphen, who
in wit and good, common sense never
had an equal. One might think she
was a veritable refrigerator from her
nick-name, "Icebox," but on acquain-
tance with this Illinois girl one finds
this a wrong supposition. Her one
detestation is excess laundry, and her
favorite (?) sport swimming. How-
ever she has not graced the pool but
once this year. She is thinking of
going to a Co-ed next year, we wonder
why—
?
Martha Killeukew
School would'nt seem natural
without Martha, for she is always
"right here," especially if there is any
fun going on. She was one of the
stalwart champions of the Athenians,
but on account of having become the
"wounded hero"-ine at the early
part of the season, it was very neces-
sary for her to retire from the public
eye before she accumulated all of the
glory. Our one consolation is that
we know she is coming back ne.xt
year, for, on account of her great
fondness (?) for French, she cannot
resist the temptation of pursuing her
talents in this line.
Mattie Lee Reib
"A gracious manner and a winning smile."
Mattie Lee hails from Texas. Her
sunny smile cheers all who meet her.
Practicing is her hobby, but she is
never quite happy unless her room-
mate is near. Instead of Mattie
Lee continuing to study her lesson,
she has decided to "lesson" her
studies. Why is she going to Cornell
for Commencement? Of course, her
brother graduates. Mattie Lee, who
has grown thin on account of the ex-
periences of four years in Ward- Bel-
mont, has often threatened to write
a theme for English A on the "Terrors
and Trials of Boarding School in the
City of Nashville," but has changed
her dramatic subject for that of
"A Criticism on Jane Austin."
^fte Pellfi
[With all due courtesy to Pee.]
Hear John ring that lialuful boll—
Risng, bell!
What a day of drudgery it's tolling doth foretell;
How it soars, soars, soars.
With its loud, uproarous roars,
Breaking our sonorous snores
Almost at the break of dawn,
Till our last fond dreams are gone;
Keeping time, time, time,
In a sort of rythmic rhyme
With that clamorous insistence,
That so unwelcomely now swells
From the bells, bells, bells, bells, bells, bells, bells.
From the jangling and the wrangling of the bells.
At 7 they ring a bell—
Breakfast bell!
What a world of hurrying its ringing doth foretell;
Grabbing middies, hose, and skirts.
Hairpins, ties, and even shirts.
As we race down stairs and hall;
It's the call
So unexpectedly it wells
From the bells, bells, bells, bells, bells, bells, bells,
To the hurry and the scurry of the bells.
Hear that glad releasing bell
—
Luncheon bell!
What a qualm to appetite its pealing doth foretell;
Perhaps it's near—fresh fish
Or last Sunday's untouched dish.
Or Pat's home-grown potato
With a slice of green tomato;
While from out the pantry cells.
What a crop of onion smells!
To the ringing and the swinging of the bells,
Of the bells, bells, bells, bells, bells, bells, bells.
To the ringing and the swinging of the bells.
After dinner there's a bell—
Study bell!
What a world of work and woe its chiming tloth foretell.
Study hall for all the bad,
And—"no visiting"—truly sad.
What's the use of negligees or kimonas
If the owners
Cannot slip across the hall and make fudge.
Without the call,
"Study hour," from the teachers?
Oh, those bells, bells, bells, bells, bells, bells, bells.
The odious observance of those bells.
Day and night we hear those bells
—
Fire bells!
The "voice of all the faculty," so Dr. Blanton tells.
Chapel, light bell, vespers, lunch.
And we always have a hunch
That at 5:30 'it will ring.
Practice, classes—everything
—
That we do from fall to spring
Is run to bells, bells, bells, bells, bells, bells, bells.
To the tin-tin-nabulation of the bells.
Addenda
And the people, ah, the people.
That put that bell up in the steeple
All alone.
Who keep tolling, tolling, tolling,
In that constant monotone.
Feel a glory in so rolling
On the student heart a stone,
They are neither man nor woman,
They are neither brute nor human:
They are teachers.
—Mary Dance Lc

Senior iilibiile €la^^
(First year College Class)
Colors—Green and silver. Flower—White carnation.
Mollo—Semper altius.
OFFICERS
M.\BEL B.-\TTLE BuNCH Presideiil
Fr.xnces McBride Vice-President
M.^RGUERITE Nooji.N Secretary
Eliz.\beth Crockett Treasurer
Edness Merrick Kimball Sergemit-al-Arms
Mr. .-vnd Mrs. Cox Sponsors
MEMBERS
Audrey Addicks
M.\DELINE AlKINS
S,\R.\H AlFORD
Bess Bear
Chita Beaslev
Aileen Lucile Biggs
Chiltipin Born
Edith Brisben
Susan Frances Brooks
Eva Lee Brower
Helen Bruce
Mabel Battle Bunch
Alice Burnham
Mildred Burroughs
Barbara Byrne
Glennie Compton
Louise Craig
Esther Ckeede
Elizabeth Crockett
Archie Crowley
Pauline Davis
Marie A. Dowell
Hazel Fisher
Lena Louise Fite
Nelle Walton Fite
D.-\WN Flanery'
Theresa Flippin
Fannie Glass
Mary Louise Hardin
SvLLA Harvey
Frances Ewin Hayes
Esther Frances Headley
Sarah Hetherington
Phyllis Hoffman
Vivian Harris Holmes
Elizabeth Hull
Virginia Irving
Ruth Johnson
Edness Merrick Kimball
Bernice Landers
Florence Langworthy
Angie LaTeer
Sarah McLean Leach
Cecil Wood Lewis
Mary Dance Lewis
Willie Lipscomb
Louise Little
Frances Edith McBride
Sessums McCoy
Susie V. McLemore
Dorothea Mayo
Helen Meints
Charlotte Harrold Miller
Edith Lila Miller
Annette Moore
Mabelle Moore
Dorothy Morrow
Frances Mulliken
Elizabeth Murphy
Alice Mae Nicholson
Sara Mather Niles
Marguerite Noojin
Dorothy O' Daniel
Ethel Overstreet
Jean Perry
Theo Petty
Mildred Velma Price
Elizabeth Pruett
Lucy K. Ray
Mamie Redman
Kathry'N Reddy
Mildred E. Reid
Pauline Richolt
Gr\ce Rowell
Gladys Marguerite Sapp
Ethel Janet Schlanger
Ada Simmons
Gladys Slade
Margaret Sledge
Rose Louise Snider
Pauline Budd Steenburg
Mildred Swartzbaugh
Nelle Eileen Thompson
Fay Wall
Helen Wallace
Anna Ward
Louise Wells
Jessie L. Whitesell
Mary Gertrude Wiggins
Elizabeth Wolfe
Esther Wright
Lenore Young
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Senior iWibble Clags;
THEIR P. G.'s FROM THE SENIORS
Audrey Addickes—Handbook of English Composition.
Madeline Aikins—An array ofificer.
Sarah Alford—A red book by Ellwood.
Bess Bear—Shot gun.
Chita Beasley—A saddle-r.
AiLEEN Biggs—Some rouge.
Pearl Blackburn—An English book.
Chiltipin Born—A snake.
Edith Brisben—A Jew.
Frances Brooks—A white Panama hat.
Eva Lee Brower—A goat.
Helen Bruce—A range.
Mabel Bunch—A director.
Alice Burnham—"Sloan's" liniment.
Mildred Burroughs—A trip to California.
Barbara Byrne—A red hat.
Glennie Compton—A new Expression teacher.
Louise Craig—A banjo.
Esther Creede—A smile.
Elizabeth CROCKETT^Foot-Iights.
Archie Crowley—A home in Peanut Alley.
Pauline Davis—Miss Lewis.
Marie Dowell—A tailor (Taylor).
Hazel Fisher—A cork and a line.
Lena Fite—A book of jokes.
Nelle Fite—A chicken.
Dawn Flanery—An aigrette.
Theresa Flippin—Another cousin Ruth.
Fannie Glass—A middy blouse.
Mary Louise Hardin—A French dictionery.
Sylla Harvey—A rosy complexion.
Frances Hayes—An appetite.
Esther Headley—A rubber-neck.
Sarah Heatherington—An economical husband.
Phyllis Hoffman—An Ark-an-saw.
Vivian Holmes—A dictaphone.
Elizabeth Hull—A Southern accent.
Virginia Irving—A chafing dish.
Ruth Johnson—A Ford.
Cornelia Keeble—A little more time.
Martha Killebrew—"Anti-fat."
Edness Kimball—An uncle.
Bernice Landers—Audrey's cousin.
Florence Langworthy—A fur collar.
Angie LaTeer—A chemistry Lab.
Sarah Leach—Ticket to Gallatin.
Elizabeth Leitzbach—An editor's pen.
>enior JUibble Clasisi
THEIR P. G's. FROM THE SENIORS
Cecil Lewis—"King Lear."
Mary Dance Lewis—Another Frat ring.
Martha Lindsey—Something to write.
Willie Lipscomb—A plantation.
Louise Little—Pair of tongs.
Frances McBride—A Pope.
Sessums McCoy—A pass to Jackson.
Susie V. McLemore—A gymnasium.
Dorothea Mayo—A Ban.
Helen Meints—A Feild.
Charlotte Miller—Red hair ribbon.
Edith Miller—Permission to go to West-end.
Annette Moore—A Mason-/ar(?).
Mabelle Moore—Candy.
Dorothy Morrow—A kodak.
Frances Mulliken—Hair curlers.
Elizabeth Murphy—-A visit to Jackson.
Alice Nicholson—A diamond ring.
Sarah Niles—A ticket to Egypt.
Marguerite Noojin—Emma I. Sisson.
Dorothy O' Daniel—An actress friend.
Ethel Overstreet—Oranges.
Jean Perry—-"3 in 1" for her voice.
Theo. Petty—Trip to Washington.
Mildred Price—The high cost of living.
Elizabeth Pruett—Copyright on the following expres-
sion: "Miller, did the cream come?"
Lucy Ray—-A letter.
Mamie Rebman—Six Frank Montgomerys.
Kathryn Reddy—A "Big Ben."
Mattie Lee Reib—"A's."
Mildred Reid—Introduction to Pavlowa.
Pauline Richolt—A Bible.
Grace Rowell—White coat.
Gladys Sapp—Back seat in French Class.
Ethel Schlanger—Clothes.
Adda Simmons—Megaphone.
Gladys Slade—Wedding bells.
Margaret Sledge—A forehead.
Rose Snider—Pork and beans.
Pauline Steenburg—Miss Applebee.
Mildred Swartzbaugh—A poetic instinct.
Eileen Sype—Reading report.
Nelle Thompson—Paint.
Fay Wall—Brains.
Helen Wallace—Exchange.
Anna Ward—A "boss."
Louise Wells—A bucket.
Jessie Whitesell—Speedometer.
Gertrude Wiggins—Pew rent at West-end free of
charge.
Elizabeth Wolfe—A flower.
Esther Wright—An embroidery hoop.
Lenore Young—Fountain of youth.
College Special Hisit
Colors—Green and white.
Esther Lee Smith
Sadie Rosendale . .
Frances Craven
Florence Hull ....
Mary Agnes Clover . .
Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Motto—Lo\alt\' binds us.
OFFICERS
Flower—Magnolia
. . . . President
Vice-President
. . Secretary
Treasurer
aiU-at-Arjiis
Sponsors
Avlmer Allen
Bessie Allen
Angeline Ammann
Mary Marg.aret Anderson
Priscilla K. .Armstrong
Mildred Becker
Eliz.vbeth Biggers
Ida Bl.vnton
Annie Glenn Brown
Martha Emma Buzbee
Jay Carran
Mary Kim C.arrigan
Lucy Haden Cloud
Mary .^gnes Clover
Elizabeth Coolidge
Bessie Cook
JuANiTA Cooper
Mary Y. Cotton
Frances Craven
LiLLA Davenport
Martha Hanna Emison
Margaret Furbee
Margaret W. G.albraith
MEMBERS
Estelle M. Gerber
Kate Grainger
Verda L. Griffin
Gurneth Guthridge
Hazel Hall
Lucile Heath
Mary Belle Higgins
Mary Hill
Myrtle Hoffman
Florence Hull
Bernice Jaenke
Erma Jaenke
Jessica Jordan
NORM.A Kopp
Sibyl McClelland
Maude E. McKibbon
Mary J. Millender
Helen Moore
.^lma Morawitz
Gertrude Officer
Lois Overstreet
Louise Owens
Cora Palmer
Robilee Patrick
Margaret Pipkin
Irene Ada Porter
Lucile Ruth Priddy
Helen Ritchie
S.-VDiE Rosendale
Irene Sattley
Len.^ Shirley
Anna F. Smead
Esther Lee Smith
Sybil E. Smith
Bessie Blanche Surface
Jane Taylor
K.atherine Walden'berger
M.YRY W.A.LKER
EuLALiA Ward
Margaret K. Warner
Louise Warten
Matsie Warten
Grace We.yr
Adne Wood
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College special Classg
THEIR FAVORITE HAUNTS
Aylmer Allen—Murfreesboro.
Bessie Allen— Murfreesboro.
Angeline Ammann—Lebeck's.
Margaret Anderson—Skalowski's.
Priscilla Armstrong—Chapel.
Mildred Becker—On horse-back.
Elizabeth Biggers—Decker's.
Ida Blanton—Tower.
Annie Glenn Brown—Gymnasium.
Martha Buzbee—West-end Church.
Jay Carran—Dining-room.
Mary Kim Carrigan—Anywhere with a moving picture
magazine.
Lucy Cloud—Recreation Hall.
Mary Clover—Heronholm.
Elizabeth Coolidge—Fidelity.
Bessie Cook—Moore Memorial Church.
JuANiTA Cooper—Somewhere with Gertrude Officer.
Mary Cotton—Practice room.
Frances Craven—An auto.
LiLLA Davenport—Seat next to window in a street car.
Martha Emison—Princess.
Margaret Furbee—261 Founders.
Margaret GALBRAiTH^Over a chafing dish.
Estelle Gerber—Leftwich Lodge.
Kate Grainger—Picture show.
Verda Griffin— Post-office.
Gurneth Guthridge—Sociology class-room.
Hazel Hall—Chemistry Lab.
Lucile Heath—Mrs. Rose's telephone.
Mary Belle Higgins—Art room.
Mary Hill—Middlemarch.
Myrtle Hoffman—Where Louise takes her.
Florence Hull—Kress'.
Bernice Jaenke—Where Erma is.
Erma Jaenke—Where Bernice is.
Jessica Jordan—Bath tub.
Norma Kopp—Hollow Rock Junction.
Sybil McClelland—Campus.
Maude McKibbon—Home, sweet home.
Mary Jane Millender— Miss Sisson's office.
Helen Moore—Church Street.
Alma Morawitz—Pembroke.
Gertrude Officer—^Anywhere she hangs her hat.
Lois Overstreet—Under the walls.
Louise Owens—Chapel aisle.
Cora Palmer—A pipe organ.
RoBiLEE Patrick—Out to "Aunt's."
Margaret Pipkin—Study Hall.
Irene Porter—Tennis court.
Lucile Priddy— Illinois.
Helen Ritchie—Bank (we envy her).
Sadie Rosendale—Swimming pool.
Irene Sattley—The Hudson.
Lena Shirley—Roof garden.
Anna Smead—In her "rose" kimona.
Esther Lee Smith—Pacing the walk with Margaret Pip-
1.
Sybil Smith—Infirmary.
Bessie Surface—On top.
Jane Taylor—Country Club.
Katherine Waldenberger— Dentist's.
Mary Walker—Pavement.
Margaret Warner—Before the mirror.
Louise Warten—Alabama bound.
Grace Wear—On the bed looking out the window.
Adne Wood—Comic section.
Matsie Warten—Dance Hall.
Waxh-^timont Vatsiitv ^ong
1.
There's a school in Tennessee
Where all of us just love to be,
Every one should want to see
The sports at W.-B.
We've tennis in the spring and fall,
In winter we play basketball;
We stand together, one and all.
And loyalty's our call.
H M M
[Words and Music by Hermosa Brownl
Original Tune
Chorus.
O, Ward-Belmont,
O, Ward-Belmont,
That's the place where we
Stand together, loyal ever.
Dear old school to thee.
There are girls who live in Dixie,
Look away, away;
From East and West and Yankee
land,
We're the Ward-Belmont girls.
We have pride in everything.
And that is why we like to sing
About our athletes big and strong.
To cheer them with our song.
We have many who can swim
And others are good in gym;
You should see our girls in track
—
Is there anything we lack?
IT'S A LONG WAY TO WARD-BELMONT
[Tune of "Tipperary"]
It's a long way to Ward-Belmont,
It's a long way to come;
It's a long way to Ward-Belmont,
Far away from the folks at home;
Good-bye scenes of childhood,
Farewell home, so dear
It's a long, long way to Ward- Belmont,
But my heart's right here.
SENIOR SONG
[To the tune of "Can't You See the Love Light Shining?"]
Can't you see the knowledge shining in our eyes so true?
Doesn't it seem to softly whisper that our school days are thru?
But we're linked to dear Ward-Belmont with a love untold you know.
There's a tie that binds our '15 class where'er we go.
'\ "^S"
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funior iHibble Cla^si
(Senior High School Class)
H K K
Motto—To be excellent, not to excel.
Colors—Green and gold. f/owcr—Jonqnil.
OFFICERS
Gertrude VVilli.-vms President
Georgia Alex..\nder Vice-President
Jennie White Secretary
Elizabeth Neil Treasurer
Miss Turner Sponsor
MEMBERS
Georgia Ale.xander
Helen Arnold
Margaret Atkinson
Dorothy Baker
Margaret Barker
Marianne Barnette
Dora Bowman
Lillian Brower
Bess Gordon Burts
Gertie Carneal
Margaret Chipperfield
fiLADVS Kl.IZABETH ClARK
MiLDkEI) CoATE
.Mary Lot ise Cra\yford
Margaret Curry
Virginia Driver
Llewellyn Ewing
Ale.xandra p. Feild
Martha Franklin
LuciLE Harper Fulkerson
Bernice Getzendaner
Cl.\r.\ Graham
Mary Gwathmey
Virginia B. Hail
Bessie Harbeson
Valera Hardesty'
Elizabeth Hart
Bertha Hoffman
Ida Hoover
Hortense Keithley
Helen Kelley
Josephine Kirby
Ruth Knight
Marion Leftwich
Henrietta Lindsley
Marion Malone
Ruth .\. McInnis
Virginia McLean
Lois McManus
Helen J. Martin
Nina E. Ma.xwell
Mae Mohler
Margaret Morrow
Henrietta Murphy
Margaret Murphy
Elizabeth Neil
Hazel Patterson
Marjorie K. Peers
Elizabeth Perkins
Annie Putnam
Mattie Willie Ratcliffe
Frances Ridley
Marian Ritchie
LeOna Rominger
Gertrude Roose
Effie Rutherford
Esther Sager
Louise Saunders
Winnie D. Simmerman
Theola Simmons
Dorothea Smith
Evely'n Hart Smith
Reba Lee Stevens
Frances Street
Ruth Nolan Thomas
Christine Thornton
Sallie Tippens
Lelda Tuck
Grace Twyman
Edith Warren
Minerva J. Watts
Marjorie Whaples
Mary Wheeler
Jennie White
Gertrude Williams
Dorothy Winton
CoRiNNE Wooten
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Junior Jlibble Clasisi
WHO'S WHAT AND HOW COME
Georgia Alexander Alex the Great Merely a similarity of names.
Helen Arnold Helen of Troy Her looks did it.
Margaret Atkinson Alabama Nearest thing to Georgia.
Dorothy Baker Hart, Schafner & Marx model Modes of dress.
Marianne Barnette Diogenes Both live in small places.
Dora Bowman Miss Innocence ." Her smile.
Lillian Brower Robert Fulton Her interest in steamboats.
Bess Burts Queen Elizabeth Sarcastically speaking.
Gertie Carneal Incognito Detective did not find out.
Margaret Chipperfield Mrs. Southern Kirk's a second Mr. Southern.
Gladys Clarke Milady of the North Unless she moves to her Southern Holmes.
Mildred Coate Commodore Perry Her motto: "Don't give up the ship."
Mary Louise Crawford Daniel She will be in the lion's den next year.
Margaret Curry Benedict Arnold -Traitor to the cause.
Virginia Driver "Regis" Queen Mrs. Rex.
Llewellyn Ewing Maud Powell Her violin talents.
Alexandra Feild Ella Wheeler Wilcox Poetic instincts.
Martha Franklin Ben's youngest daughter It just happened.
Lucile Fulkerson Mark Twain Her jokes.
Bernice Getzendaner Spoiled child Her raising.
Clara Graham Mrs. Pankhurst Suffragette.
Mary Gwathmey My lady Disdain She brought it on herself.
Virginia Hail Mrs. Charlie's aide-de-camp She lives next door.
Bess Harbeson One of the little women Because she didn't grow.
Valera Hardesty Minerva Goddess of wisdom.
Elizabeth Hart A Cheshire K. A. T. (not if A A A knows it).
Bertha HolTman Gertrude's cousin They both do the Broadway glide.
Ida Hoover The Watch on the Rhine One of the Hoover family.
Hortense Keithley Queen of Sheba She courted David.
Helen Kelly An Irish coleen In name only.
Josephine Kirby Great big blue eyed baby She's got 'em.
Ruth Knight Boaz' wife The\ named her that.
Marion Leftwich Snow white Just naturally.
Henrietta Lindsley A monkey In the circus.
Ruth Mclnnis Puck Her wit.
Virginia McLean Tennyson's Brook She goes on forever.
Lois McManus A fisli She's at home in the aqua.
Helen Martin All eyebrows Appearances.
Nina Maxwell St. Cecelia She invented the organ.
Junior MiMt Clagg
AND HOW COME
Mae Mohler Pavlowa By Miss Sisson's training.
Marion Malone Diana, tlie goddess of the cliase Masculinely speaking.
Margaret Morrow Bud Fisher Some cartoonist.
Henrietta Murphy Arra Wanna Heap big squaw.
Margaret Murphy Graphophone ,. Runs on a record.
Elizabeth Neil Sherman She's marching thru Georgia (she's Alabama
bound).
Hazel Patterson A cousin to Ham Only in his best qualities.
Marjorie Peers Ponce de Leon She found the Fountain of Youth.
Elizabeth Perkins A "Blue Stocking" In the old maid sense.
Annie Putnam Sweet Afton She flows gently . .
Mattie Willie Ratcliffe Arachne Athena's most modern rival.
Frances Ridley Butterfly She hasn't lit yet.
Marion Ritchie A dumpling As to "figger."
Leona Rominger A Ford Runs on two cylinders.
Gertrude Roose Mile. Sansot She taught French once.
Efifie Rutherford Nashville Banner She spreads the scandal.
Esther Sager Annette Kellerman When it comes to swimming.
Louise Saunders Parson Jones Her voice.
Winnie Simmerman Rustling Spring S"he rustles and springs.
Theola Simmons April fool Born April 1st.
Dorothea Smith Pearl The fat girl.
Evelyn Smith A kitten Playfulness.
Reba Stevens Dan Patch A 1 ;25 pace.
Frances Street Quiet girl Rooms on 2d floor Founders.
Ruth Thomas .A woman of letters The taste for Scott's fiction.
Christine Thornton Mr. Vernon Castle Her leading ability.
Sallie Tippens A cook She strings (jelly) beans.
Lelda Tuck Texas "steer" She's steering for there.
Grace Twyman One of the three graces We don't know why.
Edith Warren Cattle owner Aw, go on and guess.
Minerva Watts A cold proposition Born September A. M.
Marjorie Whaples Auctioneer By profession.
Mary Wheeler A mouse Her manners.
Jennie White Sis Hopkins ' Just born that way.
Gertrude Williams Priscilla Her characteristics.
Dorothy Winton Napoleon On account of the bony part.
Corinne Wnnten Teddy Roosevelt Rough rider.
JCIPIOR
funior Jflibble Classg
WHO'S WHAT AND HOW COME
Mae Mohler Pavlowa By Miss Sisson's training.
Marion Malone Diana, the goddess of the chase Masculinely speaking.
Margaret Morrow Bud Fisher Some cartoonist.
Henrietta Murphy Arra Wanna Heap big squaw.
Margaret Murphy Graphophone , Runs on a record.
Elizabeth Neil Sherman She's marching thru Georgia (she's Alabama
bound).
Hazel Patterson A cousin to Ham Only in his best qualities.
Marjorie Peers Ponce de Leon She found the Fountain of Youth.
Elizabeth Perkins A "Blue Stocking" In the old maid sense.
Annie Putnam Sweet Afton She flows gently . .
Mattie Willie Ratcliffe .'\rachne Athena's most modern rival.
Frances Ridley Butterfly She hasn't lit yet.
Marion Ritchie A dumpling As to "figger."
Leona Rominger A Ford Runs on two cylinders.
Gertrude Roose Mile. Sansot She taught French once.
Eflfie Rutherford Nashville Banner She spreads the scandal.
Esther Sager Annette Kellerman When it comes to swimming.
Louise Saunders Parson Jones Her voice.
Winnie Simmerman Rustling Spring S"he rustles and springs.
Theola Simmons April fool Born April 1st.
Dorothea Smith Pearl The fat girl.
Evelyn Smith A kitten Playfulness.
Reba Stevens Dan Patch A 1 :25 pace.
Frances Street Quiet girl Rooms on 2d floor Founders.
Ruth Thomas A woman of letters The taste for Scott's fiction.
Christine Thornton Mr. Vernon Castle Her leading ability.
Sallie Tippens A cook She strings (jelly) beans.
Lelda Tuck Texas "steer" She's steering for there.
Grace Twyman One of the three graces We don't know why.
Edith Warren Cattle owner Aw, go on and guess.
Minerva Watts A cold proposition Born September A. M.
Marjorie Whaples Auctioneer By profession.
Mary Wheeler A mouse Her manners.
Jennie White Sis Hopkins Just born that way.
Gertrude Williams Priscilla Her characteristics.
Dorothy Winton Napoleon On account of the bony part.
Corinne Wnnten Teddy Roosevelt Rough rider.
lUDlOE
Junior Clasps;
Colors—Green and white.
Motto—Think of ease, hut work on.
Flowers— Lilies of the
OFFICERS
Elizabeth Smith President
Elizabeth Graham Vice-President
Rachel Crutchfield Secretarv
Ruth Graham Treasurer
K. Hudson '.
. . . Sergeant-at-Arms
Miss Sisson 'Sponsor
Florence E. Anderson
Louise Benedict
Emma Josephine Blackwood
Frances Bond
Plurie Brewster
Evelyn Frances Bush
Elizabeth C.vldwell
Allve Berry Campbell
Margaret F. Chambers
Helen Corley
Ruth Corley
Rachel Crutchfield
Frances Allen Davies
Azora Olive Early
Marguerite Eskind
Helen Fisher
Gladys Glover
Elizabeth Graham
Ruth Graham
Florence Elizabeth Groves
Lenora Haskins
MEMBERS
ALxrtha Hays
Muree Miller Heinl
Frances Henderson
Mary Kate Hopkins
Annie James House
Katherine Hudson
Myra Hudson
Lillian Maurice Jenkins
Irene Kno.x
Linda Landis
Helen Lockhead
Myrtle May Love
Sarah Magili.
Louise Mallory
Agnes McConnico
Marie Mertz
Alice Millhouse
Martha Lelia Ming
C.vrolyn Minton
Marian Neal
Willie Newman
Harriet Overton
Olive Walton Popper
Amelia Nell Ray
Helen Reichert
Fay Rimmer
^L\RGAKET A. Russell
Damaris Sjiith
Elizabeth Smith
Maude Sutton
Frances Louise Sykes
Margaret Liston Talbott
Vance Talbott
Martha Twyman
Madeline Ward
Mary Eleanor Webster
Mildred Welch
Martha Winn
Frances Williamson
Hortense E. Winham
Kathleen Young
'J| H fP ^ in mwf^\
..
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Junior Clasps;
HOW OR WHERE I FIRST SAW THEM
Florence Anderson
Getting on a street car.
Louise Benedict
In a circus.
Josephine BL.\cK\voon
With three boys.
Fr.\nces Bond
At her desk.
Evelyn Bush
In a kimona.
Eliz.\beth Caldwell
On roller skates.
Allye C.\mpeell
Smiling.
M.\RGARET Chambers
In an evening dress.
Helen Corley
Ruth Corley
Just alike.
Rachel Crutchfield
Falling up the steps.
Frances Davies
Giggling.
Azora Early
Starling out to Mrs. Marshall's.
Marguerite Eskind
Frowning.
Helen Fisher
In class.
Gladys Glover
Chewing gum and wearing black ear-rings.
Elizabeth Graham
Singing a hymn.
Ruth Graham
Dancing.
Florence Graves
Eating ice cream.
I.ENORA Hawkins
In a Ford.
Martha Hays
All dolled up.
MuRiE Heinl
Moving from Fidelity to Founders.
Frances Henderson
Smiling.
Mary Kate Hopkins
Driving a car.
Annie J.\mes House
Kissing another girl.
Katherine Hudson
On a hay wagon.
Myra Hudson
Gazing out of a train window.
Lillian Jenkins
Talking about home.
Irene Kno.\
.At a feast.
Junior Clagg
HOW OR WHERE I FIRST SAW THEM
I.INDA LaNDIS
In ihu Libiarv.
IIliLEN LOCKHEAD
Eating peanuts.
Myrtle Love
Teasing Corinne.
Sakah Magill
Swiping bread from the tabic
Louise IVIallorv
Cutting up on tlie train.
Agnes IVIcConnico
Whistling.
Makie Mektz
In an auto.
Alice Millhouse
Writing letters.
Martha Ming
Grinning.
Carolyn Minton
At a picture show.
Marion Neal
Had bangs.
BiLLiE Newman
Willi her nose turned up.
Harriet Overton
In History of Art.
Olive Pepper
Sneezing.
Amelia Ray
In a kiniona.
Helen Reichert
Flirting in church.
I'AV KlM.MEK
Running for a car.
Margaret Russell
Singing.
Damaris Smith
Raving over herself.
Elizabeth Smith
With Evelyn Hagenian.
Maude Sutton
Upon a chair hanging pennants.
Frances Svkes
Going to gym.
Margaret Talbot
Listening to the Salvation Army.
Vance Talbot
At the Governor's Mansion.
Martha Twyman
On the roof garden.
Madeline Ward
In a red silk kimona.
Mary Webster
Looking at Smith's picture.
Mildred Welch
With her hair rolled up.
Martha Winn
With two Vanderbilt boys.
Frances Williamson
Cooking after light bell.
Hortense Winham
Wagging a suitcase.
Kathleen Young
Buying soda pop.
i^ccipe jFor ^n Annual
Take a stafful of originality.
Same amount of brains.
About eighteen qts. of real, live pep.
Fully a ton of school spirit.
A fresh, young joke to every page.
Equal amount of Harrison Fisher-like tendencies
and Shakespearian characteristics.
Season to taste with temper.
Garnish liberally with the long green and serve
for $3.50 a plate.
N. B.—Don't worry about the roasting—the rest of the school will do that.

^opfjomore Ctosi
K M K
Molio—Look pleasant even if it hurts.
Co/ori— Purple and white. F/owfr— Violets.
OFFICERS
Lucy Herndon Prwirfew/
Annie Weber Fi«-Pr<-5i</.»/
P.VULINE N..\TH.-\N
^fcrc/arv
Pe.vrl Webb Treasurer
'
Maude Holbert 5<'r?fa«/-<2N.4r»7i
Mlle. S.-vnsot sponsor
Lizzie D. Alex.vnder
Virginia Armistead
Emma Morrow Atchison
Oneita Baker
Katherine Tyler Barnett
Gladys Bell
Bessie E. Blake
Ellene Brackin
Dorothy Brandon
Dorothy Brobst
Virginia Carmichael
Lktiti \ ("artek
I'-l 1/ \ III- I II ( 'i.ement
JoM.nilM ( OIK
MVRTLI.. ( ()\\ |. us
Margaret Cooper
Elizabeth Cope
Ruth C. Eckles
Dorothy Fain
MEMBERS
Addie Belle Gary
Emaline Greene
Charlotte Harrison
LsABEL Harrison
Lucy Herndon
Rhea C. Holland
Maude Holbert
Helen Killebrew
Charlotte Nelson
>L\RioN Whitney
Bektine McCrary
Emily Mills
Fr.\nk Montgomery
Anne Morris
Ruth Ross
Pauline Nathan
Jeanette Patton
WiLMA Reck
Louise Regen
Martha Regen
Velma Reidel
Lucile Robinson
Ellen D. Roddy
Bernice Rosenberg
Ver.^ Satterfield
Mary Smith
Aileen Stewart
La\vnin Miriam H. Strauss
Lewis Martha Vaughn
Bobbie Walker
Pearl Effie Werr
.•\nnie Weber
Nina Lloyd Wheeler
LtI.I IAN Ryrd Whitesell
LOl'lvl I \ WllclK'l EV
REBA l.M \\ \IM\X
Addie Foi;i;m\n \'oi xg
Beatrice Zander
ifXi SOPHOMORE CLASS
'•"^'jiiss!^ *''ws»-i^'' '^'^•'5»^
^opjjomore Ctos;
THE FORTUNES OF THE SOPHOMORE CLASS, AS TOLD BY GYPSY MADGE
Lizzie D. Alexander—Will marry a rich man, live in Europe and raise chickens.
Virginia Armistead—Will marry three times—for the first time at the age of 29
—
go to Germany on her honeymoon.
Emma Morrow Atchison—Will marry a preacher when she is 29 and live in Africa.
Oenita Baker—Will not marry; will inherit .$300,000 and go on the stage.
Katherine B-\rnett—Will marry a pawnbroker, live in a bungalow and be 2.3 when she marries.
Gladys Bell—Will have six chances to marry, but will refuse all of them, will have a home for stray cats.
Bessie Bl.\ke—When she is 60 will marry a dancing master, and will live in Europe.
Ellene Bracken—.'\fter she has married a ringmaster, will join a circus and be chief cook.
Dorothy Br.^ndon—Husband will be a sport— will live in Cornersville, Tenn., and sing in church choir.
Dorothy Brobst—Her husband will be four feet short, will live in China, and will send her children to Ward-Belmont.
Virginia Carmichael—Will teach dancing in New York; will have many suitors, but will not marry till she is 39.
Letitia Carter—Will marry a strange fellow she saw in the parlor one night, and later they will go as missionaries to
China.
Enz.ABETH Clement—Will be burned ali\'e the first night of her marriage to a red headed man. Lea\'e her millions to
Ward-Belmont.
Josephine Cole—Will sell Wilson heaters, and be married three times.
iVIyrtle Conyers—After ten years of struggling for Women's Rights, will marry a man named William.
M.\RG.\RET Cooper—At the happy young age of 63 will marry a brick mason and live in a castle in Spain.
Elizabeth Cope—When she is 23 she will teach swimming in Vanderbilt, and marry a blue eyed professor.
Ruth Eckles—Hard luck will be in her path, but will finally marry the man she wants—an organ grinder.
Dorothy Fain—Will write poems for the Cosmopolitan, and marry an editor of 75 years.
.Addie Belle G.\ry—Will go insane over a moving picture actor and spend the rest of her life turning the crank.
Emaline Greene— Mr. Black will finally win her hand, although Mr. Brown and Mr. White will play an important part
in her program.
Charlotte Harrison—Her husband will be a high diver, ihey will li\e in San Francisco and haN-e a fish stand.
Is-VBEL H.\rrison— Will marry a toe and clog dancer, have a large house, and a whole lots of little trees in her yard.
Lucy Herndon—At the old age of 22 will take the agency for the Ford and marry a chauffeur.
Rhe.\ Holland—Will make $500 a month writing for "Life," but will give up her brilliant career and marry a Mr. Smith.
Maude Holbert—Will marry an architect, live in Nashville and do slum work.
Helen Killebrew—Will marry a rich Lord from England, live in .-\sia, and bet on races.
Charlotte Lawnin—Her efforts will be useless; she will not marrj- but will make a lortune inaiuifacturing face paint.
Marion Lewis—Will marrj' an auburn haired gentleman and live in Murfreesboro, Tenn., over Cohen's.
Bertine McCrarv—Will spend ten years singing in a side show of Ringling Bros. Circus, and then will marry an Episco-
pal Rector.
Emily Mills— Will be a college widow, but will finalh- marry an old gray-haired professor.
Frank Montgomery—At the age of o7 will enter the holy bonds of matrimony; her husband will be a snake chaniur and
a A. K. E.
Anne Morris—Will marry a football hero. Will be left a widow at the age of 67 and spend the rest of her life pla\ing a
pianola in a picture show.
Ruth Moss—Her life will be spent in England fighting the Germans. She will marry an army officer,
Pauline Nathan—Will marry a man whose initials are T. L. We do not know whether it means Too Late, Trade Last,
or True Love.
Jeanette Patton—Her husband will be a light weight boxer. He will die with a hen pecked heart.
Wilma Reck—Her husband will kill her mother-in-law. She will have a happy life, and live in Georgia.
Louise Regen—After ten years spent in trying to get a Ward-Belmont diploma she will marry the president of the failed
States and give balls and receptions.
Martha Regen—Will be a bare-back rider in a dog and pony show, and spend her happ\' old age in Texas.
Velma Riedel—Will teach Chemistry and Botany at Ward-Belmont, and remind the girls of Miss Earlc.
Lucile Robinson—Will marry a fat man. She will sing in a church choir, and her husband will run a pool room.
Ellen Roddy—Will marry a music professor and go to Vermont on her bridal tour.
Bernice Rosenberg—Her husband will be a horse thief, but will have mone\-. They will li\e in a stone house on the
Swanee River.
Vera Satterfield—Will teach a country school and later marry the county constable.
Mary Smith—Will give up her stage career at the age of .37 and marry a magician.
AiLEEN Stewart—Her husband will be a patent medicine man. They will live on 5th .Avenue and have ten automobiles.
Miriam Strauss—Will live in Alabama for about ten years with her husband—then will take a trip to Reno. Will be rich.
Martha Vaughn—She disappears from her home and nothing is heard of her for ten years, then she is found teaching Bible
in Ward- Belmont.
Bobby W.^lker—Will marry a rich man, live in an air castle—on love.
Pearl Webb—Her husband will be blind. She will be twenty-four when she marries and will dress well.
Annie Weber—Will live in Michigan, will marry a brunette and have a long honeymoon.
Nina Loyd Wheeler—Will marry a priest, raise geese, and take up tickets at a moving picture show.
Lillian Byrd Whitsell—Will hold the important position of chapcrone at W.-B. Will finally lose her job for being too
strict.
I^uella Whorley—Her husband will be deaf. She will be a grand opera singer and ride in a Lozier.
Reba Lee Veatman— Will be a loyal worker for Woman's Suffrage. \M11 m.irr>- a detective.
0m ^ong
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As the Southern girls sing it:
"Wawhd-Belmahnt,
Wawhd-Belmahnt,
Th' bright skies erbuv yo'
Ah reflectin' yo' ciiUahs so true."
As our Northern girls give it:
"Warred- Bel marnt,
Warred- Bel marnt,
The brrrright skies above you
Arrrre rrrreflecting thy colorrrs so trrrrue."
As Mademoiselle says it:
"Ward-Belmont,
Ward-Belmont,
Ze bright skies above vous
Sont refiectong thy coulaires tre's true—n'est ce
pas?"
As Herr Schmitz would have it:
"Vard-Belmont,
Vard-Belmont,
Das Himmel abuff you
Iss reflecting your colors so true."
According to Miss Hefley:
"Ward-Bilmont,
Ward-Bilmont,
The bright skies above you
Are reflicting thy colors so true."
What they all mean:
Ward-Belmont,
Ward- Belmont,
The bright skies above you
Are reflecting thy colors so true.

jFresJfjman Clasps;
Mflllo— Help any one and liinfler no one.
Colors~Pmp\e and gold. f/owr— Pansy.
OFFICERS
Ruth Montgomery President
Hermosa Brown Vice-President
Virginia ScHENK
Secretary
Dorothy Dunlap Treasurer
Virginia Hoebs Serzea,U-at-Arms
Miss Applebee Sponsor
CLASS ROLL
Jane Miller
Ruth Montgomery
Beverly Orchard
Corinne Peebles
Elizabeth Prince
Jordan Prince
Louise Raabe
Florence Ella Becker
Helen Elizabeth Bierce
Eugenia Block
Hermosa Brown-
Mary Elizabeth Bush
Elizabeth C.\ssity
Elizabeth Coggins
Irene Cole
Laura Conger
Ruth Dodson
Dorothy Dunlap
Annawray Grisham
LuciLE Hailey
Netha Hardeman
Emma Belle Harris
Virginia Hobbs
LuciLE Holman
MiGNONNE McLelLAN
Hallie Rominger
Virginia Schenk
Margaret Shropshire
Julia Simmons
Mary Kent Stubhlefield
Sar.\ Elizabeth Sudekum
Ada Talbot
Kathryn Timberlake
Marie C. Weil
Bessie Williams
Mabel Young

Svt^i)man Clasps;
HOW THEY SPEND THEIR LEISURE TIME
Florence Becker—Reading Snappy Stories.
Helen Elizabeth Bierce—Playing Dolls.
EuGENLi Block—Primping.
Hermosa Brown—"Ballin' the Jack".
Mary Elizabeth Bush—Playing marbles.
Elizabeth C.-\ssity—Talking.
Elizabeth Coggins—Training the Athenians.
Irene Cole—Looking for her lost valuables.
Laura Conger—Laughing.
Ruth Dodson—Stringing boys.
Dorothy Dunlap— Dancing.
Annawray Grisham—Giving advice.
LuciLE Hailey—Curling her hair.
Netha Hardeman—Taking trips.
Emma Belle Harris—Practicing war whoops and shoot-
ing craps.
Virginia Hobbs—Eating.
LuciLE HoLMAN—Petting her "collie."
Mignonne McLellan—Going up to Frank's room.
Jane Miller—Trying to learn to dance.
Ruth Montgomery—Crushing.
Beverly Orchard—Playing the "Irish Washerwoman.
CORINNE Peebles—Powdering her nose.
Elizabeth Prince—Playing banjo.
Jordan Prince—Cutting up.
Louise Raabe—Chewing gum.
Hattie Rominger—Arguing.
Virginia Schenk—Trying to get fat.
Margaret Shropshire— Playing golf.
Julia Simmons—Studying.
Mary' Kent Stubblefield—Climbing out the window.
Sara Sudekum—Darning stockings.
Ada Talbot—Flirting.
Kathryn Timberlake—Rushing.
Marie Weil—Thinking.
Bessie Williams—Talking.
Mabel Young—Looking in mirror.
Srregular Clas^si
MEMBERS
Frances Amick
Margaret Asher
AuBAN Blake
Mackiewill Bush
Oka Chattin
Jane Douglas Crawford
Martha Lee Farrow
Susie E. Glenn
Mildred Hill
Leah Horn
Gladys Jennings
Hilda Kahn
JosiE Kahn
Frances Lazarus
Elsie Lowenstein
Marion Thelma Mohler
Sarah Deane Moorman
Mary Nelson
Ruth Parker
Dollie Post
Magness Puckett
Beulah Sawyer
Zelda Schnaeaum
LuRUTH Smith
Marjorie Stewart
Lillian Taylor
Cornelia Thomas
Annie May Underwood
Gladys Wiggins
Edith Williamson
Ema Wilson
Catherine Winstead

Stregular Clagsi
TOASTS
Here's to the most popular, may she never pop corn Margaret Asher
Here's to the cleverest, may she rival Bud Fisher AuBAN Blake
Here's to the cutest, may she always walk straight Annie Mae Underwood
Here's to the most pessimistic, may she try a smile Thelma Mohler
Here's to the prettiest, may she always make up Hilda Kahn
Here's to the flirt, may she wear glasses K.\therine Winstead
Here's to the bluffer, may she live in Pine Bluff Lillian Taylor
Here's to the handsomest, may she never have a wrinkle JosYE Kahn
Here's to the smartest, may she never teach school Jane Douglas Crawford
Here's to the most cheerful, may she be a cheer leader Frances Amick
Here's to the most stylish, may she never wear a W.-B. uniform DoLLlE Post
Here's to the brightest, may her mother call her son Ruth Parker
Here's to the neatest, may she rise with the bell Gladys Wiggins
Here's to the old maid, may she marry Mildred Hill
Here's to the tom-boy, may she always climb up Cornelia Thomas
Here's to the blonde, may she never fade Edith Williamson
Here's to the most friendly, whom we all love Leah Horn
Here's to the best talker, may she have a telephone of her own Ora Chattin
Here's to the dullest, may she shine her shoes Mary Nelson
Here's to the fairest flower of them all, may she not be a blooming idiot Ema Wilson
Here's to the one with the longest name, may she marry a Mr. Lee .... Sarah Deane Moorman
Here's to the sweetest, may she always smile Frances Lazarus
Here's to the most religious, may she take up collection for the Y. W. C. A. ... Magness Puckett
Here's to the most truthful, may she always want to go to church Martha Farrow
Here's to the lonesomest, may she read the Milestones Sus.iN Glenn
Here's to the biggest stringer, may she string beans Marjorie Stewart
Here's to the most bashful, may she never teach at Vanderbilt Luruth Smith
Here's to the best, may she do better Zelda Schnabaum
Here's to the richest, may she never ride in a Ford Elsie Lowenstein
Here's to the sleepiest, may she never hear the break o' day Beulah Sawyer
Here's to the most optimistic, may she never worry Gladys Jennings
Here's to the biggest "cut-up," may she never have an operation K.\therine Blythe

PR I M AR y
Sntermebiate department
Martha Ashby
Ruth Cowden
Mabel Cooke
Margaret Duval
H H »
Dorothy Harris Martha Parman Olivia Trabue
Elizabeth Howse Virginia Riddle Margaret Warren
DoRiNDA Hollinshead Clara Rimmer Catherine Spann
Anne Kendrick McGill Clara Wrenne Sumpter Jean Staples
Mary Leah Blake
Andrew Price Clarke
Mildred Derryberry
Marguerite Forrest
Florence Adams
Katherine Kirkland
JPrimarp department
H M »
FIRST YEAR
Helen Howse Margaret O'Connor
Robert Johnson Vasso Panagiotopulos
Stephenson McGill Emmet Pryor
SECOND YEAR
Mary Agnes Payne Marion Pearson
Margaret Parker Aafka Postuna
Sarah Pryor
Trimble Sharber
Martha Welburn
Mary E. Wilson
Henry Hollinshead
Fletcher Hoover
THIRD YEAR
Jean Leonard Elizabeth Skelton
Virginia Price Katherine Sloan
Elizabeth Washburn
Evelyn tLvsTON
FOURTH YEAR
Margaret Lindsley Warden
i OLLEGE
Louise Benedict
LOHELLA WhORLEY
HORTENSE KeITHLEY
Margaret Murphy
Fa\" Rimmer
Margaret Chipperfield
Helen Kelly
Gertrude Williams
Elizabeth Coggins
Dorothy Dunlap
Bessie Blake
Lois McManus
Martha Vaughn
Elizabeth Clement
Lillian Byrd Whitsell
Katrin'a Overall
Virginia Carmichael
Virginia Armistead
Sarah Farrar
Elizabeth Leitzbach
Marion Malone
HoRTENSE WiNHAM
Mildred Hill
Pauline Ewell
(Students who are going to a
higher College after leaving
Ward-Belmont)
Lillian Browek
Rachel Crutchfield
Cornelia Keeble
Martha Killebrew
Theola Simmons
Grace Twyman
Martha Twyman
Mary Louise Crawford
Hazel Patterson
Virginia McLean
Emma Atchison
Letitia Carter
Ann Morris
Martha Ming
Damaris Smith
Frances Sykes
Mildred Welch
Elizabeth Cope
Elizabeth Hart
3ri)f Snfirmarp
Has someone asked you this question to-day
—
Were you ever there on Sunday morn,
W^hat will the Infirmary do when we're away.-* With dreadful pains but newly born?
Sweet Mrs. Lester will grow lonely and sad, Sweetie takes your name, you smile with glee,
But Lucy, we know, will surely be glad. And shyly think. Oh! lucky me!
Then i\londa\' comes
—
you have a test
—
In years to come, when we are old,
You decide you love the Infirmary best; After summer's warm and winter's cold.
You climb the steps at a rapid pace. When we are—Oh! just miles away.
But once at the top—what a tortured face. We'll wonder and wonder, "Who's there to-day?
o^::^-
WARD-BELMONT CHORAL SOCIETY, ASSISTED BY SOLOISTS AND THE VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY GLEE CLUB IN A CONCERT PRODUCTION OF
THE OPERA "MARTHA," UNDER THE DIRECTION OF MR. BROWNE MARTIN, WARD-BELMONT AUDITORIUM, APRIL l6.
Mr. Martin
H » K
. . Director Miss Patterson Pianist
OFFICERS
Harriet Overton President
Mae Mohler First Vice-President
Esther Creed Second Vice-President
Susie V. McLemore Secretary and Treasurer
Elizabeth Prince Librarian.
MARTHA DELIGHTS
LARGE AUDIENCE
Beautiful Voices and Splendid
Direction Make Opera Un-
qualified Success.
[From the Tennessean.]
Something new under the sun fell to the dehghted
lot of those who heard "Martha" at Ward-Belmont
Friday evening. Operas and concerts galore have
fallen to the lot of Nashville, but never before has
she had an opera given in concert form—that is to
say, the entire score given in every detail, but stand-
ing strictly on its own merit, unaided by any scenic
effects, costumes or stage properties, which go so far
to the accomplishment of results. This presentation
had to go entirely on its own excellence, and suffice
to say, that excellence was of so high an order that
it completely charmed and delighted all its fortunate
hearers.
The Ward-Belmont auditorium was filled to over-
flowing by an enthusiastic crowd and several hun-
dred people were turned away because of lack of
accommodations. It was probably the largest croud
that ever attended a musical event of this kind in
Nashville.
Nashville is indebted to Browne Martin, in charge
of the sciences of music at Ward-Belmont for tliis
direction. The splendid results Mr. Martin achieved
with tliis chorus of untrained voices marks him a
conductor of skill and unusual merit. His was the
ability that made possible that singing which will be
long remembered here. He is a practical demon-
stration of the broader and deeper the knowledge
the more can be given and shared.
Another delightful surprise awaited Nashville in
tlie singing of Mrs. Helen Yates-Martin, whose first
appearance it was. Mrs. Martin sang the long num-
bers of "Martha" with an artistr>- and finish that
at once proclaims her the artist. Hers is an exquisite
soprano voice, clear and rich, and capable of the most
delicate shading. She is a pupil of Ellison Van
Hoose, and in her splendid breath control, fiexibiliti'
and enunciation, showed the thoroughness of her
training and justified his belief in her skill.
Mrs. Martin's rendition of "The Last Rose of
Summer" was the most exquisite number of the en-
tire program and was a gem of beauty.
As always, Mrs. Robert Caldwell was most en-
thusiastically received. The rich, full tones of her
lovely contralto voice won for her renewed praise
and riew friends.
In Edward Walker, the tenor, Nashville had a rare
treat. Mr. Walker ranks high among the stars of
Chicago, and his beautiful voice last evening more
than justified the expectation concerning his ability.
Of course Charles C. Washburn was good, and of
course he did excellent work. Nashville has come to
the point where she expects nothing else from him
but excellence and those expectations are never dis-
appointed. He sang three heavy baritone roles last
evening with all his accustomed finish and style.
Among the younger musicians none hold a warmer
place in the affections of the public than Messrs.
Henry Meeks and Currell \'^ance. Their work last
night was exceptionally good. Misses Mildred Reid.
Bessie Cook and Gypsy Sullivan acquitted them-
selves well and received much commendation.
But if the soloists were good the choral work was
even better. Seldom has such ensemble work been
heard. They responded to the slightest demand
from their conductor and as a result some splendid
work was accomplished. Especially were they good
in the attack, finish of phrases and effective shading.
The building of their cresendoes, bringing out fully
the intention of the passage, was worthy of much
older musicians. Only concentration and an abso-
lute belief in their conductor could have produced
such fine results.
No account of this performance would in any
measure be complete without a word about the
splendid support given the soloists and chorus
throughout this evening by Mr. F. Arthur Henkel.
His was the skill behind the throne, who responded to
every demand, and who helped in every instance to
make perfect a beautiful evening song.
The work of the Vanderbilt Glee Club throughout
was splendid, the young men being in good voice and
singing splendidly.
^ariipelmont (©rcftesitra
I'lUTZ SCHMITZ
Miss Mildkiid Andrews
Miss Nellie Carroll
Mr. Alex Davis
Mrs. N. C. Brown
Mr. Andrew C. Dorris
Miss Dorothy DunlaP
Miss Evelyn Early
Mr. Manuel Eskind
Miss Nellie Gee
Miss Irene Goldner
Miss Sara Hitchcock
Miss Mary Kate Hopkins
Miss Elizabeth Johnson
Mr. J. Kennedy
Miss Ethel King
Miss Leah Bell Levy
Miss Marion Ritchie
Mr. D. p. Saxton
Mr. Thom.vs Smith
Miss Minnie L. Tolley
(Concert Mistress)
Miss Venita Weakley
Miss Tessie Wilson
Violas:
Mrs. a. B. Anderson
Mr. H. B. Long
Miss Virginia McLean
Cornels:
Du. D. W. Blakemore
Mk. .\. Goldner
Mr. W. II. Sherril
Fliilcs:
Mr. Thomas Dodge
Mr. Latimer Wilson
Cello:
Mr. C. G. Drury
Clarinet:
Mr. Oscar
French Horn:
Mr. L. a. Gabriel
Trombone:
Mr. Strobel
Organ:
Miss Florence Patterson
BXPRl^SsJOM
Miss Mary Fletcher Cox Miss Pauline Sherwood Townsend Miss Miriam Applebee
€xpttmon ^tubentg
Madeline Aikins
Martha Ashby
Chita Beasley
Mildred Becker
Elizabeth Biggers
Edith Brisben
Lorraine Britt
Dorothy Brobst
Elizabeth Buckner
Allye Berry Campbell
Jay L. Caeran
Mrs. J. A. Carter
Mary Clover
Mary Harris Cockrill
Mabel Carolyn Cohn
Mary Virginia Cole
Glennie Compton
Juanita Cooper
Jane Douglas Crawford
Helen Frances Darnall
Alberta Douglas
Mattilee Farrow-
Marguerite Ferrell
Dawn Tennyson Flanerv
LuciLE H. Fulkerson
Bernice Getzendaner
Celia Goldner
Mildred Goodpasture
Emaline Green
Annawray Grisham
Mary Taylor Gwathmey
Evalyn Hageman
LuciLE Hailey
K » K
Netha Hardeman Corinne Morse
Elizabeth Harris Alice Mae Nicholson
Martha Hart
Frances Ewin Hayes
Lucile Heath
Sarah Hetherington
Mary Hill
Myrtle Hoffman
Elizabeth Howse
Ruby James
Hilda Kahn
Helen Killebrew
Katherine Killebrew
Edness Kimball
Norma M. Kopp
Linda Landis
Grace Grannis Landrith
Marion Emily Leftwich
Sarah Magill
Louise Mallory
Helen Josephine Martin
Bernice M. McClain
Sessums McCoy
Ruth Amelia McInnis
Susie V. McLemore
Lois Marie McManus
Jane Miller
Martha Ming
Georgia Hooper Mizell
Marion Thei.ma Mohler
Frank Montgomery
Mabelle Moore
Anne Morris
Ethel Overstreet
Martha Parman
Robilee Patrick
Olive Walton Pepper
Margaret Price
Magnes Puckett
Wilma Reck
Zelda Schnabaum
Winnie Davis Simmerman
Jeannette Sloan
Damaris Smith
Dorothea Smith
Evelyn Smith
Sybil E. Smith
Lucile Spence
Aileen Stewart
Clara Wrenne Sumpter
Eileen Sype
Margaret Liston Talbot
Katheryn Timberlake
Sallie Amanda Tippens
Margaret Lindsley Warden
Matsie M. Warten
Mrs. F. G. Watkins
Minerva W.\tts
E. Pearle Webb
Annie May Weber
Agnes Witherington
Gladys Wolfe
Esther Wright
Lenore Young
tableaux
H K K
To he given in Academic Chapel next Michaelmas.
Admission free. Proceeds devoted to purchasing another ink bottle for the
Library. iVlusic in seventeen flats.
1. The Three Graces.
Pauline Ewell, Ruth Pitts, Katrina Overall, in stril:ing attitudes.
2. Liberty (En) Lightening the World.
Anita Williams uncovers her head.
3. The Herald of Dawn.
Mary Pierce coming to breakfast.
4. Little Red Riding Hood and the Wolf.
Ethel Payne goes into Mr. Cox's office to see about her grades.
5. Prometheus Bound.
Mary Tysor with twenty-three cases of tardiness to atone for.
6. The Ste.ategy of the Wooden(?) Horse.
Taken from Examination Room.
7. The Sleeping Beauty.
Corinne Smith in a Librarw
HOME
ECONOMICS
(Above) Domestic Science Department
(Below) Domestic Art Department
JBomt^tit Science
FIRST YEAR GIRLS
Angeline Ammon
Margaret Anderson
Mildred Becker
Pearl Blackman
Dora Bowman
Anne Glenn Brown
Helen Bruce
Martha Busbee
Elizabeth Cassity
Mabel C. Cohn
Elizabeth Crockett
LiLLA Davenport
Bessie Allen
Helen Bruce
Alice Burnham
Archie Crowley
Pauline Davis
Helen Fisher
Margaret Furbee
Verda Griffin
Florence Groves
Elizabeth Hail
Hazel Hall
Marie Heinel
Virginia Hobbs
Phyllis Hoffman
Maude Holbert
Rhea Holland
Florence Hull
Gladys Jennings
Ruth Knight
Linda Landis
Sarah Leach
Bertine McCrary
Charlotte Miller
Edith Miller
Annette Moore
Anne Morris
Frances Milliken
Gertrude Officer
SECOND YEAR GIRLS
Bertha Hoffman
Myrtle Hoffman
Jessica Jordan
Angie LaTeer
Elsie Lowenstein
Mae Mohler
Thelma Mohler
Annette Moore
Robilee Patrick
Jean Perry
Margaret Pipkin
Irene Porter
Velma Reidel
Irene Satley
ZiLDA ScHNABAUM
Gladys Slade
Elizabeth Thompson
Cornelia Thomas
Martha Vaughn
Eulalia Ward
Grace Wear
Alma Morawitz
Louise Owen
Ann Putman
Bome£itic ^rt
Ellen Ambrose
Angie Amman
Pearl Blackman
Virginia Cole
Helen Corly
Ruth Corly
Archie Crowley
Lilla Davenport
Helen Fisher
Theresa Flippin
Margaret Furbee
Estelle Gerber
R. Grainger
Hazel Hall
Esther Headley
Lucile Heath
Maude Holbert
Rhea O. Holland
Leah Horn
Florence Hull
Bernice Jaenke
Erma Jaenke
Bernice Landers
Elsie Lowenstein
Charlotte Miller
Georgia Mizell
Mae Mohler
Alma Morawitz
Octa McDonald
Annette Moore
Anne Morris
L. D. Moorman
Marion Neal
Louise Owen
Robilee Patrick
Jeanette Patton
Irene Porter
M. L. Price
Mattie Willie Ratcliff
Pauline Richolt
Velma Reidel
Gertrude Roose
M. Russell
B. Sawyer
Virginia Schenk
Zelma Schnabaum
Margaret Shropshire
Cornelia Thomas
Katherine Waldenberger
Mary Walker
Eulalia Ward
Gertrude Wiggins
Lillian Taylor
Annie Putman
'''^e,,K^^
pOHLSTIC Al^T
^CLRTIFICATL
CLASS
m
-5^
''^^4
ilQR^N'^'''^ ""^^rpune v^oo^
arts; anb Crafts;
Alice Burnham
Bess Bear
Elizabeth Biggers
Miss Sarah M. Gaut
METALRY CLASS ROLL
Ora Chattin
Marie Mertz
Mae Mohler
TheliMA Mohler
Jessie Whitesell
M Wt Colir Clje mutf)
Yes, our uniforms are reallj- awfully good-looking—stylish, beautiful material, and all that.
We really do look better in them than lots of our own clothes, but it's just so much fun to com-
plain.
No, Mrs. Blanton, I really haven't any shopping to do in town today, and there's not a bit
of use in my going, but you know there's so much "beaning" this afternoon and we always catch
a car at Decker's corner, and—er. Jack sent me word he'd be there about 4 o'clock.
No, Mrs. Lester, I'm really not sick at all, but we have two tests to-day and I don't know a
thing in the world about them.
Yes, we really have good meals out at the .school—better than most of us are used to at home.
We'd fuss anyway if they gave us chicken salad and club sandwiches twice a day.
Yes, Mrs. Blanton, he lives here in Nashville and could come out any other night. I know
we shouldn't have callers Saturday' night, but I just want the parlor to myself.

art Clagfi aaoii
' RANGES AmICK
Helen Elizabeth Bierce
Alice Burnham
Mackiewill Bush
Mvrtle Conyers
Hazel Fischer
Clara Graham
Emaline Greene
Avon Hail
Mary Louise Hardin
Mary Bell Higgins
Phyllis Hoffman
Sue Holmes
Ruth Johnson
Ruth Knight
Florence Langworthy
Grace Lilly
Willie Lipscomb
Della Martin
Sibyl McClelland
Sessums McCoy
Mabelle Moore
Myrtle C. Phillips
Wiletta Pitt
Dolly Post
LuciLE Ruth Priddy
Sallie Maude Ray
Leona Rominger
Bernice Rosenberg
Laureame Marguerite Royer
Vera Satterfield
Winnie Davis Simmerman
Demaris Smith
Katherine Street
Mary Kent Stuhhuefield
Jane Taylor
Olivia Trabue
Katherine Waldenberger
Gladys Ware
Susie Weakley
Grace Ware
Mary Webster
Nina Lloyd Wheeler
Jessie Whitesell
Gladys Wiggins
Dorothy Winton
Sltotratorsi
Mackiewill Bush
Avon Hail
Mary Louise Hardin
Mary Bell Higgins
Phyllis Hoffman
Sue Holmes
Florence Langworthy
Grace Lilly
Della Martin
Louise Gordon
Myrtle Claire Phillips
Bernice Rosenberg
Laureame Marguerite Royer
Katherine Street
Gladys Ware
Susie Weakley
Jessie Whitesell
Susan Wilkes
Dorothy Winton
AMONG THE ART
STUDENTS
CHINA PAINTING POTTERY MAKING
A STUDY FROM LIFE
Ml..\ KiHlM

athletic poartrsi
K K K
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Mary Pierce President (isl Semester)
CoRiNNE Smith Vice-President (ist Semester)
CoRiNNE Smith President {2d Semester)
Katrina Overall Recording Secretary {ist Semester)
LuciLE Spence Corresponding Secretary {ist Semester)
LuciLE Spence Recording Secretary {3d Semester)
Opal Woodley Treasurer
Marguerite Noojin Manager
Mae Mohler Assistant Manager
BOARD OF MANAGERS
Bessie Allen Manager of Tennis
D.\WN Fl.ynery Manager of Basketball
Adne Wood Manager of Track
Lucy Herndon Manager of Water Polo
Jessica Jord.\n Manager of Swimming
Elizabeth Wolfe Manager of Hockey
Pauline Nathan Manager of Small Games
Ethel P.\yne .Manager of Indoor Gym.
Edness Kimball Manager of Archery
Anit.y Williams Manager of Horse Back

Captain
Louise
Benedict
Sub-Captain
Mildred
COATE
Secrelarv and Treasurer Elizabeth Drake
MEMBERS
Sarah Alford
Virginia Armisteau
Katherine Blythe
Ellene Bracken
Eva I.ee Brower
l^iLLiAN Brower
Allye Berry Campbell
Elizabeth Clement
atfjenian athletic Cluft
Mildred Coate
Elizabeth Coggins
JuANiTA Cooper
Margaret Cooper
Elizabeth Crockett
Rachel Crutchfield
Frances Davies
Elizabeth Drake
Dorothy Fain
Kate Grainger
Mary Gwathmey
Avon Hail
Lucile Hailey
Elizabeth Hart
Clara Harvey
Sy'lla Harvey
Sarah Hetherington
Lucile Holman
Annie T. House
Katherine Hudson
Myra Hudson
Cornelia Keeble
Helen Killebrew
Martha Killebrew
K H H
MEMBERS
Linda Landis
Grace Landrith
Sarah Leach
Marion Leftwich
Martha Lindsey
Henrietta Lindslev
Agnes McConnico
Margaret Morrow
Ruth Moss
Pauline Nathan
Elizabeth Neil
Beverly Orchard
Gertrude Officer
Katrina Overall
Hazel Patterson
Elizabeth Pruett
Louise Regen
Annie Mai LIndervvood
Martha Vaughn
Louella Whorlev
Anita Williams
Frances Williamson
Martha Winn
Dorothy Winton
Reba Lee Yeatman
^antfter Stfjletic Club
H N K
Audrey Adickes
Cylmer Allen
Margaret Asher
Bess Bear
Mildred Becker
Hermosa Brown
Helen Bruce
Mabel Bunch
Bessie Burts
Martha Buzbee
Mary Clover
Virginia Cole
Myrtle Conyers
Mary Dickerson
Marie Dowell
Dorothy Dunlap
Pauline Ewell
Sarah Agnes Farrar
Dawn Flanery
Margaret Furbee
Virginia Hail
Lucy Herndon
Bertha Hoffman
Myrtle Hoffman
Vivian Holmes
Josephine Kirby
Norma Kopp
Bernice Landers
MEMBERS
Florence Langworthy
Charlotte Lawnin
Marion Lewis
Helen Lockhead
Frances McBride
Sibyl McClelland
Virginia McLean
MiGNONNE McLeLLAN
Marie Mertz
Charlotte Miller
Mae Mohler
Sarah D. Moorman
Olive Pepper
Ruth Pitts
Irene Porter
Mildred Price
Annie Putnam
Mattie Lee Reib
Pauline Richolt
Leona Roberts
Bernice Rosenberg
Margaret Russell
Gladys Sapp
Louise Saunders
Virginia Schenk
Margaret Shropshire
Adda Simmons
Theola Simmons
Secretary and Treasurer, Virginia Cole
Demaris Smith
Bessie Surface
Lillian Taylor
Lelda Tuck
Katherine Waldenberg
Mary Walker
Fay Wall
Anna Ward
Mildred Welch
Louise Wells
Edith Williamson
HORTENSE WiNHAM
Agnes Witherington
Elizabeth Wolfe
Adne Wood
Opal Woodley
Esther Wright
Captain
Susie V.
McLemore
Suh-Captain
Clara
Graham
Secretary and Treasurer, Sarah Magill
aaegular Htfjletit Club
MEMBERS
Lizzie D. Alexander Pkiscilla Armstrong
Bess Allen Dorothy Baker
Angeline Ammann Chita Beasley
Hazelle Anderson Pearl Blackburn
Bessie Blake
Chiltipin Born
Annie Glenn Brown
Evelyn Bush
Barbara Byrne
Elizabeth Caldwell
Marjorie Campbell
Virginia Carmichael
Elizabeth Cassity
Lucy Haden Cloud
Helen Corley
Ruth Corley
Louise Craig
Esther Creede
Archie Crowley
Lilla Davenport
Mary Denmark
Azora Early
Margaret Galbraith
Fannie Glass
Susie Glenn
Clara Graham
Evelyn Hageman
Netha Hardeman
Mary Louise Hardin
Frances Hayes
Mary Bell Higgins
Leah Horn
Jessica Jordan
Edness Kimball
Irene Knox
Elizabeth Leitzbach
Myrtle Love
Sarah Magill
Nina Maxwell
Susie V. McLemore
Lois McManus
Alice Milhouse
Thelma Mohler
Anne Morris
Willie Newman
Alice Mai Nicholson
Marguerite Noojin
Robilee Patrick
Theo Petty
Mary Pierce
Magnes Puckett
Louise Roabe
Sadie Rosendale
Effie Rutherford
Irene Sattley
Ethel Schlanger
Corinne Smith
Evelyn Smith
Rose Snider
Pauline Steenburg.
Mildred Swartzbaugh
Frances Sykes
Cornelia Thomas
EuLALiA Ward
Minerva Watts
Jennie White
Jessie Whitesell
Gertrude Williams
Corinne Wooten
Lenore Young
Ione Zigler
Sadie Rosendale
Jessica Jordan
Lois McManus
Makers of Records
Lois McManus
Swimming Champion
Bessie Allen
Tennis Champion
Hettergi ^toarbeb
K » K
W.-B. LETTERS
Bess Allen
Winner of Tennis Tournament.
Annie Glenn Brown
Varsity Basketball Team
Jessica Jordan
Record for 50-foot swim, front
100-foot swim, front
Sara Magill
Varsity Basketball Team
Susie V. McLemore
Varsity Basketball Team
Ann Morris
Varsity Basketball Team
l.ois McManus
Winner of Swimming Meet
Records in under water swim
50-foot swim, back
100-foot swim, back
Sw'imming for distance
Mae Mohler
Varsity Basketball Team
Louise Owens
Varsity Basketball Team
Sadie Rosendale
Record for plunge for distance
Adne Wood
Varsitv Basketball Team
Lillian Brower
Club Baskelball Team
Mildred Coate
Club Basketball Team
Elizabeth Coggins
Club Basketball Team
ATHENIAN LETTERS
Helen Killebrew
Club Basketball Team
Henrietta Lindsley
Club Basketball Team
Katkina Overall
Club Basketball Team
LOUELLA WhORLEY
Club Basketball Team
Anita Williams
Club Basketball Team
Virginia Cole
Club Basketball Team
Marie Dowell
Club Basketball Team
Sarah Farrar
Club Basketball Team
Dawn Flanery
Club Basketball Team
Bess Allen
Winner of Tennis Tourna
Annie Glenn Brown
Club Basketball Team
Jessica Jordan
Record in Swimming
Club Basketball Team
Sara Magill
Club Basketball Team
PANTHER LETTERS
Lucy Herndon
Club Basketball Team
Maud Holbert
Club Basketball Team
Louise Mallory
Club Basketball Team
REGULAR LETTERS
Susie V. McLemore
Club Basketball Team
Lois McManus
Winner of Swimming Meet
Ann Morris
Club Basketball Team
Makgi'erite Noojin
Club Basketball Team
Mae Mohler
Club Basketball Team
Jeanette Pattox
Club Basketball Team
Adne Wood
Club Basketball Team
Louise Owens
Club Basketball Team
Sadie Rosendale
Record in Swimming
Pearl Webb
Club Basketball Team
Anne Morris Forward Adne Wood . . . Guard Lucy Herndon Sub-Side Center
Dawn Flanery Sub-Forward Captain Mae Mohler Guard
Virginia Cole Sub-Guard Annie Glenn Brown . . Right Side Center
Susie V. McLemore . . . Left Side Center K « K Sara Magill Forward
Jeanette Patton . . Sub-Jumping Center Louise Owens Jumping Center
REGULAR BASKET-BALL TEAM
Bottom Row
Anne Morris ... Forward
Pearl Webb . . . Side Center
Marguerite Noojin
(C) Side Center
Sara Magill ... Forward
Top Row
Annie Glenn Brown
. Guard
Jessica Jordan . , Side Center
Susie V. McLemore . . Guard
Louise Owk'ns. Jumping Center
ANTHEK BASKET- B-\LL TEAM
Front Row
l.o I'isR Mallorv
.
Side Cen ler
Sa J Ml I' ARRAR
. . Side Cen ter
W \K .MOHLER (C) . . . Guard
1) WN Planery
.
. . Forward
Al \HIE DOWELL
.
Back Ro
.
.
Forwt rd
X'iKGiNiA Cole .
.
. Guc rd
Adne Wood
. . . . . Guc rd
M.iUDE Hoi.BERT
. Side Cen ter
I.ucY Herndon
. Side Center
Ieanette Patton
Jumping Cen ter
W BASKET-BALL TEAM
Front Row
Henrietta Lindsley Side Center
Lillian Brower Guard
Mildred Coate Forward
Agnes McConnico Side Center
Back Row
LuELLA Whokley Forward
Elizabeth Coggins (C) Guard
Anita Williams Jumping Center
Sar.\h Hetherington Guard
Gertrude Officer Jumping Center
Helen Killehrew
Not in the Picture
Side Center K.\TRIN.\ Overall . . ,
Mary Gwathmey Guard
Captains
3Arcorti5 for iBasfett^Jiall (games
Panthers vs. REGn_\RS Xo\Tember 26, 1914
Score Regulars . . , . 19 Panthers S
Athesiass vs. Regulars December 12. 1914
Score Regulars . 2S Athenians 2
.\thexi.\ss vs. P-\sthers Januar\- 16, 1915
Score Panthers .... 19 .Athenians S
.Athesi.\ss vs. Regulars February- 6. 1915
Score Regulars .... 3 ^ .Athenians 9
Atbeslvss vs. P.vxthers .... Februar\- 13. 1915
Score Panthers 23 .\thenians S
P.\STHERS vs. Regulars ..... Februar\- 20, 1915
Score Panthers . . 1.' Regulars 13
Panthers vs. Regix.vrs March 2.5. 1915
Score Regulars .... 1.5 Panthers 13
Points Made on Baskets During Year.
S.iR-\ M.ACILL . 53
.\n7c Morris 49
D.Awx Fl.anery 48
m.arie dowell 17
Mildred Co.\te 15
Virginia Cole 10
k_\trix.\ over.kll 7
M.\E Mohler ... 7
M.\RGrERITE Noojix 3
LOUELLA Whorlev 3
-\ssiE Glenx Browx 2
Elizabeth Drake 2
Total.. 216
^k^lrV^ -^T;>^ ^ '
Cheer
Leader
ANlJ
Mascots
Eecorbsi for pas(feet=paU (games;
Panthers vs. Regulars .
Score Regulars
Athenians vs. Regulars
Score Regulars
Athenl\ns vs. Panthers
Score Panthers
Athenl\ns vs. Regulars
Score Regulars
Athenians vs. Panthers
Score Panthers
Panthers vs. Regulars .
Score Panthers
Panthers vs. Regul.\rs .
Score Regulars
.... November 26, 1914
19 Panthers 8
.... December 12, 1914
28 Athenians 2
January 16, 1915
19 Athenians 8
February 6, 1915
3.) Athenians 9
.... February 13, 1915
23 .Athenians S
.... Februar\- 20, 1915
li) Regulars 13
March 25, 1915
, 15 Panthers
Points Made on Baskets During Year.
Sara Magill 53
.Ann Morris 49
Dawn Fl..\nery 48
Marie Dowell 17
Mildred Coate 15
Virginia Cole 10
Katrina Overall 7
Mae Mohleu 7
Marguerite Noojin 3
Louella Whorlev 3
.Annie Glenn Brown ' 2
Elizabeth Drake 2
Total 216
Cheer
Leader
AND
Mascots
Cntriesi for tennis; tournament
ATHENIANS
Sarah Alford
Louise Benedict
Dorothy Fain
Elizabeth Hart
Grace Landrith
Henrietta Lindslev.
Pauline Nathan
Gertrude Officer. . .
Beverly Orchard. . . .
Katrina Overall. . .
.
Luella VVhorley
Frances Williamson.
Martha Winn
Total 33
PANTHERS
AuBAN Blake
Dorothy Brobst
Virginia Cole
Marie Dowell
Mary Hill
Vivian Holmes
Florence Langworthy
Louise Mallory
Mae Mohler
Jeanette Patton
Olive Pepper
Elizabeth Prince
Damaris Smith
Point's
Lucile Spence 2
Helen Wallace 2
Louise Wells 2
Nina Wheeler 2
Lillian Byrd Whitesell 6
Edith Williamson 2
Total 28
REGULARS Potnls
Bess Allen 14
Chita Beasley 2
Virginia Carmichael 2
Clara Graham 2
Ruth Graham 2
Mary Tysor 2
Mary Louise Hardin 2
Isabel Harrison 2
Florence Hull 2
Jessica Jordan 2
Mary D. Lewis 2
Lois McManus 2
Henrietta Murphy 2
Marguerite Noojin 2
Harriet Overton 2
Louise Ow ens 2
Effie Rutherford 3
Pearl Webb 2
Gertrude Williams 2
Total r,\
HORSE BACK CLUB TENNIS COURTS
BASKET-BALL FIELD
VI Plain Dive-
entries; for ^inimmins iWeet
PANTHERS PoinU
Helen Elizabeth Bierce 2U
AuBAN Blake 4
Lucy Herndon 4
Maud Holbert 11
Jeanette Patton 17
Adne Wood 4
Total 60
REGULARS Points
Dorothy Baker 20
Chita Beasley 9
Frances Hayes 2
Jessica Jordan iS^^i
Mary Malone 9
Susie V. McLemore 2
Lois McManus 95
Helen Meints 12
Alice Millhouse n^i
Marguerite Noojin 2434
Louise Owens 18
Lady Rosendale 38
Esther Sager g}4
Mildred Swartzbaugh 20
Total 323
SWIMMING EVENTS AND WINNERS
50-Foot Swim on Front— First Class—
I Jordan
II McManus
III Noojin
LInder Water Swim—
I McManus
II Malone
III Owens
Plain Dive— First Class—
I Meints
II Jordan
III Noojin-Millhouse
50-Foot Swim on Front—Second Class—
I Baker
II Bierce
III Beasley
50-FooT Swim on Back— First Class—
I McManus
II Holbert
III Jordan
Second Class—
I Beaslev
II Bierce'
III Baker
VII Plunge for Distance—
I Rosendale
II McManus
III Swartzbaugh
VIII Swim for Form— First Class—
I McManus
II Noojin
III Jordan-Sager
IX lOO-FooT Swim on Front—
I Jordan
II Rosendale
III Patton
X 50-Foot Swim on Back—Second Class—
I Baker
II Swartzbaugh
III Bierce
XI Fancy Dives—
I McManus
II Owens
III Meints
XII 100-Foot Swim on Back—
I McManus
II Millhouse
XIII Swim for Form—Second Class—
I Bierce
II Baker
XIV Life Saving—
I McManus
II Rosendale
III Sager
XV Swim for Distance—
I McManus
II Patton
III Swartzbaugh
SWIMMING RECORDS
50-foot swim, front 14 seconds Jessica Jordan
Under water swim 96 feet Lois McManus
50-foot swim, back 16 seconds Lois McManus
Plunge for distance 38 feet, 5I2 in. . . .Sadie Rosendale
100-foot swim, front. . . .33 seconds Jessica Jordan
100-foot swim, back ... .37 seconds Lois McManus
Swim for distance 3 miles, 235 ft. . . Lois McManus
RELAY RACE
FENCING CLASS
GVM.CLASS DANCINU CLASS


W.-B. FORMATION

ONE OF THE PEMBROKE PORCHES
KECREATION HALL
S>prmg Carbening €la^^
MEMBERS
Lizzie D. Alexander
Axr.iR Amman
I)i il;olII\ |)INI.AP
M \Ki, \l;l' I I .ALBKAITH
Mak\ liu ise Hardin
Miss Eaule.
Frances Hayes
Angie LaTeer
Lois McManus
Edith Miller
Frances Mulliken
Elizabeth Murphy
Ethel Ovekstreet
Annie Putnam
Gertrude Roose
Gladys Sapp
Sybil Smith
p-RANCES SyKES
Iessie Whitesell
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Prettiest
Mlle. Sansot
Best Matured
Mrs. McComb
Most Attractive
Miss Applebee
Strictest
Miss Hefley
Most Dignified
Miss B. L. Maxwell
Most Undignified Best Poised
Mr. Henkel Mrs. Blanton
Most Sarcastic
Miss Earle
NuKTHEKX GlKL
Aliss Laitreame Royer
SuuTHEKN Girl
Miss Dollie Post
Easiicun ( ,1K1,
Miss Evelyn Ilagemaii
Wl'.bl l-.KN < .IK
Miss Cecil Lew
Weather
Fair and Foggy
THE BUBBLE
BURSTS ON UNSUSPECTING READER
PATROMZi-:
Our Advertisers
Circulation: That's Our Business Associated With the Press
SOME HAIRCUT
For the first time this year, Ward-Belmont has
been afflicted with a strange looking head, it being
on the person, or rather, plainly speaking, we refer to
the head of Mary Lewis. Tlie job. it is said was
undertaken by about six tonsorial experts, some of
whom are known about the school, and the results
showed it.
It is rumored that the instruments used were the
lawn trimming shears, a mower, and a horse clipper,
but from more reliable sources it was ascertained that
the means consisted of one good, old-fashioned, well-
tempered scissors. At any rate, the job was done
well.
A NEW CHEF
Feeds us like we're almost humans.
Rejoice and be exceeding glad!
At last Ward-Belmont girls can let their appetites
out to their full limit. Some limit!
Chicken salad Monday, fruit salad Tuesday, ham
and eggs for breakfast Wednesday and the heavens
have not fallen yet. but we're expecting it any mo-
SPRING IS HERE!
EXTRA—SPECIAL
Graft and Bribery Suspected
Overall, the candidate for the editor of "Mile-
stones" was seen to give her place at the drinking
fountain on a hot day last week to a freshman. The
ihows how a candidate will stoop to gain
Death Notice
On the 2.5th of May, the most honorable, illus-
rious class of 1915 will be no more. Few of its
lembers are to be scattered among the various col-
Generosity Goes Unrewarded
Hefiey regrets lier largesse to the exte ofMl!
S 13.60.
Receiving a parcel post package of drugs, cologne
and various other "patents" and finding it too much
for personal use. Miss Estelle Hefiey opens her
heart and her present to pupils, teachers and John.
But alas! her purse must open also! A bill from a
druggist—"parcel sent by mistake"—and Miss Hef-
iey draws a lemon—and a check!
SPORTING SECTION
.\midst great cheering from a crowd numbering
a million or less, the Regulars won from the Panthers
the championship in basketball. Success was attrib-
uted to the fact that their ties were of such vivid
hues that the Panthers were dazzled by their brilli-
Where's the center of population around he
Wha'd'ye mean? Where's the populatio
densest?
What's tliat?
Oh. never mind. 1 guess its the thickest lict
DIVORCE PROCEEDINGS
> be a Second Reno
: and skirt revealed be-
Ward-Belmont Found
The fite between the w ai
fore the public eye!
It is no longer a secret—everybody knows it.
The President of the Tennessee Club brings disgrace
to the ranks, though Miss Hefiey attempted a com-
promise. However, the matter had proceeded too
far. We regret very much this sad state of affairs,
but let it serve future husbands as an example not
to stint on pin money.

Cotillion Club
K H It
Colors— \'cIlo\v and white.
OFFICERS
Jack Graham President
Tom Graham Vice-President
Bn.i, McLemore Secretary
Don Smith Treasurer
MEMBERS
Max Asher
Bob Bush
Jack Graham
Tom Graham
Lieutenant Hardestv
Si Higgins
Sam Love
Bill McLemore
Bob Mohler
Mario Mohler
Mack Morrow
Billy Payne
Bob Prince
Hal Robinson
Lynn Rosendale
Don Smith
Ike S\v.\rtzbaugh
Iack Thornton
3
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COTILLI CLUB
V. 3. ^.
OFFICERS
Elizabeth Prince
. . . ., President
CORINNE VVooTEN Vice-President
Marguerite Noojin Secretary
Hermosa Brown Treasurer and Manager
MEMBERS
AuBAN Blake
Dorothy Bkobst
Hermosa Brown
Barbara Byrne
Alexandra Feilds
lucile fulkerson
Charlotte Harrison
Isabel Harrison
LuciLE Heath
Lucy Herndon
Mildred Hill
Maude Holbert
Jessica Jordan
Sara Magill
Helen Meints
Jane Miller
Alice Millhouse
Marguerite Noojin
Theo Petty
Elizabeth Prince
Jordan Prince
Ellen Roddy
Mildred Swartzbaugh
Adne Wood
Corinne Wooten
Hortense Winham
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Eibing Club
OFFICERS
CORINNE VVooTEN President
Ruth Montgomery Treasurer
Edith Williamson Secretary
Angeline Ammann
Madeline Akins
Bessie Blake
Hermosa Brown
Helen Bruce
Evelyn Bush
Mildred Becker
Virginia Cole
Jay Carran
Sarah Farrar
lucile fulkerson
Margaret Galbraith
Clara Graham
Frances Henderson
Maude Holbert
Lucy Herndon
Jessica Jordan
Edness Kimball
Ella McKenny
MEMBERS
Helen Meints
Ann Morris
Alma Morawitz
Jane Miller
Henrietta Mukphy
Elizabeth Murphy
Velma Riedel
Maude Sutton
Louise Warten
Corinne Wooten
Rhea O' Holland
Ethel Overstreet
Lois Overstreet
Frances Mulliken
Ruth Montgomery
Damaris Smith
Virginia Schenk
Louise R.aabe
Edith Williamson
Anita Williams
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Flower—The goldenrod.
OFFICERS
Laureame Royer (Minnesota) President
Edness Kimbai.l (Wyoming) Vice-President
Ruth Knight (Florida) Secretary and Treasurer
EiiSiA Jaenke (Louisiana) Sergeant-at-Ari
MEMBERS
Hazel Anderson Virginia
Florence Becker Colorado
C'lLADVs Bell Florida
Barbara Byrne West Virginia
Esther Creede New Jersey
Dorothy Dunlap Michigan
Margaret Furbee West Virginia
Margaret CtALBRAITh Nebraska
Bertha Hoffman Colorado
Myrtle Hoffman Colorado
Maude Holbert Louisiana
Erma Jaenke Louisiana
Edness Kimball Wyoming
Ruth Knight Florida
Florence Langwortiiy Pennsylvania
Cecil Lewis Colorado
Bertine McCray Michigan
Marie Mertz New York
Charlotte Miller Pennsylvania
Mary Millender North Carolina
Mae Mohler Mexico
Thelma Mohler Mexico
Ethel Overstreet Florida
Lois Overstreet Florida
Anne Putnam Louisiana
Louise Raabe Florida
Lucy Ray California
Laureame Rover Minnesota
Esther Sager New Mexico
\IRGINIA Schenk West Virginia
Bessie Surface Virginia
Anna Ward California
Esther Wright Iowa
Tone Zigler Louisiana
"M-"^' ^^pl-Tif 5^^ |--7f^^*
Flower—Cactus.
Colors—Yellow and white. Motto—"L-o-y-a-l-t-y."
OFFICERS
JVI.\RY Pierce President
Elizabeth Wolfe Vice-President
Gladys Wolfe Secretary and Treasurer
Audrey Adicks
Alymer Allen
AuBAN Blake
Dora Bowman
Plurie Brewster
Mabel Bunch
Bess Burts
Margaret Chambers
Marion Conley
Helen Corley
Ruth Corley
Louise Craig
Archie Crowley
Pauline Davis
Marie Dowell
Bernice Getzendaner
Gladys Glover
Mary Louise Hardin
Jessica Jordan
MEMBERS
Helen Lockwood
Frances McBride
Sybil McClelland
Edith Miller
Jane Miller
Anne Morris
Annette Moore
Alice Mae Nicholson
Mary Pierce
Dolly Post
Marjorie Peers
Theo Petty
Mattie Willie Ratcliffe
Mattie Lee Reib
Pauline Richolt
Hallie Rominger
Leona Rominger
Grace Powell
Margaret Russell
Gladys Slade
Margaret Sledge
Esther Lee Smith
Lurent Smith
Aileen Stewart
Irene Sattley
Gypsy Sullivan
Lillian Taylor
Lelda Tuck
Grace Twyman
Martha Twyman
Minerva Watts
Fay Wall
Grace Wear
Jennie White
Gertrude Wiggins
Opal Woodley
Elizabeth Wolfe
Gladys Wolfe
Emma Wilson
OFFICERS
Gladys Sapp President
Angie LaTeer Vice-President
MEMBERS
Angeline Ammon
Dorothy Baker
Bess Bear
Helen Elizabeth Bierce
Pearl Blackburn
Dorothy Brobst
Margaret Chipperfield
Gladys Clark
Elizabeth Cope
Verda Griffin
gurnith guthridge
Hazel Hall
Charlotte Harrison
Isabel Harrison
Esther Headley
Florence Hull
Elizabeth Hull
Lillian Jenkins
Elizabeth
Charlotte Lawnin
Angie LaTeer
Helen Martin
Helen Meints
Frances Mulliken
RoBiLEE Patrick
Jeanette Patton
Irene Porter
Mildred Price
Helen Reichert
Gladys Sapp
Sybil Smith
Eleanor Steenburg
Pauline Steenburg
Miriam Strauss
Eileen Sype
Eulalia Ward
Gladys Wiggins
Leitzbach
Cdors—Purple and gold. Flower—Violet.
Motto—Find a smile.
OFFICERS
Lena Fite President
S.\LLIE Maude Ray Vice-President
Chita Beasley Secretary
LuciLE Spence Treasurer
Miss Appleby Sponsor
MEMBERS
Florence Adams Alexander Feild Ruth Pitts
Margaret Anderson Lena Fite Magnes Puckett
Martha Ashby Nell Fite Sallie Maud Ray
Margaret Barker Susan Glenn Amelia Nell Ray
Marionne Barnette Fannie Glass Ellen Roddy
Chita Beasley Hetha Hardeman Lena Shirley
Bessie Blake Frances Hayes Julia Simmons
Annie Glenn Brown Frances Henderson Lucile Spence
Mildred Burroughs Mary Hickman Sarah Sudekum
Mary Elizabeth Bush Irene Knox Jane Taylor
Elizabeth Caldwell Sarah Leach Cornelia Thomas
Virginia Carmichael Mary Dance Lewis Kathryn Timberlake
Ora Chattin Marion Malone Edith Warren
Della Clayton Sarah Magill Annie Weber
Lucy Cloud Sessums McCoy Pearl Webb
Myrtle Conyers Octa McDonald Nina Loyd Wheeler
LiLLA Davenport Maude McKibbon Lillian Byrd Whitesell
Mary Dickerson Virginia McLean Jessie Whitesell
Ruth Eckles Lois McManus Gertrude Williams
Pauline Ewell Harriet Overton Frances Williamson
Lewellyn Ewing Cora Palmer Agnes Witherington
mmwwj
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Sara Alford
Mildred An-drews
Virginia Armistead
Helen Arnold
Emalv Morrow Atchison
Louise Benedict
Ida Blanton
Frances Bond
Ellene Brackin
Dorothy Brandon
Eva Lee Brower
Lillian Brower
Mackiwill Bush
Mary Elizabeth Bush
Allye Berry Campbell
Andrew Clark
Rachel Clement
Mildred Coate
Mary Harris Cockrill
Elizabeth Coggins
Mabel Cohn
Irene Cole
Josephine Cole
Laura Conger
Mabel Cook
Juanita Cooper
Margaret Cooper
Ruth Cowden
Jane Douglas Crawford
MEMBERS
Mary Louise Crawford
Elizabeth Crockett
Rachel Crutchfield
Frances Davies, Sergeant-al-Ar
Sarah Davis
Mildred Derryberry
Mary Ruth Dobson
Alberta Douglas
Elizabeth Drake, Secretary
Dorothy Fain
Martha Franklin
Addie Belle Gary
Celia Goldner
Irene Goldner
Kate Grainger
Avon Hail
Lucile Hailey
Elizabeth Hart
Clara Harvey
Sylla Harvey
Martha Hayes
Sarah Hetherington
Lucile Holalan
Mary Kate Hopkins
Annie House
Helen Howse
Myra Hudson
Josye Kahn
Hilda Kahn
Cornelia Keeble
Helen Kelley
Helen Killebrew
Martha Killebrew
Linda Landis
Grace Landrith
Marion Leftwich
Grace Lilly
Martha Lindsey, Vice-Presk
Henrietta Lindley
Elsie Lowenstein
Dorothy Mayo
Agnes McConnico
Emily Mills
Carolyn Minton
Georgia Mizell
Margaret Morrow
Ruth Moss
Pauline Nathan, Treasurer
Elizabeth Neil
Gertrude Officer
Beverly Orchard
Katrina Overall, President
Ruth Parker
Bertie Parks
Martha Parman
Hazel Patterson
Myrtle Phillips
Elizabeth Pruett
Sarah Pryor
Louise Regen
Martha Regen
Fay Rimmer
Vera Satterfield
Beulah Sawyer
Vance Talbot
Sallie Tippens
Detla Toothacte
Olivia Tr.\bue
Annie Mae Underwoc
Martha Vaughn
Bobbie Walker
Elizabeth Washburn
Marie Weil
Martha Welburn
Mary Wheeler
Bessie Williams
Martha Winn
Catherine Winstead
LUELLA WoRLEY
Anita Williams
Dorothy Winton
Rebe Veatman
Kathleen Young
Beatrice Zander
Ml I ippi
Colors—Red and blue. Flower—Magnolia.
OFFICERS
CORINNE Smith President
Susie V. McLemore Vice-President
Ruth Graham Secretary
Bess Allen Treasurer
Miss Goodwin Sponsor
MEMBERS
Bessie Allen
Elizabeth Biggers
Elizabeth Cassity
Bessie Cook
Ruth Graham
Elizabeth Graham
LuciLE Heath
Bess Harbeson
Leah Horn
Josephine Kirby
Myrtle Love
Willie Lipscomb
Ruth McInnis
Susie V. McLemore
Frank Montgomery
Margaret Murphy
MiGNONNE McLELLAN
Louise Owens
Ethel Payne
Lucile Robinson
Louise Saunders
CoRiNNE Smith
Mary K. Stubblefield
Christine Thornton
Ruth Thomas
Mabel Young
Colors—Red and white. Flo'wer—Apple blossom.
Molto—Eat, drink and be merry.
OFFICERS
Martha Buzbee President
Katherine Waldenberger Vice-President
Elizabeth Coolidge Secretary
Mary Bell Higgins Treasurer
Adne Wood Sergeant-at-Arms
Miss Mary Fletcher Cox Sponsor
MEMBERS
Priscilla Armstrong Virginia Irving
Eugenia Block Louise Mallorv
Martha Buzbee Zelda Schnabaum
Mary Kim Carrigan Theola Simmons
Elizabeth Coolidge Anna Smeed
Virginia Driver Katherine Waldenberger
Mary Bell Higgins Hortense Winham
Phyllis Hoffman Adne Wood
00m^is^
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Flower—Corn-flower. Colors—Maize and blue.
Motto—Who's here? We're here!
OFFICERS
Elizabeth Perkins President
Mildred Hill Vice-President
Evelyn Hageman Secretary
LuciLE Priddy Treasurer
Dorothea Smith Sergeant-at-Arms
Miss Berthe Perkins Sponsor
MEMBERS
Aileen Biggs Elizabeth Perkins
Helen Bruce Jean Perry
Martha Emison Lucile Priddy
Estelle Gerber Mildred Reid
Florence Graves Marian Ritchie
Evelyn Hageman Dorothea Smith
Marie Heinl Jean Staples
Mildred Hill Frances Sykes
Alice Millhouse Nelle Thompson
Miss Berthe Perkins
Colors—Blue and white. Flower—Daisy.
MoUo—United we stand; divided we fall.
OFFICERS
Frances Brooks ,;.
-P'"'^^"'
Elizabeth Smith Vtce-Presu^ent
Katherine Barnett Secretary
Virginia Hobbs ^ Treasurer
Mrs. McComb ^P""""
MEMBERS
Georgia Alexandra Norma Kopp
Lizzie D. Alexander Frances Lazarus
Margaret Asher Sara Diane Moorman
Margaret Atkinson Olive Walton Pepper
Katherine Barnett Effie Rutherford
Frances Brooks Margaret Shropshire
Evelyn Bush Elizabeth Smith
Gertie Carneal Frances Street
Glennie Compton Margaret Talbott
Dawn Flanery Ella H. McKenney
Valera Hardesty - Mildred Welch
Virginia Hail Winnie Davis Simmerman
Virginia Hobbs Addie Forman Young
Motto—Show others as we would have them show us.
Co/ori—Yellow and white. W<p«;e;—Goldenrod.
OFFICERS
Hermosa Brown ; Pr^^^f^l
Frances Craven V^ce.Pr,s,denl
LuciLE FULKERSON Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
Madeline Aiebns
Frances Amick
Oneita Baker
Hermosa Brown
Alice Burnham
Frances Craven
LuciLE Fulkerson
Mary Hill
HORTENSE KeITHLEY
Berenice Landers
Louise Little
Bernice McClain
Martha Ming
Helen Moore
Alma Morawitz
Dorothy O'Daniel
Margaret Pipkin
WiLMA Reck
Velma Riedel
Eva Sutton
Mary Walker
Helen Wallace
Margaret Warner
Louise Wells
Marjorie Whaples
Colors—American beauty and white. Flower—White Rose.
OFFICERS
Mary Dahl Tysor Presideni
Mary Clover Vice-President
Sadie Rosendale Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
Jay Carran Mildred Becker Gertrude Roose
Mary Clover Sadie Rosendale
AzoRA Early Mary Smith
Elba Eckhart Rose Snyder
Clara Graham Mary Tysor
Sarah Niles Mildred Swartzbaugh
HONORARY MEMBERS
Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Cox Miss Florence Boyer Miss Sarah Fraser
Colors—Black and gold. Flower—Sunflower.
Motto—"We are seven."
OFFICERS
Elizabeth Murphy President
Kathryn Reddy Vice-President
Adda Simmons Secretary
Henrietta Murphy Treasurer
MEMBERS
Marjorie Campbell Henrietta Murphy
Hazel Fischer Kathryn Reddy
Elizabeth Murphy Ethel Schlanger
Adda Simmons
Colors—Red and black. Flower—Primrose.
Motto—"Of all crackers, a Georgia cracker."
OFFICERS
Mary Estelle Denmark President
Marian Neal Vice-President
Leona Roberts Secretary and Treasurer
Miss Mills Sponsor
MEMBERS
Mary E. Denmark Marian Neal
Sarah Farrar Leona Roberts
Vivian Holmes Bernice Rosenberg
Nina Maxwell Edith Williamson
AtTABXPlA
Colors—Red an d white.
Motto—To God, thy country, thy friend, be true!
Flower--Goldenrod.
]VI\BELLE Moore
OFFICERS
. .
.
President
Jordan Prince . . Vice-President
iVlADELINE WARD . . . Secretary
Marguerite Noojin . . . Treasurer
MEMBERS
Martha Farrar Elizabeth Prince
Anawray Grisham Jordan Prince
Lucy Herndon Mamie Redman
Marion Lewis Damaris Smith
Maybelle Moore Madeline Ward
Ruth Montgomery Louise Warten
Marguerite Noojin Matsie Warten
I n^ m /! " K K '^*
Colors—Red and white.
Motto—Dux Femina Facte. Flower—Mistletoe
OFFICERS
CORINNE WooTEN President
Letitia Carter Vice-President
Rhea O. Holland Second Vice-President
Theresa Flippin Secretary
Dorothy Morrow Treasurer
MEMBERS
Letitia Carter Dorothy Morrow
Theresa Flippin Rhea O. Holland
CORINNE WoOTEN
^arb=pelmont Hibrarp
"The Port of Missing Men" Ward-Belmont
"The Flirt" "Little Wiggins"
"The Simple Life" Spring Gardening
"Two Little Savages" Lillian Bird Whitesell
and Marion Malone
"The Eyes of the World" Miss Hefley
"The Motor Maid" Helen Arnold
"Little Women" Virginia Driver, Ruth Mclnnis
and Bess Harbeson.
"Treasure Island" The Postoffice
"The Spy"
. Mr. Hoover
"Century Readings" Excess laundry lists
"Paradise Lost" Campused
"The Taming of the Shrew" . .
. Miss Hefley and Marie
Dowell
"Bought and Paid For" Spring Holiday
"The Women We Marry" Seniors
"A Live Wire" Jane Taylor
"Noble Six Hundred" Jeannette Patton
"Castles in Spam" Pauline Ewell
"The Long, Straight Road" To Chapel
"The Heart's Country" Vanderbilt
"The Trail of the Lonesome Pine" .
. Belmont Boulevard
"The Ladies' Home Journal" Hyphen
"Afterward" Saturday School
"House of Cobwebs" Our brains
"Vanity Fair" Browne Martin
"Auction Block" Third floor Founders
"The Task Master" Katrina Overall
"Looking Backward" West End
"The Everpresent" Fish
"In Search of a Husband" Miss Appleby
"Great Expectations" On file
"The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table" . . Dr. Thompson
"Travels on a Donkey" Riding Club
"The Rivals" Louise Mallory and Gladys Glover
"Snappy Stories" Mary Dance Lewis
"She Stoops to Conquer" Miss Maxwell
"Water Babies" H. E. Bierce and E. Cope
"Modern Painters" Studio Classes
"Heroes and Hero Worship"
. . Miss Morrison, Miss Sis-
son and Jeanette Pat-
ton, Mae Mohler, Mar-
guerite Noojin
"Old Curiosity Shop" Miss Frances
"Les Miserables" Us at the end of a quarter
"The Law of the Land" Register in and out
"Review of Reviews" Go out by rows
"Innocence" Martha Emison
"The Red Book" Sociology
"The Three Twins" .... Harrison, Corley and Crawford
"Tale of Two Cities" Sessums McCoy and
Christine Thornton
"Freckles" Mae Mohler
"Twin Beds" Rooms at W.-B.
"The Music Master" Dr. Winkler
"Laddie" George Killebrew
"The Climax" 9:45
"The Message" "Wear full uniform"
"Middle March" Our place of dancing
"The Water Witch" Lois McManus
"Cupid's Almanac" A W.-B. memory book
"A Fool There Was" ?
"Hunting Big Game in Africa"
. . . Mabel Moore and the
friendly (?) mice
"Hard Times" All the time
A SMALL SHELF OF A MUSICAL LIBRARY
"This is the Life" Seniors
"You Are Here and I'm Here" . . Jeanette and Miss Sisson
"Sympathy" W.-B.
"Turn Off Your Light, Mr. Moon-Man" . . . Mr. Hoover
"Chinatown" (excess) Mrs. Blanton
'When the Roll is Called Up Yonder" .... Miss Hefley
"Something Says Tingle-ingle-ingle" The Bell
"Mary, You Are a Big Girl Now" Mary Pierce
'Sunset Sue" Susie V. McLeraore
"Dreaming" 7 a. m.
(As voted on by the whole school)
K M H
Best All-round:
I Mary Pierce
II Katrina Overall
Most Popular:
I Mary Pierce
II Pauline Ewell
Prettiest:
I Barbara Byrne
II DoLLiE Post
Biggest Bluffer:
I CoRiNNE Smith
II Marie Dowell
Most Gracious:
I Mary Pierce
II Mae Mohler
Most Cheerful:
I Hermosa Brown
II Adne Wood
Best Conversationalist:
I Corinne Smith
II Mabel Bunch
Cutest:
I JoRDON Prince
II "Jap" Jordan
Most Polite:
I Mae Mohler
II Mary Pierce
Most Impolile:
I Bessie Allen*
II Thelma Mohler'
Biggest Eater:
I Bess Harbeson*
II Mary Hill*
Neatest:
I Evelyn Hageman
II Dollie Post
Biggest Flirt:
I Gertrude Wiggins
II Mary Dance Lewis
Most Stylish:
I Dollie Post
II Evelyn Hageman
Old Maid:
I Pauline Ewell*
II Virginia Cole*
Cleverest or Wittiest:
I Lena Kite
II Adne Wood
Handsomest:
I Helen Arnold
il Evelyn Hageman
Most Pessimistic:
I Elizabeth Prince*
II "Jap" Jordan*
Faculty Pet:
I Corinne Smith
II Mary Fierce
Crush:
I Ethel Payne
II Alexandre Fields
*If you don't believe this, ask the Editor.
Most Friendly:
I Mary Pierce
II Mabel Bunch
Worst Man-hater:
I Marion Malone*
II Lillian Byrd Whitsell*
Most Mannish-looking:
I Marguerite Noojin
II Dorothy Baker
Tom-hoy:
I Adne Wood
II Hermosa Brown
Best Dancer:
I Mildred Hill
II Margaret Asher
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HERONHOLM HUDSON HOUSE
I.Kl-TWICH LODGE

(Inter-Sorority Pan-Hellenic)
K K K
OFFICERS
CouiNNE Smith Presidenl
Gladys Wolfe Secrelar
Susie V. McI.emore Treasi
REPRESENTATIVES
Phi Mil Gamma Beta Sigma Omicroii Alpha Kappa Psi
Evelyn Hageman Lucile Heath Theo Petty
Elizabeth Perkins Margaret Anderson Opal Woodley
Elizabeth Smith Katherine Timberlake Gladys Wolfe
Sigma Iota Chi Thela Kappa Delia
Mary Estelle I.If.xmarr Frances Hayes
Myrtle Love Susie V, McLemore
CoRiNNE Smith Elizahf.th Princ ic

[Founded St. Mary's School, Raleigh, N. C, March 1, 1900]
Open Motto—Ever upward.
Magazine—Trigonose.
Flower— Forget-me-not.
Colors—Sky blue and gold.
Beta .
Tau
Gamma
Eta .
Kappa
Sigma Mu
Zeta .
Gamma
Psi
Epsilon
CHAPTER ROLL
X'irginia Female Institute Stanton, Va.
Fairmont School Monteagle, Tenn.
Cathedral School Havana, Cuba
Woman's College Tallahassee, Fla.
Carnegie Institute Pittsburg, Pa.
Stetson l^niversity Deland, Fla.
Gunston Hall Washington, D. C.
Shorter College Rome, Ga.
Synodical College Fulton, Mo.
Ward-P>elmont Nash\'iilc, Tenn.
EPSILON CHAPTER ROLL
M.\EG.\RET ASHER
AUBAN Bl.vke
Ora Chattin . .
Mary Clover.
.
Kentucky
, . Texas
Tennessee
. . .
Ohio
Margaret Curry Alabama
"Clara Graham Ohio
Esther Headley Illinois
*Virginl\ Hobb.s Kentucky
VlVL\N Holmes Georgia
Marion Lewis Alabama
Bernice McClain Missouri
*Elizabeth Murphy' Kansas
Henrietta Murphy Kansas
Theo Petty Texas
'Mildred Reid Indiana
Mattie Lee Reib Texas
Madeline Ward Alabama
Opal Woodley Texas
Gl.ydvs Wolfe Texas
CoRiNNE WooTEN Oklahoma
"Pledge.
Addie Forman Young Kentucky
.^
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ALPA^ KAPPA P5I
peta ^igma ©micron
Colors— Rul)\- and pink. Flower—Red and pink carnation.
Open Mollo—Let us so live that the world may ha\'e been better for our ha\'ing li\-ed in it.
CHAPTERS
Beta Synodical College Fulton, Mo.
Gamma Christian College Columbia, Mo.
Delta Woman's College Montgomery, Ala.
Epsilon Hardin College Me.Kico, Mo.
Zeta Centenary College Cleveland, Tenn.
Eta Stephens College Columbus, Mo.
Theta Ward-Belmont Nashville, Tenn.
Lambda Hamilton College Lexington, Ky.
Mu Crescent College Eureka Springs, Ark.
Nu Brenau College Gainesville, Ga.
Xi Central College Lexington, Mo.
Omicron Libertj' Ladies' College Liberty, Mo.
Pi Hollins Institute Hollins, Va.
Delta Pi Colorado Woman's College Den\er, Colo.
ALUMNAE CHAPTERS
Fulton Alumnae Fulton, Mo. Liberty Alumnae Liberty. Mo.
St. Louis Alumnae St. Louis, Mo. Atlanta .Alumnae Atlanta, Ga.
Kansas City Alumnae . . Kansas City, Mo. Texas .AUininae .... Gaines\ille, Texas
THETA CHAPTER
Frances Craven Missouri Ike.ne Kno.x Tennessee
Esther Creed New Jersey- Cn.uiLOTTE Lawnin. . Illinois
Margaret Anderson Tennessee Mary Hill Missouri
LiLLA Davenport Tennessee Effie Rutherford . , . , Kentucky
Harriet Overton Tennessee Margaret Sledge . , ... Texas
Martha Ming Missouri Lucile Heath Mississippi
Marjorie Whaples Missouri Willie Newman ."Mabania
Frances Amick Missouri Kathrvn Timberlake . Tennessee
Helen Moore Missouri Helen .iArnold Wisconsin
I'rances Henderson Tennessee Estelle Gerber Indiana

l^iji Jlu #amma
Flowers—Forget-me-not. Colors— King's blue and black.
LaFrance rose.
Open Mollo—Know th>self.
CHAPTER ROLL
Alpha Hollins College Hollins, Va.
Gamma Brenau College Gainesville, Ga.
Delta Misses Graham's New York, N. Y.
Eta New England Conservatory of Music
. . . Boston, Mass.
Iota Emerson College of Oratorj' Boston, Mass.
Kappa Centenary College Cleveland, Tenn.
Xi Ward-Belmont Nashville, Tenn.
Omicron Christian College Columbus, Mo.
Pi \\'oman's College Richmond, Va.
XI CHAPTER ROLL
Dorothy B..\ker Illinois Jessic.v Jord.w Te.xas
K.-\THRYN B.\RNETT Kentucky J.\ne Miller Texas
M.\RG.\RET Chiperfield Illinois Cecil Lewis Colorado
Gi,,\DYS Cl.\rk Illinois Eliz.\beth Perkins Indiana
Evelyn H..\gem.\n Indiana Robilee P.vtrick .... Illinois
Maude Holbert Louisiana Ruth Pitts Tennessee
Mildred Hill Indiana Irene Porter Illinois
Elizabeth Hull Illinois Elizabeth Smith Kentucky
Florenxe Hull Illinois Louise Warte.n Alabama
Valer.\ Hardestv Kentucky Matsie Wakten .-Mabama
Lucy Herndon Alabama Gladys Wiggins Illinois

f/oicif/—Violet.
[Founded December, 1903, Alexandria, La.]
H H H
AIolto—Dvus, liliertas, lex.
Colors— Purple and gold.
CHAPTER ROLL
Alpha Alexandria. La.
Beta Ward-Belmont Nashville, Tenn.
Delta Conservatory of Music Cincinnati, O.
Theta Lindenwood College St. College, Mo.
Kappa Campbell-Hagerman College Lexington, K3'.
Lambda Cloverside College Washington, D. C.
Iota Virginia College Roanoake, Va.
Mu Crescent College Eureka Springs, Ark.
Nu Shorter College Rome, Ga.
Omicron Hardin College Mexico, Mo.
Alpha Gamma . . Alumnae Club Nashville, Tenn.
BETA CHAPTER ROLL
BiissiE Ali.en Mississippi
AvLMER .Allen Texas
B.\RB.\KA Byrne West Virginia
Chita Be.\sley Tennessee
Annie Glenn Brown Tennessee
Louise Craig Texas
Maky Denmark Georgia
Alexandra Field Tennessee
lONE ZiGLER . . . .
'Pledge.
Hazel Mali Illinois
Myrtle Love . . ' Mississippi
* Dolly Post Texas
Leona Roberts Georgia
Sadie Rosendale Ohio
Irene Sattley Texas
CoRiNNE Smith Mississippi
Mildred Swartzbaugh Ohio
. . . .
Louisiana
«A&
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[Founded 1897 -Belmont College]
Flower— Red carnation. Colors—Gold and crimson.
MEMBERS
Georgi.v Alex.vnder Kentucky Ei,iz.\beth Gr.vh.vm Mississippi
M.\RG.\RET Atkinson Kentucky Fr.\nces H.wes Tennessee
Josephine Bl.\ck\vood Michigan Mary Bell Higgins Arkansas
Elizabeth Coolidge Arkansas Susie V. McLemore Mississippi
Ruth Echols Tennessee Mary Millender .... North Carolina
Susan Glenn Tennessee Georgia Mizell Tennessee
Gladys Glover Texas Frank Montgomery Mississippi
Ruth Graham Mississippi Jordan Prince Alabar
Elizabeth Prince Alabama
LuciLE Robinson Mississippi
AiLEEN Stew.\rt Texas
Gertrude Wiggins Texas

Slpf)a (gamma ^igma
[Day Students, Pan-Hellenic Council]
Katrina Ovkuall Chairman
REPRESENTATIVES
Argonaut: Ela Upsilon Gamma:
Elizadeth Neil Louise Benedict
Mary Wheei.f.r Emaline Greene
D,'/la Tun Sisnia Sigma Phi Kappa
Marion Lf.ftvvich Elizabeth Drake
Katrina Overall K.\thleen Young
'''^ffl£«EOV'^
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Argonaut g>ororitp
(Founded, Ward Seminary, February 23, 1903]
Flower— Iris.
Emma Atchison
Mary Louise Crawford
Jane Douglas Crawford
Avon Hail
H K H
Motto—Honor binds us.
ACTIVE MEMBERS
Cornelia Keeble
Martha Killebrew
Helen Killebrew
Colors—Purple and gold.
Martha Lindsey
Elizabeth Neil
Alice Stockell
Mary Wheeler
HONORARY MEMBERS
Miss Theodora Scruggs Mrs. J. B. Wharey
Agnes Amis
Emma Morrow Anderson
Mrs. R. M. Anderson
Sue Houston Anderson
Mary Avent
Mrs. Philip Axtell
Sarah Berry
Anna Blanton
Margaret Bransford
Mrs. Claiborne Bryan
Elizabeth Stokes Buford
Mrs. Gabriel Connor
Julia Chester
Mrs. Richard P. Daniels
Mary Danforth
Mrs. Frederic Dearborn
Evelyn Douglas
Katherine Edwards
Mrs. J. W. Fall
Mrs. George \. Frazer
Mrs. Edward Webb
Mrs. Charles Grant
Mrs. Leonard Swain
Mary Tavloe Gwathmey
Eva Hogan
SORORES IN URBE
Katherine Hammond
Mrs. Avery Handlev
Mary DeMoville Hill
Mrs. Horace Hull
Eunice Jackson
Mrs. J. T. Jarvis
Mrs. Eugene Jones
Mrs. Luke Le.\
Mary Lewis
Mrs. Frederic Lindsley
Martha Lipscomb
Laura Malone
Mary Linda Manier
Harriet Mason
Jean Morgan
Amelia McLester
Frances McLester
Mrs. Henry E. Colton
Ophelia Palmer
Nella Patterson
Lavinia Picton
Mrs. Stewart Pilcher
Mrs. Hickman Price
Louise Pritchett
Adele Raymond
Elizabeth Rhodes
Florence Carr Riddle
Jessie Smith
Mrs. H. Ward Smith
Elizabeth Thompson
Lucy Tillman
Louise Tillman
Martha Tillman
Mary Tillman
Emma Baxter Vaughn
Ellen Wallace
Harriet Walton
Mrs. Dempsey Weaver
Mrs. R. M. Whaling
Mrs. Douglas Wright
Elizabeth Zarecor
Frances Barthell
Eliz.\beth Kirkland
Elsa McGill
Jessie Walton
Elizabeth Gardner
Sarah Manier
Elizabeth Chester
Mary Harding Buckner
LiLLiE .Atchison
W linC-
^igma ^})i ^appa g>oraritp
Motto—Our school and each other
H H H
Colors— Blue and gold.
Flower—Violet.
ACTIVE MEMBERS
Elizabeth Drake
Kathleen Young
Emily Mills
Dorothy Fain
Mary K. Hopkins
Sarah Alford
Maud Pound
JosYE Kahn
HiLD.v Kahn
Mary Harris Cockrill
Ruth Parker
Dorothy Winton
Josephine Cole
Mary D. Allen
HONORARY MEMBER
Mrs. Estelle Roy Schmitz
SORORES IN URBE
Leron Tolmie
Linda Harris
Helen Cheatham
Frances Landstreet
Cecil Johns
Madeline Volberg
Marie Bouchard
Mrs. Charles Robertson, Jr.
Mrs. Roy Shelton
Myrtle Carter
Mildred Marshal
Mrs. Ernest Thom.^
SORORES EX URBE
Leona Reeves

Belta i;au ^igma
H K H
Opeit Motto—Lcs soeurs fidelis.
Colors—Turquoise blue and gold. Flower—Aaron Ward rose.
ACTIVE MEMBERS
ViRGiNi.i Armistead Pauline Nathan
Helen Kelly Katrina Overall
Sarah Leach Vera Satterfield
Marion Leftwich Annie Mai Underwood
Henrietta Lindsley Louella Whorley
Ruth Moss Anita Williams
*Edna Morris Frances Williamson
SORORES IN URBE
Mary D. Houston Melinda Timmons
Frances Robinson Bessie McFarland
Mary Wilson
*Pledge.
HONORARY MEMBER
Miss Gladys Earle

€ta ®p-8iilon (gamma
K K H
Colors—OVne green and gold. Flower—Yellow rose.
Motto— Be strong in the truth.
Mlss Tuknek Sponsor
ACTIVE MEMBERS
Louise Benedict Lucile Holm.\n
Dorothy Brandon Della M'artin
Margaret Cooper Martha Winn
Frances Da vies Martha Franklin
Emaline Green Annie Beasley
Elizabeth Hart Susie Mai Headley
Sue Holmes
ALUMNAE
Lillian Dobson Margaret Stahlman
Bertha Herbert Marinette Beasley
Dorothy Wilson Willie Ruth D.widson
Ella Mai Wilson Mary Wikle
Elizabeth Cantreel Lucy Lee Patton
Mildred Thornton Sarah Herbert
Frank Thornton Ladye Warren
Currier Thornton Roberta Dillon

Ssi ®ti}tv^ g)ee ®g
"So bright is thj- licaiit},-, so charming thy song,
It seems too absurd you'd do anything wrong.'
—lone ZigJer
"So buxom, blithe and debonaire"
—Mae MoMer
"Her eyes are houses of silent prayer"
—Bess Allen
"On light, fantastic toe"
"Jest and youthful jollity"
-Lena File
'Within these awful shades there lies the
mystery of mysteries"
—Night Sillily Hall
'Eyes of darkest night'
"What's in a name?'
-Elizabeth Murphy
'Still loA'ing, fond and billing"
'Why so studious?"
-Frances Street
"Fashioned so slender, so young and so fair"
—Jordan Prince
'She never yet was foolish that was fair"
— Valera Hardest^
'One vast, substantial smile
-Sadie Rosendah
'Her very frowns are fairer far
Than smiles of otlier maidens are"
—Barbara Bvrne
'So dainty and so shy'
'Seldom she smiles"
Mrs. Sharpe
"How smoothe and even she doth bear herself"
—Evelyn Flageman
"Short but sweet"
"As brown in hue as hazel nuts
And sweeter than the kernels"
-Ocla McDonald
"Chattering nonsense all day long"
—Angle A ninion
^g 0t\)tv^ ^ec m^
'A modest blush she wore, not formed by art"
—Pauline Sleenbur
'Out of sight, out of mind"
—Dr. Blauton
"There was a soft and pensive grace,
A cast of thought upon her face"
—Jean Perry
'Hence loathed melancholv
-Mary liill
"I know enough to hold my tongue.
But not enough to speak"
—Rachel Cnilchjield
"I am Sir Oracle, and when I ope' my mouth
let no dog bark'^
— Miss Sisson
'All the world lo\es a lo\er'
-Dorolhv Smith
"Such gushing forth of constant prattle.
Let's take her home for babv's rattle"
—Ann Morris
'For thou art long and lank anti brown,
As is the ribbed sea-sand"
—Dorotliv Brohst
Words! Words!! Words!!
-Rhea 0' Holland
'With a smile that was childlike and bland"
— Chita Beasley
'Stolen looks are a!wa>'s sweeter
Stolen kisses much completer"
-Virginia Driver
'(Her) eye is but a sleep and a forgetting"
— Myrtle Love
'I strove with none, for none were worthy of
my strife"
—Gertrude Williams
'If I rightly remember,
I've loved a good number,
But there's pleasure at least in a change"
—Marion Lewis
'Thou foster child of silence and slow time"
— Theola Simmons
Mary Pierce
Elizabeth Leitzbach
'
Ethel Payne
Mabel Bunch
. . .
.
Frances Craven
,
Laureame Royer
.
Jane Douglas Crawfor
ESTELLE GeRBER
Mae Mohler ....
Ida Blanton
Mildred Swartzbaugh
Hermosa Brown
K H K
FIRST SEMESTER
Editorial DepartinenI
Anita \Villi.\ms
Sarah Niles
.
business Department
Editor-in-Chief
Associate Editor
Exchange Editor
Society Reporter
Music Reporter
Art Reporter
Expression Reporter
Home Economics Reporter
Alliletic Reporter
. Alumnae Reporter
-
. .
Poets' Corner
Snap Shots
. .
Business Manager
Assistant Business Manager
Elizabeth Leitzbach
Laureame Royer
Mae Mohler
Mabel Bunch
.
lONE ZiGLER
Evelyn Hageman
Grace Lilly
.
Helen Wallace
Thelma Mohler
Alexandra Feilds
Gladys Sapp
SECOND SEMESTER
Editorial Department
Editor-in-Chief
Associate Editor
Athletic Reporter
Society Reporter
Music Reporter
Expression Reporter
Art Reporter
Exchange Editor
Economics Reporter
Poets' Corner
Snap Shots
Edness Kimball
Marjorie Campbell
Business Department
.
.
Business Manager
.Assistant Business Manager

it.-i>i>\HU^^4v^
fft
'THE POOR TH.\T MISS SHE1'I>E HATH ALWAYS WITH HER"
Senior iRatf), Clags;
Miss Laura Sheppe

i. W. C. a. Cabinet
K H K
r, , c ^„ PresidentEsther Lee Smith ^,. „ _ ,
,,,,,,,
,
V tee-President
Virginia McLean
^ Ti ... SecretaryChita Beasley ^
r- n'„, ,,- TreasurerElizabeth Wolfe o 7 ^
Mabel Bunch , . . . . Chairman Social Committee
Chitv Beasiey Chairman Membership Committee
Erxnces Craven
...'...'.'.'.'.'.''.' Chairman Music Committee
. . Association NewsAudrey Addicks . ,,. . ^
Harriett Overton Chairman Missionary Committee
Mildred Hill Chairman Room Committee
YW.CA

Ho&eg
; IS very common to see:
A watch spring.
A match box.
A plank walk.
A banana stand.
A cake walk.
Why, I even saw
A cat fish
And a horse fly.
Cecil Lewis—"I don't believe in standing on trifles."
Eliz.\beth Smith—(looking at her feet), "So I perceive.'
H H
Violets are blue,
Roses are red.
So is the hair
On Anita's head.
M M
Freshibus takibus examinatorium,
Copybus from neighborium;
Teacher seeibus little cheatorium,
Causibus Freshibus to flunkoriura.
H H
On fidelity third
There's more'n one bird,
They have a bad "rep."
But still have "pep."
With Mile.
It's hard to tell
What is their grade
In deportment made.
Miss Cason's talks
Makes them walk
Right down the stair
All in a scare.
And woe to thee
From Mrs. B.
fofeeg
FIRE ALARM
One-two-three,
One-two-three,
Goes the bell.
Girls pell-mell;
Pull down the windows,
Leave on the light.
Now beat it down
To the very first flight.
H H
Once upon a midnight dreary.
While we feasted weak and weary,
Came a tapping at my door
—
'Twas a teacher—nothing more.
H K
How can we quell the riot
When they tell us to be quiet?
At Vespers we don't see
With heaps of tongues for tea!
H M
Noah, when he lit a candle, made the first ark light.
H M
In the parlor there were three
—
The girl, the lamp and he
Two is company without a doubt.
And so the parlor lamp went out.
A teacher must be pretty cold to give a pupil zero.
H H
Freshman—Grassy,
Sophomore—Sassy.
J uniors—Brassy,
Seniors—Classy.
H K
The other day an ear of corn was run over by an auto and
three kernels were killed!
H H
Miss Mills—"What is the meaning of the word trans-
parent?"
Louise Craig—"Something you can see through."
Miss Mills—"Right! Give me an example.
Louise—"A ladder."
H H
If you can't laugh at the jokes of the age, laugh at the
age of the jokes.
K K
"Here, you, 'rastus, whar's dat can o' lard I tol' yo' to
git?"
"Law me, maw, dat wus so greasy it done slipped my
mind."
H M
Jeannette Patton—(in basket ball) "Come on girls, let's
fight this game to the bitter end."
Sarah Farrar—"Yes, but be careful who gets the bitter
end."
Miss Sisson—"I hear someone in the pool."
Ethel Payne—"No! That's only a Freshman quench-
ing her thirst."
K H
Hazel H.—"You might go in tor track work
—
you're
good and skinny."
Lena F.—"I'm thin, alright, but I'm not thin enough to
run."
H H
I used to think I knew, I knew.
But now I must confess
The more I know I know I know,
I know I know the less.—fix.
H H
The girl stood on the railroad track.
The train at her did squeal;
The engineer got off the cab
And scraped her off the wheel.
—
Ex.
H K
"If the devil should lose his tail, where would he go to
get another?"
"Where they re-tail spirits."
Frank Montgomery—"Why is it dangerous to go to the
woods in the spring?"
LuciLE Heath—"Because the cowslips about, the twigs
are shooting, the grass has blades, and the flowers have
pistils."
H H
Bess Allen—"What constitutes love?"
CoRiNNE Smith—"A little sighing, a little crying, a little
dying and a great deal of lying."
H H
Porter (to elderly lady)—"Your train is two hours late."
Lady (to Porter)—"My man, why do you say my train
when you know it doesn't belong to me?"
Porter—"Why does you say my man when you knows I
belong to my old woman?"
K H
Leona Roberts (to Lena F.)—"Why do you eat so much,
Lena?"
Lena F.—"Because my arithmetic book says 'one gal.
equals four quarts.' "
H H
"Why do girls grow more beautiful as they grow older?'
"Practice makes perfect."
Upon being asked if she wished to go to Heaven when she
died, Adne Wood replied: "Well, if I go to Heaven and St.
Peter says Miss Hefley's there I won't go in because she'll
say, 'Adne, take your roll call seat.'
"
fokeg
"Why does Corinne Smith's heart remind you of a moon?"
"Because it's always changing and always has a man in
The cows are in the meadow,
The sheep are in the grass,
But all the silly little geese
Are in the Freshman Class.
"What is a pedestrian?"
"A fellow that gets run over by an automobile."
H H
Mary P.—"Why are you limping, Mabel?"
Mabel B.—"Oh, I sat down on the spur of the moment.
Pkof.—-"Schmidt, decline 'ein glass beer."
Schmidt—"I never have, and never will."
Miss Scruggs—"What is purgatory?"
M. NoojiN—"I haven't got that far."
"Why is Ireland so rich?"
"It's capital is always D-ublin.
H H
Adne—"Do you know what I saw?"
Alex F.—"What?"
Adne—"Wood."
tion-
ViRGiNiA Cole—To prove that a Freshman is an afflic-
Proof—
A Freshman is new,
New means not old,
Not old means not stale.
Not stale means fresh.
Fresh means smart.
Smart means pain.
Pain is an affliction
—
therefore, a Freshman is an affliction.
H K
Miss Ross—"What does chaucer suggest to your mind?"
AuBAN Blake—"Tough beef-steak."
Miss Ross—"How's that?"
Auban—"Chaw, sir."
M H
Martha Busbee—"The night wore on; oh, what did it
wear?"
Dorothy Morrow—"The close of day."
fofeesi
Mildred Reid—"I don't think I deserve an absolute
zero."
Miss Scruggs—"Neither do I, but I couldn't give you
anything lower."
K M
And the blow almost killed father^
When Elizabeth Wolfe recited in English.
When Mary Hill didn't, on visitor's day.
When Jeanette Patton tried to dance.
When Bess Allen flunked.
When Eileen Stuart was seen without Gertrude Wig-
gins.
When Katrina Overall wasn't working.
» M
THINGS THAT ARE NOT SO
I'm too busy to write.
Sigma Chi Orchestra coming to-night.
I'm going to town with Mrs. B's permission.
That's such a pretty dress.
We had such a good time.
I'm not feeling well, please excuse me from church.
I just hate this old place.
FLUNK
Flunk, flunk, flunk,
In all thy classes, oh, girl
—
But take the advice of a poet.
And recite tho' your head's in a whirl.
Oh, well for the students who ride.
Who cram by the midnight oil;
For the dear teacher lets her slide.
And gives her a pass for her toil.
Oh, well for the Freshie green.
That she soon will become a Soph.,
And well for the Senior bold
That she stands in well with the Prof.
Flunk, flunk, flunk,
In chemistry, physics and trig..
And the tears well up in the depths of my heart
When I think how we all have to dig.
All things come to those who wait,
But when they do they're out of date.
K K
Mary Higgins—"Where you going today?"
Lucille Roberson—"To have my fortune told.
Mary—^"Why, who will you get to take you?"
Lucille—"Gypsy, of course."
H K
She haughtily called him Mr.
Because he merely kr.
So, out of spite.
The following night
The naughty Mr. Kr. Sr.
"Why is it so hard to find where pins go?"
Elizabeth Cooledge—"Because they are always pointed
in one direction and headed in another."
Miss Lewis—"What animal is satisfied with the least
nourishment?"
Pupil—-"A moth; it eats nothing but holes."
"Is there any prohibition of kissing at this school?"
Mabel Bunch—"No, merely local option."
THE HND
It's all oyer!
Listen to the Knocking Birds!
JU^A. ^l!w.

THE LATEST AMD BEST
IH PHOTOGRAPHY
2J0 Foiirlh Avenue, Norlh and 212 Fifth Avenue, Noiih
Nashville, Tennessee
OF
GBTVDE
PHOTOS^
4'5'''£ CHURCH ST. PHONE M.22I1
NASHVILLE, TENN.
WE TELL IT AGAIN
WE SPECIALIZE ON
School Pins, Invitations
Cards and Medals
Jensen, Herzer & Jeck
LeadingJewelers
602-604 Church Street Telephone Main
Fine ''Ready4o-Wear'' for
Women and Misses
Robert Lyk
183 Eighth Avenue, North {Old Ward School Chapel)
Gray & Dudley Hardware Co.
SECOND AND THIRD AVENUES, NASHVILLE
MANUFACTURERS, JOBBERS AND RETAILERS OF
Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, Saddlery
Cutlery, Housefurnishings
Athletic Goods, Etc.
We Lead
with the largest assortment of im-
ported perfumes and toilet articles
and fancy sundries of all kinds.
Our assortment is the largest in
the South.
CLWe always obtain everything new
that comes out, both imported and
American.
Ci,\Ve cordially invite the patrons of
this publication to call and have
our salesmen show }'ou the many
delightful perfumes and items.
Send your mail orders when in
need of anything in our Mnc.
DeMov/lk Drug Company
Corner Church Street and Fourth Avenue
West End and Sixteenth Avenue
H. J. GRIMES & CO
The Store that Saves You Money on all Purchases of
Ready- to -Wear
Carpets and Fine Irish Linens
and all kinds of
FINE DRY GOODS
215 Public Square, Nashville, Tenn.
Call Main 3464 or 3465 Today
and ha%e us dean and press your clothes thoroughly. No matter how delicate
or dainty the garment you'll approve the price and be delighted with the result.
We'll send an automobile immediately.
Swiss DryCleaningCo.
7/ OF A PERSON IS CLOTHES, which
A-^ means that the proper care of the face
/S^ and hands is only one-eighth of the
duty you owe yourself.
There is more to a Modern Laundry than the mere washing of clothes.
Service—all round service—counts a lot. A trial is all we ask to demonstrate
our ability to please in every particular.
Hermitage Laundry Co.
Office and Pla
THREE PHONES—MAItJI 4932, 4933, 4934
FIFTH AVENUE, SOUTH Uptown Olfice
;
No. 8 ARCADE
Starr Quality
'T'HE STARR PIANO stands alone for its absolute correct-
-"- ness of construction and for the studied attention to every
smallest detail. The tone is pure, clear and unrivaled; the
touch is unsurpassed for flexibility and precision and the scales
are scientifically correct, even and perfect.
The single honor accorded the Starr piano by the leading
educational institutions was because of quality alone. It is not
enough that a piano have a pure tone and perfectly regulated
action, but these qualities must be in the superlative degree—
they must be for all time.
The Starr Piano Company
MANUFACTURERS
210-242 FIFTH AVENUE, NORTH
NASHVILLE, TENN.
Our Buyers Are Always
in the Field With Orders to Go Quickly
Wherever Fashion Shows Her Face;
to Capture the Newest and
Best She Has For Our
Nashville Friends
THE
B. H. STIEF JEWELRY CO.
Diamond Merchants
Silversmiths, Stationers, Opticians
and Jew^elers
Stief*s Corner, Church Street, Capitol Boulevard
NASHVILLE, TENN.
On those occasions when the
Ultra-Dress is demanded in
Your Millinery
It is ever advisable to
depend upon the
Lebeck Salons
for your selection
The unmistakable charm and beauty in
FootM^ear Fashions
Find faultless interpretation here. Novelty styles, more fanciful and more
varied than ever before, but still serviceable. And when you buy Lebeck
footwear, you're assured of quality which makes for real service, and withal,
prices here are no higher than you'd ordinarily pay—S3.50 to $7.00. More so
this season than ever before, it is very necessary for
Silk Hosiery to Match
Not only the shade of footwear, but the costume as well. Every shade and
color is here. New striped silk stockings in all of the pretty color combina-
tions in vogue the present season. Pretty embroidered and checked hosiery,
as well as every wanted plain shade for evening or street wear.
Young ladies who demand
The Newest Neckwear
Invariably come direct to this store because of the always-pretty and always-
distinctive collection to be seen. Styles were never prettier than this season.
AFTER ALL—there*s no other store quite so well prepared to meet the ex-
acting style-demands of young women and especially those well Informed
An
Especially
Large
Showing of
Smart
Spring and
Stimmer
Garments
A re here
Now
Having direct buying connections in those cities where fashion
originates, gives us a distinct advantage in being able to show
the new things first at all times, yet prices are always moderate.
A
Store to
Stand in
Good Stead
With Young
People
Must
Essentially
Be a Step
Forward
In Fashions
The South's Style Shop
For Ready-to-Wear and Millinery
CollepeAnnualsand CataloQues
/O y College En^ravin^s are our specialty (^**\
^"—^ Ask for samples,prices and Instruction book ^^^^
BUSH-KREBS COMPANY
408 W. Main St. Louisville. Ky.
Nobby Shoes for Street Wear
Dainty Styles in Evening Slippers
Hosiery to match all shades
Meadors
408 Union Street Nashville, Tennessee
Reliability
every day in the year
and always ready to
serve you best.
Ladies'
Outer Garments
Millinery-
Dress Goods
Silks
Gloves
Hosiery
Neckwear
Jewelry
Ribbons
Novelties, etc.
IS THE FOUNDATION STONE OF THE CAIN-SLOAN STORE
Reliable merchandise, Reliable prices, Reliable store services.
With these important and substantial principles as a basis, the
Cain-Sloan Company began business a decade ago, and in this
short period has grown to be one of the most substantial depart-
ment stores of the South.
You take no risk in dealing
with the Cain-Sloan Store
For this is a reliable store, one which guarantees to please and
satisfy all its patrons in every transaction.
Today, tomorrow, next day or next month you will find the Cain-
Sloan store thoroughly reliable and a most satisfactory place to trade
Nashville's Busiest Department Store
GIRLS
For light pressing—for heavy iron-
ing—anywhere—anytime
—
you will
find comfort, convenience and economy
in the Electric Flat Iron.
Nashville Railway & Light Co.
Thompson & Co.
FIFTH AVENUE, NASHVILLE, TENN.
Fine White Lingerie Dresses
White and Colored Marquisette
in plain and embroidered styles
White Mulls, Cambrics, Batistes
and Linens
CORSET FITTING A SPECIALTY HERE
STANDARD MUSIC COMPANY
(ARCADE MUSIC SHOP)
ANYTHING IN
SHEET MUSIC
FOR MUSIC TEACHER, MUSIC STU-
DENT AND MUSIC LOVER
Headquarters for the Late Musical Comedy and
Popular Hits
Phone Main 2886 38 Arcade Nashville, Tenn.
THE KIND VOU \A/ANT
SORORITY PAPER
INVITATIONS
MONOGRAMS
CRESTS
CALLING AND
BISINESS CARDS
STEEL DIE
EMBOSSING
521 UNION STREET
WRITE FOR SAMPLES
H. A. FRENCH
EXCLUSIVE I
Musical Supplies and Leather Goods
CJUTraveling Bags, Suit Cases, Ladies'
Hand Bags, Tourist Cases, Manicure
Sets, Ladies' Satchels, Tourist Tab-
lets, Ladies' Purses, Music Satchels,
Music Rolls, Music Paper, Metro-
nomes, Strings, Cases and Trimmings
for all Musical Instruments. : :
409 CHURCH STREET NASHVILLE, TENN.
GDDQSHDESfOBEUERYBDDV-
NOBBY
Shoes&
Hosiery
FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Have You Money to Bumf
llCan you afford to burn up your money in a range that wastes fuel, wastes
time with improper cooking, and costs continually for repairs ?
IfCertainly not! And the minute this occurs to you, who have the "say" on
household economics
—
you who are so proud to make the money last
—
you
will see the value of the Enterprise Ingot Iron Range.
UMade for a lifetime—on scientific principles—the most economical and tim:.-
and money saving range that was ever made.
KCome in and let us prove it to you.
Our Motlo: "Quality—Service—Reliability"
PHILLIPS & BUTTORFF MFG. CO.
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
JNO. O. WHITE. Manager
WITHERSPOON & CO.
INSURANCE
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
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BAIRD-WARD
PRINTING CO.
SPECIALIZING IN
PUBLICATIONS
CATALOGUES
BOOKLETS
150-152154 FOURTH AVENUE, NORTH
NASHVILLE, TENN.
girt ^tore
28 ARCADE, NASHVILLE, TENN.
WE CARRY THE FOLLOWING
Artist Materials Embroidery Materials
Oil and Water Colors College Pennants and
Stencil Outfits
Picture Framing
Pillows
Hashburg Roman Gold
WALTER L. TANNER
PROPRIETOR ARTIST MATERIALS DEPARTMENT
I '"••<
No store in Ihe entire South shows so large or complete a stock of FURNITURE
as this store. Selected with great thought as to St;le and Durabiht;.
"WE FURNISHED WARD-BELMONT"
MONTGOMERY & COMPANY
FIFTH AVENUE AND UNION ST.
CANDY—SODA—LUNCHES
AND ICE CREAM
ICE CREAM—ICES—CAKES
AND FRAPPES
CHURCH STREET
AND SIXTH AVENUE
1411 CHURCH ST.
TELS. HEMLOCK 1160-1161
9Delicious Home-Made Goodies
so CENTS PER POUND
WE PAY PARCEL POST CHARGES AND INSURANCE
(Assorted Caramels, Caramel Biscuits,
Divinity Fudge, Fruit and Nut Kisses,
Klondikes, Nut Balls, Assorted Taffies,
Cream Mints, Toasted Marshmallows,
Butter-Scotch and numerous other
numbers, assorted in 1,2, 3, 4, 5-pound
boxes. :::::::::::
No Agent can furnish this kind.
DELICIOUS CHOCOLATES AND BON-BONS
80 CENTS PER POUND
ALL SIZE PACKAGES
Try once and
you'll
buy often
SKALOWSKI'S
NASHVILLE, TENN.
Try once and
you'll
buy often
GOOD PHOTOPUYS are the GREATEST EDUCATORS
I MAKE A SPECIALTY OF HISTORICAL AND EDUCATIONAL PICTURES
SELECT ONLY THE VERY BEST OF THE WORLD'S GREATEST PRODUCTIONS
"' "
PRESENT YOU WITH A NEW PROGRAM EVERY DAY
THE CRYSTAL
NASHVILLE'S ORIGINAL AND MOST POPULAR
PHOTOPLAY HOUSE
SHOWING GOOD PICTURES ONLY
WILLIAM WASSMAN, Manager
NASHVILLE'S PIONEER PICTURE MAN
Every Faucet In
Ward-Belmont College
turns on
HOWE'S DISTILLED
WATER
It's a faculty ruling, because it is
the only water that insures per-
fect health :: :: t: ::

GEO. R. CALHOUN & CO.
JEWELERS, SILVERSMITHS, OPTICIANS
m
FineWatches, Solid SilverVases
Handsome Jewelry
GIFTS FOR ANY OCCASION
Calhoun Quality and Calhoun Prices
Have Been Famous for Over 75 Years
Qs^f^Bmos.
FI^ORISTS
212 IFIFTH AVE. NORTH
NASHVILLE
. TENN.
DELIVERY BY TWO AUTOS
John Bouchard & Sons Co.
MACHINISTS
Brass and Iron Founders
Steam and Hot Water Heating
New and Second Hand Machinery-
Mill Supplies
11th Ave. and Harrison Street, Nashville, Tenn.
Phones: Main 2510, Main 5490
/^UR Spring (i9i5) Styles are
^^ quite the smartest showing
of Footwear ever produced
—
and at Moderate Prices.
MAXWELL HOUSE SHOE CO.
Established i86q Telephone Main 82 i
517 Church Street
iE. A. Urtglit lank Not? Olompang
lEngrauprs
—
Prtnlrra—S'tatintn^rH
PHILADELPHIA. PENNA.
Manufacturers of Class and Societv Pins, Medals, Commencement Invitati
Calling Cards. Dance Prosrammes, Menus, Stationer>-, Year Book Insi
Leather Souvenirs, Photogravures.
White Trunk & Bag Co.
Trunks and
Leather Goods
STORE: 609 CHURCH ST.
FACTORY: WEST NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
WM.HOLBROOK TELEPHONES J. W. M'CLELLAN
STORE. MAIN 746 MARKET. MAIN 247
^f)e putter anb
^oultrp people
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
STALL. 64 MARKET HOUSE STORE. 321 BROAD STREET
FOR HIRE; TOURING CARS AND 36-PASSENGER SIGHT-SEEING CAR
LADIES' SADDLE HORSES AND SKIRTS
SPECIAL RATES TO SCHOOLS AND PARTIES OF TWENTY
THE BENNETT LIVERY
COMPANY
HORSES AND AUTOS
PHONES MAIN 69
The kind of Paints the Painter depends on
WARREN'S
LIQUID
W.P. PAINT
Wa Bros. Co.rren o
Church Street and Third Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee
C.T.Cheek& Sons
Wholesale
Groceries
No. 1 Cummins Station
ALL KINDS OF PRINTING
SOCIAL STATIONERS
cbLUEGEAnnual buildfrs

WHEN YOU WISH TO BUY BOOKS
CAVE MONEY
^ by calling on or
writing us for catalogue and
prices. We carry constantly in
stock the books of all leading
publishers, and are prepared to
fill orders on short notice at
lowest prices.
Books, Christmas Cards
Fountain Pens, Stationery, Etc.
The Largest Bookstores in the South
Write for prices to
SMITH & LAMAR
Dallas, Texas Nashville, Tew. Richmomi, \a.
MAKE YOURSELF r// HOME /;/ OUR STORE
^T large and well-
^-l^selected stock
of suits, coats, skirts,
waists, corsets, shoes
The Lyle Company
219 FIFTH AVENUE, N.
Hermitage Hardware Co.
309 THIRD AVENUE, NORTH
PHONE MAIN 39
SPLENDID CUTLERY
WRIGHT & DITSON'S TENNIS GOODS
SPORTING GOODS AND
BATHING SUITS
Best Factory Brands of Everything
in Our Line
We installed all the work in the Dormitory and
Academic buildings on campus
T. J. MOONEY & CO.
Steam and Hot Water Heating
Modern Plumbing
Nashville, Tennessee
OFFICE AND SALESROOM
176 KifiiiTii AvKxi'i.;
SHOP AND WAREHOUSE
IN Rear OF 174-176-178
Telephone Main
617
M. T). Anderson
For
Oysters, Fish, Game
and Poultry
"^S?
Anderson Fish & Oyster Co,
Wholesale and Retail
320-322 Fourth Avenue, North, Nashville, Tenn.
P. 0. Box 122
^
Frank W.Wedin & Co.
NAVAL TAILORS 172 SANDS ST.
'• BROOKLYN, N.Y.
1 Middy Suits of all kinds, made to
order, Gymnasium suits and blouses.
All strictly Tailor Made.
A Perfect Fit is Guaranteed
An allowance of 10% off the cata-
logue price will be made on every
order placed before August 1, 1915
by students at Ward-Belmont.
Send for Catalogue at once
Six Menus Daily
A la Carte, Breakfast, Luncheon
Dinner, after the show, and
special of Ices and Soda
Our Fdmous Candies Always Fresh
Established 20 Years
The Ocean
OPENS SEPTEMBER 23. Examine the
pages of this Annual for particulars, as to
departments, national attendance, large
,ind able faculty, and the most modern and
romplete equipment. For further details, send
for General and Special Catalogues.
A ddress: Jennie Taylor Masson, Registrar.
Ball Mason Ball Sure Seal
FRUIT JARS
Made from the best materials by the
most modern machinery so constructed
so as to produce the most evenly blown,
finished and tempered jars. :: :: ::
BALL BROS. GLASS MFG. CO,
MUNCIE, INDIANA
G)ociel'tf C9naxa«i!ct6
CULLOM & GHERTNER
PRINTERS, ENGRAVERS
nashvii-i-e:, Tennessee
IE HAVE SPECIALIZED in the produc-
tion of Gjllege Annuals, Catalogs, Invita-
tions, Etc.
—
producing Annuals for such
institutions as Vanderbilt University,
Tulame University, North Carolina State Normal,
Tennessee College, University of Alabama, Winthrop
Normal and Industrial College and many others
—
over 15 Annuals produced in 1915. Samples and
prices sent upon request.
136 Fourth Ave., North NASHVILLE, TENN.
Bernstein & Co.
512 CHURCH STREET
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
Ward-Belmont Collegs Girls given special
attention for all
JEWELRY WANTS
St. Bernard Mining Co.
INCORPORATED
JAMES R. LOVE, Manaiier
COAL AND COKE
34-36 ARCADE NASHVILLE, TENN.
// You want first-class MEATyou can rest assured
that we have it
MIex Warner & Son
STALL 17 MARKET HOUSE
Thone us when you want it again
HOTEL. HERMITAGE
HOMER WILSON, Manager
NASHVILLE'S SOCIAL CENTER
250 ROOMS $2.00 PER DAY AND UP 250 BATHS
Send
Your Kodak Pictures
TO US
"We do the Rest—Best"
Dury's
420 Union Street NASHVILLE, TENN.
E could not have pub-
lished "Milestones"
without our adver-
tisers. C[,Girls, if you want to
find the best friends you have,
read the advertisements, and
remember them next year.
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